
ABSTRACT 
 
SETHAPHONG, LATSAVONGSAKDA. Molecular Recognition and Structural Influences 
on Function in Bio-nanosystems of Nucleic Acids and Proteins. (Under the direction of 
Yaroslava G. Yingling.) 
 

This work examines smart material properties of rational self-assembly and molecular 

recognition found in nano-biosystems.  Exploiting the sequence and structural information 

encoded within nucleic acids and proteins will permit programmed synthesis of 

nanomaterials and help create molecular machines that may carry out new roles involving 

chemical catalysis and bioenergy. 

Responsive to different ionic environments thru self-reorgnization, nucleic acids 

(NA) are nature’s signature smart material; organisms such as viruses and bacteria use 

features of NAs to react to their environment and orchestrate their lifecycle.  Furthermore, 

nucleic acid systems (both RNA and DNA) are currently exploited as scaffolds; recent 

applications have been showcased to build bioelectronics and biotemplated nanostructures 

via directed assembly of multidimensional nanoelectronic devices 1.  Since the most stable 

and rudimentary structure of nucleic acids is the helical duplex, these were modeled in order 

to examine the influence of the microenvironment, sequence, and cation-dependent 

perturbations of their canonical forms.  Due to their negatively charged phosphate backbone, 

NA’s rely on counterions to overcome the inherent repulsive forces that arise from the 

assembly of two complementary strands.  As a realistic model system, we chose the HIV-

TAR helix (PDB ID: 397D) to study specific sequence motifs on cation sequestration.  At 

physiologically relevant concentrations of sodium and potassium ions, we observed sequence 

based effects where purine stretches were adept in retaining high residency cations.  The 



transitional space between adenine and guanosine nucleotides (ApG step) in a sequence 

proved the most favorable.  This work was the first to directly show these subtle interactions 

of sequence based cationic sequestration and may be useful for controlling metallization of 

nucleic acids in conductive nanowires.  Extending the study further, we explored the degree 

to which the structure of NA duplexes alone interacted with cations distinct from a specific 

sequence.  Under physiologically relevant conditions, a duplex of RNA polyguanine-

polycitidine was highly responsive and able to sequester cations to the middle of the purine 

stretches.  The least responsive structure was a DNA polyadenine-polythymine duplex.  A 

random sequence DNA duplex contorted into an RNA-like helix resulted in cationic 

dynamics similar to RNA systems.  These studies showed that cation diffusive binding events 

in nucleic acid duplex structures are sequence specific and heavily influenced by structural 

aspects helical forms to account for much of the differences observed.  

Although structural information in nucleic acids is encoded within their sequence, 

linking amino acid sequence to protein structure is murkier; the structural information within 

proteins is encoded by the folding process itself: a complex phenomenon driven toward the 

equilibrium state of the active conformation.  Upwards of two thirds of a protein’s sequence 

can be substituted with similar amino acids without significantly perturbing its function; 

conserved residues of about 10% seem to be vital; since evolutionary selection pressure in 

proteins operates 3-dimenionally, a linear sequence is partially informative.  We explored 

this problem by folding de-novo the cytosolic portion of the membrane protein, cellulose 

synthase, CESA1 from upland cotton, Gossypium hirsutum (Ghcesa1).  The cytoplasmic 

region was generated by homology modeling and refined with molecular dynamics.  These 



mutations impair local structural flexibility which likely results in cellulose that is produced 

at a lower rate and is less crystalline.  Additional modeling of fragments of cellulose 

synthases from the model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana, offered novel insights into the function 

of conserved cytosolic domains within plant cellulose synthases.  Transport mechanisms 

related to the transmembrane region revealed significant differences between plants and a 

bacterial complex.  These studies generated possible mutations that may allow for the 

creation of new synthases and identified other avenues of research in order to develop 

technologies that may alter the crystallinity and other useful properties of cellulose. 
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1.0 Introduction 

As the ability to manipulate matter at the nanoscale improves, it becomes increasingly 

important to understand the laws and principles that permit an efficient (economic) molecular 

assembly of new materials and engineer properties that fit a functional application.  These 

may be the design of sensors, electronic and photonic devices, and structural composites.  

Nature has solved the assembly problem in bio-nanosystems in order to generate biopolymers 

such as nucleic acids, proteins and polysaccharides such as cellulose.  The synthesis of new 

materials in biological systems is largely accomplished by protein synthases that are able to 

selectively recognize their substrates and alter the physical properties of their product.  Bio-

nanotechnology is an emergent field that promises to deliver significant advances for 

industries reliant on natural materials as well as engendering new technologies for 

applications in green chemistry, therapeutics, sensors, hybrid nano-composites and 

construction.  Despite this array of potential applications and development, there still remains 

a paucity of fundamental insights into the basic mechanisms that nature exploits in order to 

achieve programmable self-assembly of molecules at the nanoscale resulting in macroscopic 

structures.   

 

1.2 Background  
 
 Demand for renewable resources is increasing as world economic development 

consumes finite resources of hydrocarbon, rare earth elements, and other raw materials.  

Economic growth generates industrial pollution and green house gasses since the world is 

still mainly reliant on fossil fuels; a troubling matter for international security, the majority of 
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hydrocarbon resources are located in geopolitically unstable areas.  Furthermore, worldwide 

consumption of building materials largely focuses on wood.  In order to meet the challenges 

of discovering renewable energy resources and replacing functional materials derived from 

finite resources, bio-inspired nanotechnologies offer limitless potential.  Operating at the 

nanoscale in dimensions of 1 to 100nm, nanotechnology can meet the need for clean energy, 

green chemistry, advanced therapeutics, and atomic level fabrication of novel electronics. 

 A class of biomaterials of considerable interest are nucleic acids due to their intrinsic 

properties as polyelectrolytes, molecular recognition capabilities, and ease of incorporation 

into hybrid polymers1 and functionalized hydrogels2,3. As a renewable resource, nucleic acids 

are produced by every living organism.  Nucleic acids can be given additional functions by 

being conjugated to other materials or be used as a scaffold in order to create patterned 3-D 

structures4.  Of these applications, DNA based templating of nanostructures is also showing 

promise.  The mechanical, electrical and optical properties of these materials are tunable1 as 

evidenced by using DNA in a copolymer doped for lasing applications5,6.  Since these 

applications rely on nucleic acid base-pairing and molecular recognition, understanding how 

to finely tune these properties is vital toward creating an all organic engineered system with 

the desired properties suitable for its intended purpose. 

 The second biomaterial examined in this work is cellulose, specifically, the molecular 

machinery that is responsible for its synthesis and assembly into nanofibrils.  Cellulose, long 

glucan chains of cellulobiose, is also an abundant and renewable resource.  In the form of 

nanocellulose sized between 1 to 20nm, there are broad applications as a novel therapeutic 

drug delivery system.  Like nucleic acids, nanocellulose can be incorporated into hybrid 
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nanocomposites7.  Unlike most nanomaterials, cellulose is both cheap to manufacture and 

relatively nontoxic; carbon nanotubues (CNT) cost between $50 to $500 per kilogram8 and 

generally act like asbestos fibers 9 with debate remaining on single walled CNTs10; synthetic 

DNA still costs several thousand dollars per gram (Oligofactory Inc.); in contrast, the US 

Forrest Service expects to sell nanocellulose for a few dollars per kilogram.   

But it is in the field of renewable energy where much of the interest in cellulose lies.  

The first challenge for is to develop economical ways to free cellulosic fibrils from source 

material11.  Cellulosic ethanol is a desirable alternative to corn-based ethanol since it will not 

compete with the food supply.  Ethanol use in gasoline fuels reduces smog since it is 36% by 

weight oxygen, helping to provided complete combustion and avoid the use of toxic 

chemicals based on benzene such as Methyl tert-butyl ether (MBTE).  As a structural 

material, cellulose’s strength is correlated to its crystallinity that renders cellulose resistant to 

chemical attack, microbial ingestion, and confers significant tensile strength and rigidity.  For 

construction materials, these mechanical properties are highly desirable; yet, these same 

properties hinder biofuel production.  The mechanisms that govern crystallinity lie in the 

proteins, cellulose synthases, and the protein complexes that polymerize its production.  

Being able to control cellulose production at the point of synthesis would represent a 

significant advance.  In order to accomplish this goal, this work uses the tools of structural 

biology and computational molecular dynamics to examine new cellulose synthase mutants 

that result in lower crystallinity and altered saccharification.   However, the structure of 

cellulose synthases have not been solved experimentally due to problems in transgenic 

expression and isolation of protein in sufficient yield12.  To overcome this problem, we used 
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ab-initio structure prediction methods to generate a likely 3-D structure.  After assessing its 

quality, we mapped the single point mutations to this structure and subjected each mutant to 

computational analysis.  By examining the structure of these mutants relative to the normal 

wild type, it will be possible to design new proteins that will allow for the tuning of cellulose 

to have defined properties.  Developing economical cellulosic ethanol will reduce the current 

reliance on corn based ethanol which competes as a food source; when these dual use crops 

are affected by adverse harvests, then result is higher food prices. 

1.3 Biomaterials  
 

1.3.1 Molecular Recognition 
 
 Molecular recognition in biology is a central requirement in order to achieve 

specificity of reaction and the correct function of signaling pathways in the crowded 

macromolecular environment of living cells.  These interactions are non-bonded and 

typically rely on hydrogen bonding, solvent effects, van der Waals forces, - interactions, 

and electrostatic effects.  From these sets of forces, biological materials, like nucleic acids, 

can selectively bind everything from large macromolecules to small cations. 

1.3.1.1 Nucleic Acids 
 
 The most error-sensitive biological processes involve genetic transcription and 

genomic repair.  Nucleic acids follow a simple rule based method of molecular recognition 

through complementary base pairing.  Because of this trait, nucleic acids have been 

extensively studied as model systems for understanding molecular recognition.  Nucleic acids 
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are of two varieties, ribonucleic acid (RNA) or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).  Nucleic acids 

encode the genetic information of all living cells.  RNA’s sugar contains a 2’OH group 

unlike DNA.  Both exist as polymers of nucleotides that contain a five-membered ribose 

sugar as a backbone and a nucleotide base.  They share the same purine bases of adenine (A) 

and guanine (G), one pyrimidine, cytosine (C); however, they differ with the complement to 

adenine where it is thymine (T) for DNA and uracil (U) for RNA.  Consequently, the 

Watson-Crick base pairing rules are A-T/U and G-C.  This canonical base pairing is what 

confers unto nucleic the ability to form helical duplexes, recognize complementary pairs, and 

give rise to the structural variety of bulges, loops, and hairpin turns.  One key distinction is 

that due to the lack of a 2’OH group, DNA generally favors to be a duplex (Figure 1.1).  The 

two most prevalent structures are A-form and B-form.  They are characterized by their 

helical parameters of twist, base pairs per turn, and the rise per base pair, and pitch per turn.  

Because RNA has a 2’OH group, its duplexes are of the relatively stiff A-form characterized 

by a tight 11 base pairs per turn and 2.4Å rise.  The A-form is also on average of a wider 

diameter 24Å.  The B-form helix which is more typical for DNA is narrower at 20Å with 

10.4 base pairs per turn.  Consequently, the helix backbone forms grooves of where the 

backbones are far apart, major, and when they are closer, minor.  Another consequence of the 

2’OH group is that it forces the sugar pucker of RNA into a C3-endo, and that of DNA into 

C2’endo (Figure 1.2).  This also makes DNA more stable than RNA such that it is an ideal 

structure for storing genetic information.  RNA, on the other hand, can exist as a duplex in 

short sequences, but mostly assumes a disordered structure consisting of loops and hairpin 

turns.  RNA’s 2’OH group prevents efficient packing into duplexes and also may undergo 
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spontaneous cleavage.  This structural disorder and affinity for self cleavage allows RNA to 

take part in biochemical reactions.  Because of its relative stability, DNA is the nucleic acid 

of choice for genetic storage and it can be wound tightly around histone proteins to provide a 

compact structure that is further assembled into chromatin.  This self regulating nature of 

nucleic acids arises from their structural motifs and charged surface landscape associated 

with these duplex structures.   

 

 
Figure 1.1: Typical helical duplexes of Nucleic acids. A-form helix of RNA. (b) B-form 

helix of DNA 

 

 
Figure 1.2: Sugar pucker: (a) 2’Endo as seen in DNA. (b) 3’ Endo as seen in RNA.  The lack 

of a 2’OH group renders DNA more flexible. 
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1.3.1.2 Nucleic Acid Secondary Structures as Recognition Motifs 
 
 In nucleic acids, the number of possible secondary structures is approximately 1.8N, 

where N is the number of nucleotides13.  Despite this large conformational space of 

possibilities, there are three main structural recognition motifs in nucleic acids, bulges, loops, 

hairpins, and duplexes.  Bulges are formed when one or more consecutive bases in a duplex 

do not pair to bases on the complementary strand.  Loops are long stretches of unpaired bases 

typically greater than 4.  Hairpin loops result from two regions of the same strand fold back 

onto itself and forms a duplex of a complementary sequence.  Interior loops and junction 

loops occur when bases on both sides of a duplex cannot form base pairs; junction loops 

result when at least two double stranded regions converged and form a closed structure.  

These two latter two structures are typical for RNA, but can occur in DNA.  With the two 

most common helical duplex forms of the A-form helix and the B-form helix, the tendency to 

transition from one form to another is largely dependent upon both the nucleic acid sequence 

and the molar salinity of the microenvironment.  Variations in these canonical structures are 

detectable by regulatory proteins that perform the task of recognizing sequences which 

determine the local geometry of the duplex.  The major groove of B-form DNA helices serve 

as the binding site of proteins; in contrast, the geometry of A-form RNA helices are poor 

targets of proteins14.  Consequently, proteins recognize RNA mostly by its loop and bulge 

structures 15,16.   
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1.3.1.3 Nucleic Acid Structure Influence by Small Monovalent Cations 
  
 In order to assume their secondary structural forms, both DNA and RNA must rely on 

metal cations to provide charge screening of their highly negative phosphate backbones.  The 

bases themselves also exhibit small dipole moments that may sequester small cations and 

thereby perturb the secondary structure17.  Consequently, these structures are also amendable 

to influence by the ionic environment such that some bacteriophage viruses utilize sequence 

dependent cation recognition motifs to regulate genetic expression; and thereby, reduce delay 

in the transcription process when cations are used as a control signal18,19.  The susceptibility 

toward discernable structural changes of the duplexes induced by the ionic environment for 

these kind of regulatory processes appear to be sequence dependent20.  Moreover, 

monovalent cations are of interest since both RNA and DNA can be highly sensitive to their 

cytosolic concentration and species resulting in adaptive recognition18,21-23.   

 

1.3.1.4 Materials Science of Nucleic Acids 
 

Conjugated nucleic acids with nanomaterials are unusually stable compared to 

proteins24.  For this reason, they make ideal platforms for sensor development where their 

complementary Watson-Crick type hydrogen bonding, stacking interactions and 

electrostatics can be used in systemic evolution to recognize key ligands by exponential 

enrichment (SELEX).  When nucleic acids have been designed to provide scaffolding for 

single walled nanotubes, the helical duplex is preferred for its relative rigidity and stability, 

and allows for uniformity of the desired pattern 25.  The tendency for particular molecules to 

intercalate in certain modalities of nucleic acid helical duplexes, make them useful as a 
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medium to control the dispersion of photoactive substrates as well as metallization in 

applications involving optoelectronics, photonics and as organic semiconductors.  Even with 

the influence of sequence on structure, nucleic acids must first rely on cationic charge 

compensation which is a first order effect.  For this reason, we investigated the role cations 

have on structure which will ultimately allow for the fine tuning of the secondary structures 

and their recognition properties of interest that emerging nanotechnologies depend upon. 

 

1.3.2 Self Assembly 
 
 Self assembly is the process in which molecular nanostructures self-organize.  The 

forces that drive this process occur between individual molecules, between the atoms that 

make up the molecule and the microenvironment.  These materials spontaneously create 

increasingly complex structures given suitable conditions.  All natural biomaterials are 

formed in this manner.   

1.3.2.1 Materials Science of Cellulose 
 
 Cellulose is the most abundant renewable biomaterial; approximately 1011 metric tons 

is produced annually on earth.  Cellulose exists as a linear polysaccharide polymer of 

semicrystalline fibrils (Figure 1.3).  Each microfibril is estimated to be 3nm thick and made 

up of 36 crystalline chains26.  The highly crystalline nature of cellulose protects it from 

chemical attack and confers considerable strength on the order of 128 GPa27.  At 

approximately 100-150nm in length, these microfibrils contain an amorphous region weaker 

than the rest of the fiber28.  The glucose units that constitute β-1,4 glucan are rotated 180° 
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from each other to assume a non-planar orientation.  The length of these polymeric chains is 

estimated to be upwards to 15,000 glucans. The average crystallinity of cellulose for plants 

ranges widely depending on the tissue, plant species and environmental growth conditions 

such as the stress from high winds; for Arabidopsis, it is at most 55% in the stem tissue and 

can be as low as 38% for leaves28.   

 

 
Figure 1.3: Depiction of cellulose from the plant wall to its monofilament. (Adapted from 
Cranston, ED. (2012) “Mechanical Testing of Thin Film Nanocellulose Materials.”) 

 
 
 

 With the emergence of cellulose nanofibrils, cellulose fiber-reinforced composites 

have been made to be relatively strong with the advantage of being transparent and 

biodegradable 29.  Composites of cellulose often rely on chemical30 and mechanical31 

treatments to optimize the size and purity of the nanofibrils.  Being able to lower the 

cellulose crystallinity, in this case, would be helpful in simplifying processing and obtaining 

uniform raw materials.   

 Perhaps the greatest interest in cellulose structure is in improving the production of 

cellulosic ethanol for biofuels.  World energy consumption is expected to increase 
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significantly by 2025 as human populations grow, resulting in more demand for biomass 

based fuel.  Cellulosic ethanol is relatively environmentally friendly and may provide 

renewable transportation fuel.  As one advantage over corn ethanol, cellulosic biofuels do not 

require fertilizers, pesticides, significant energy, and water to produce.  Ethanol as an 

oxidizer in gasoline fuel, reduces smog, since it is 35% oxygen by weight and significantly 

less toxic than benzene-based oxygenates or Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether (MTBE) that was  

proven to be highly carcinogenic.  The Department of Energy estimates that approximately 

130,000 barrels per day of ethanol will be needed to meet the demand created by refiner 

decisions to replace MTBE32.   

 

 
Figure 1.4: Nanocellulose as a biocompatible tissue scaffold. Bodin et al. 200733. 
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Table 1.1: Representative Mechanical Strength of Materials versus Nanocellulose.  
ArboraNano Inc. 
 

Material 
Density 
(g/cm3) 

Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 

Young's 
modulus 
(GPa) 

Elongation 
at break 
(%) 

Nanocellulose 1.5 10000 150 6.7 
SWCNT 1.2 30000 1054 6 

MWCNT 2.6 30000 
1000-
1280 12.5 

Carbon 1.7 4000 230-240 1.4-1.8 
Kevlar 29 1.44 2800 183 4 

Aramid 1.4 
3000-
3150 63-67 3.3-3.7 

302 Stainless 
Steel 7.7-8.1 1280 210 
Cotton 1.5-1.6 287-800 5.5-12.6 ~7-8 

 
 

Newer applications for cellulose involve nanocellulose, the actual fibril element, to  

creating novel hydrogels34; transparent composites of cellulose have favorable characteristics 

can useful in many fields, such as flexible electrodes, flexible display devices35, bio-sensors, 

as a platform substrate to study the effect of electrical signals on cell activities, and to direct 

desirable cell function for tissue engineering applications (Figure 1.4).  The mechanical 

properties of nanocellulose are comparable to Kevlar (Table 1).  These properties of 

nanocellulose are expected to produce an industry that will be worth up to 600 billion dollars 

annually by 2020 (US Forrest Service, Department of Agriculture). 

1.3.2.2 Cellulose Synthase 
 

Rosettes of enzymes that synthesized cellulose fibrils were first observed by Mueller 

et al. arranged into rafts that aggregated into larger clusters36.  Each fibril (~5nm dia) 
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produced by these rosettes eventually combine into larger microfibrils of  ~20nm.  These 

larger fibrils strands are thought to form entirely through self-assembly37.  Current theory 

suggests that the crystallographic makeup and orientation of these fibrils depend entirely with 

the proteins that polymerize β-1,4 glucan into cellulose 38.  Examining the protein machinery 

itself will give some insight into the self assembly of cellulose into microfibrils.  

Furthermore, if these proteins can be manipulated, the cellulose that is produced can also be 

altered. 

Cellulose is created at the molecular level by glycosyltransferases known as cellulose 

synthases, CESA’s, that catalyze the polymerization of β-1,4 glucan chains from 

cellulobiose.  CESAs are transmembrane proteins comprised of a large transmembrane 

domain of eight alpha helices and two major portions located in the cytoplasm. The monomer 

that is polymerized into β-1,4 glucan is a uridine diphosphate bound glucose (UDP-Glc) 

molecule of which there is debate on whether there are two or one binding sites.   

Based upon a similar protein structure solved from a bacterium, Bacillus subtilis, it is 

assumed that CESA’s have a Rossman fold with a beta sheet core comprised of six to seven 

beta strands39.  This fold motif is characteristic of nucleotide binding proteins which is 

necessary if CESA’s catalyze reactions with UDP-Glc.  For all CESAs, there is a conserved 

amino acid motif comprised of three catalytic aspartic residues D,D,D and a glucan chain 

binding motif of QxxRW (Figure 1.5); the glucan chain binding motif of glutamine separated 

from the arginine and tryptophan by two positions40.  Cellulose synthases are organized into 

larger protein hetero-oligomers known as rosettes.  There is debate as to how many CESA’s 

constitute one rosette, but the prevailing theory is 3641.  These rosettes are first thought to be 
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formed in the golgi complex and exported to the cell membrane41.  These rosettes self 

aggregate at the cellular membrane into higher level complexes and produce the cellulose 

microfibrils (Figure 1.6).  Plant cellulose synthases are classified into six major isoforms 

along the lines of primary and secondary cell walls using the model plant Arabidopsis 

thaliana (mouse ear cress) which is related to cotton.  Primary CESAs are those that produce 

a pliant wall in a plant as its cells grow.  Secondary CESAs are responsible for forming the 

thicker walls when cells stop growing, and it is here where the majority of plant biomass is 

stored.  With only a half life of less than 30 minutes, experimental structure determination of 

CESA’s has been difficult42.  Delivery of cellulose synthase to the plasma membrane occurs 

at a rate of 4.8 delivery events μm−2 h−143.  The turnover rate is much faster than for most 

membrane proteins.  This recalcitrant character of CESA proteins has stymied the field for 

well over 40 years. 

 
 

 
Figure 1.5: General topology of cellulose synthase glycosyltransferases.  PCR is the plant 
conserved region, an CSR is the class specific region.  There are 8 transmembrane helices in 
total.  Adapted from Roberts et al. 44. D1-3 are conserved aspartic acid motifs.  The QxxRW 
motif is thought to hold the glucan chain as it grows, and is found in all processive 
glycosyltransferases including chitin synthase.  The zinc finger is at the N terminus and 
thought to allow other protein-protein interactions. 
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Figure 1.6: Cellulose microfibrils formed polymerized by rosettes (Neville 1993 45). 
 
 CESA mutants arising from single amino acid substitutions have shown altered 

synthesis of cellulose46.  Understanding how these specific mutations affect the structure of 

the CESA and ultimately the cellulose that is produced can now leverage recent gains in 

bioinformatics 47.  This work makes use of computational modeling of the structures from ab-

initio prediction to all-atom physical simulations.  Glycosyltransferases such as cellulose 

synthase are responsible for catalyzing the vast array of polysaccharide based biopolymers 

found in nature.  Being able to alter their substrate affinity and enzymatic activity will allow 

for the creation of new biomaterials beyond those just based upon cellulose.   

 

1.4 Methods 
 
 Computational experiments via molecular dynamics simulations were used to explore 

the behavior of nucleic acid structures with small cations, and to relax predicted protein 

structures.  Ab-initio protein structure prediction relied on two different methods based on 

the complexity of the structure of interest.   For the large structures beyond 150 amino acids 
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such as the case for the catalytic core of the cellulose synthase, a homology model from the 

SAM T-08 server48 was employed and subsequently refined with molecular dynamics.   

Once the final structure was within an acceptable quality, we introduced one known 

mutation, Atcesa7P557T and two novel ones, Atcesa1S377F and Atcesa3G620E, into the modeled 

Ghcesa1 catalytic core.  ROSETTA was subsequently used to examine the folding of three 

fragments that show relevance to cellulose synthesis and protein-protein interactions, one 

structure is a fragment from the transmembrane region consisting of two helices and a 

connecting loop, and the two others were small domains under 100 amino acids within the 

catalytic core itself. 

 

1.4.1 Molecular Dynamics 
 
 Macroscopic observables are intrinsically related to microscopic behavior at the 

atomic scale.  The time dependent (and independent) microscopic behavior of a molecule can 

be calculated.  The most accurate method of examining atomic behavior is molecular 

dynamics which models the atomic interactions using empirical force-fields.  These force-

fields approximate the interactions in the system using simplified models.  In practice, these 

models typically include only those features that are necessary to describe the system: 

 
(1) 

     Bonds   Angles 
 

 
(2) 
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      Torsions 
 

 
(3) 

      Non-bonded 
 

 
(4) 

      Electrostatic 
 
Once the system is adequately described, the next step is to solve Newton’s Equations of 

motion. 

The most common time integration method is based on the Verlet algorithm49.  It is 

an implicit method that is a third order Taylor expansion of the positions r(t) into a forward 

and backward time component such that the accelerations, a(t), and third time derivative 

result in a simplified expression with fourth order errors of the time step, ∆t: 

 
 ∆ 	2 	 	 	∆ 	 ∆ ∆ 	 

(5) 

Forces can be computed from the acceleration: 
 

1
 

(6) 

 
Given that the choice of time step, ∆t, must be very small to capture the fastest motions a 

system, this requirement translates into chosen time steps being on the order of 1 

femtosecond.  This high precision makes MD the principal tool for modeling proteins, 

nucleic acids and other types of soft matter at atomistic detail.  However, this high precision 
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also limits the amount of time that can be sampled to a few hundred nanoseconds depending 

on the numerical precision of the computer system.  Very long simulations eventually accrue 

numerical errors as to render the later times of the simulation unrealistic.  The schematic 

below shows the MD methodology (Figure 1.7):  

 
Calculation of Forces  Displacement t=∆t  New Set of 

Coordinates 
 
 
 
 
 

In this work, nucleic acid helixes were generated using the Nucleic Acid Builder 

module of the molecular dynamics software Amber 9.0.  Nucleic acid all atom simulations 

utilized the updated Cornell force field for nucleic acids 50,51.  K+, Na+, and Cl- ions are 

modeled as point charges with van der Waals spheres without either polarization or charge 

transfer effects.  This methodology represents monovalent ions faithfully. However, ad hoc 

adaptation of the Åqvist parameters for the AMBER-99 force field led to artifacts in long 

simulations of biomolecules in salt solutions resulting in salt crystal formation below their 

solubility limit according to Chen et al. 52.  Subsequently, Joung and Cheatham 

reparameterized the Lennard-Jones potential for ions and specific rigid water models 53,54.  

All NA structures were subjected to conjugate gradient energy minimization for 5000 steps. 

Minimized NA structures were then neutralized with Na+  ions and immersed in a water box 

with at least 10 Å deep solvation shell using the TIP3P water model 55.  Additional Na+ and 

Cl- ions or K+ and Cl- ions were added to represent a 0.1 M effective salt concentration 

around a given NA helix. The equilibration of each NA sample was carried out in 11 stages 

Figure 1.7 Diagram of Basic Molecular Dynamics Methodology 
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starting from the solvent minimization for 10000 steps and keeping the duplex restrained for 

200 Kcal/mol. The system was heated to 300K in 40 ps while imposing a 200kcal/mol 

constraint on the duplex. A brief NPT MD run was performed for 200 ps with a duplex 

restrained maintained at 200 kcal/mol. Another constrained minimization step follows with 

the restraint of 25 kcal/mol for 10000 steps.  A second NPT MD run was performed at 25 

kcal/mol restraint for 20 ps.  Subsequently four additional 1000 cycle minimization steps 

were performed while relaxing the positional constraint from 20 kal/mol to 5 kcal/mol in 5 

kcal/mol increments. A final unconstrained minimization stage of 1000 cycles was performed 

before reheating the system to 300K at constant volume within 40 ps.  Subsequently, NPT 

equilibrations were performed to ensure uniformity in solvent density.  Long range 

electrostatic interactions were calculated by Particle Mesh Ewald summation (PME)56 and 

the non-bonded interactions were truncated at 9 Å cutoff along with a 0.00001 tolerance of 

Ewald convergence.  A Berendsen thermostat maintained temperature at 300 K 57.  The 

SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain the position of hydrogen atoms 58. The production 

simulations were performed for an NVT ensemble.  Each production simulation was 

performed for 20 ns with a 2 fs time step.   

Protein all atom molecular dynamics simulations for the modeled catalytic region of a 

cellulose synthase differed from the nucleic systems by having 0.3M NaCl and endured a 

slower initial heating step of 100ps versus 40ps to attain 300K.  Each production run was 

executed for a minimum of 10ns.  Mutants were generated from the last “good” structure of 

the wild type by mutating the residue of interest with the Amber tool TLEAP.  Analysis of all 

trajectories was performed using the Amber utility, PTRAJ. 
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1.4.2 Ab-initio Protein Structure Prediction 

1.4.2.1 Homology Modeling 
 
 A low resolution homology based model catalytic core region utilized the SAM-T08 

server from the Karplus lab48.  After submission of the protein FASTA sequence, the server 

performs three iterations to find homologs from the NCBI non-redundant database of protein 

sequences.  The resulting multiple sequence alignments (MSA) are used by neural networks 

to predict the local structure properties.  Each of the MSA’s are used to a provide a set of 

probability vectors corresponding to each residue of whether its secondary structure is a beta 

strand, helix, or loop.  The secondary structure predictions (Figure 7) are then fed into the 

Sequence and Alignment Modeling software59 using a template library of pre-computed 

Hidden Markov Models (HMM) that are used to generate the 3-D structure.   
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Figure 1.8: SAM T08 Secondary Structure Prediction where E labels correspond to beta 
strands and H labels are alpha helices.  Everything unlabeled is a random coil. 

 

1.4.2.2 Fragment Based Assembly 
 
 Ab-initio prediction of fragments from the catalytic core and a transmembrane helices 

relied on the ROSETTA program.  Starting with the FASTA file of single letter protein  

codes, a secondary structure prediction was accomplished using the PSIPRED program that 

performs a position specific iterated BLAST search.  BLAST is the Basic Local Alignment 

Search Tool. The results of this search is then used by the ROSETTA script, 

make_fragments.pl, to generate the 3 and 9 amino acid fragment library prior to starting the 

main ROSETTA algorithm that performs ab-initio folding.  ROSETTA employs Bayesian 

statistics to derive a structure from short fragments; these short residue fragments (< 15) have 
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a greater correlation between local sequence and structure than for longer sequences.  

Subsequently, fragment assembly occurs by a Monte Carlo procedure; the process begins 

with a random positioning in the fully extended protein with either a 3 or 9 residue fragment.  

This first fragment is chosen randomly from the top 25 structures in the libraries. 

 
Figure 1.9: ROSETTA starts from (a) fragment libraries with sequence-dependent ( and ψ) 
angles that capture the local conformational space accessible to a sequence. (b) Combining 
fragments from the libraries, ROSETTA folds the protein by optimizing non-local contacts. 
A low-resolution energy function smoothes the energy surface, to funnel the structure toward 
a native conformation as denoted by “N” (c). Metropolis Monte Carlo minimization drives 
the structure toward the global minimum. Reproduced from Kaufman et al. 201060. 

During each iteration, torsion angles in the protein segment are replaced with ones from the 

new fragment. The resulting conformation’s energy is calculated using scoring functions; a 

few hundred of the most likely angles for the fragments are derived from X-ray resolved 

structures. The fragments are matched against sequences present in the NCBI non redundant 

database via a PSIBLAST search. The final step ranks the matches by minimal steric overlap 
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to construct the fragment library from the favorable torsion angles and compatibility with 

secondary structure prediction as determined by an algorithm like PSIPRED or JUFO61.  

Prediction of membrane proteins relied on the OCTOPUS server for the membrane 

topology62.  This topology file is used to generate a lipophilicity profile to orient individual 

residues during the fragment insertion method within ROSETTA’s implicit membrane 

model.   
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Abstract 

Sequence dependency of metal ion aggregation around RNA structures is known to be 

involved in critical functions ranging from processes of molecular recognition to enzymatic 

chemistry. Ion interactions with an HIV-1 TAR RNA core helix were examined with explicit 

solvent molecular dynamics simulations. The results have shown that there is a sequence-

dependent cationic localization toward the purine-rich run within the TAR helix and other 

purine-rich duplexes. The behavior is independent of ionic species or a presence of a bulge. 

A region of high ion affinity agrees very well with the position of the X-ray determined 

divalent cations within a fragment from the HIV-1 TAR RNA. 

 
KEYWORDS. RNA helix, cations, HIV-1 TAR RNA, molecular dynamics simulations. 
 

2.1 Introduction 
 

RNA is a highly electronegative nucleic acid biopolymer that participates in the 

storage, expression and control of genetic information along with various other biochemical 

reactions.  In order to perform its evolutionary developed functions, RNA must overcome the 

inherent self-repulsive forces stemming from the electronegative landscape created by its 

nucleic acid bases. Therefore, RNA must rely on counterion interactions in various roles in 

order to fold into tertiary structures necessary for function and molecular recognition1-3. The 
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charged electronegative surface potential of the RNA molecule is sequence dependent 

wherein even a single base substitution can fundamentally alter the reactivity of the entire 

complex4.  Even though the role of cationic interactions had been appreciated early on, 

characterizing and quantifying their influence on nucleic acid structure and function has only 

been a recently renewed effort5,6.  

 Interactions of nucleic acids with cations are  complex processes involving charge 

compensation, hydration free energy, coordination geometry and coordinate bond forming 

capacity7,8.  Previous observations have been made about the role of specific nucleotide 

sequence stretches in their affinity for monovalent and divalent cations9. The culminated 

evidence from many years of various theoretical and experimental studies have hinted at a 

direct interplay of base sequence effects and metal ion sequestration around purine rich 

regions of nucleic acids10-14.From the stabilizing effect of metal binding to the purine N7 site 

and prevalence of purine dependent biological function, sequence dependent organization of 

the nonspecific cationic binding is compelling15,16.  Crystallographic studies of metal binding 

in HIV-1 RNA duplexes by 13 different cationic species by Ennifar et al. concluded that 

divalent species such as Mg2+ often prefer the Hoogsteen sites of guanine residues, 

specifically N7 and O617.  Interweaving these sets of observations may elucidate some 

mechanisms behind phenomena in the structural studies of viral Polypurine Tracts18,19.  Yet, 

the problem remains of concretely connecting nucleic acid sequence order with identifiable 

and predictable ion generalized dynamics.  The behavior of monovalent cations is immensely 

difficult to elucidate experimentally since monovalent ions interact weakly with nucleic acids 

via principally electrostatic attraction.  NMR studies have been applied to cationic effects on 
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nucleic acid structure, but the results often lead to more ambiguous questions20. The core 

problem is that diffusive binding is a relatively rare event compared to the NMR correlation 

times 20-40 ns21.  Our own computational experiments have shown that an ion can bind to 

phosphates on the order of hundreds of picoseconds. Even if the dynamics of cationic 

binding to nucleic acid tracts can only be inferred, it has not extinguished experimental 

pursuit of a more substantive understanding of specific ion interactions22.   

Computational models have been successful in characterizing and reaching close 

agreement with experimental studies on cation and RNA interactions 23-25. Molecular 

dynamics simulations (MD) can observe the localization, diffusive motions, and structural 

effects of the counterions in atomic details. For example, MD studies we used provide a 

detailed information for preferred ion binding sites, such as Na+ localization at the ApT step, 

i.e. the position between an adenine base and a thymine base in the 5’ to 3’ direction, shows a 

region of unique high electronegative potential within the DNA minor groove26.  Pronounced 

polymorphism of nucleic acids was observed under varying ionic strengths where X-ray 

crystal of a benchmark decamer d(CCAACGTTGG)2 duplex showed A-form to B-form 

transitions under Amber force fields upon MD convergence 27. However, the reliability of 

MD simulations depends on accurate and representative force fields for both nucleic acids 

and solvent.   

Despite the experimental difficulty in studying monovalent cationic interactions with RNA, 

many have investigated this integral relationship toward RNA stability, folding, and enabling 

self interactions28,29.  The major contributing factor that defines this relationship is the 

electrostatic potential surface that surrounds RNA.  This potential surface arises from a 
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sequence dependency that is strongly associated with highly electronegative bases and large 

dipole moments30.   The phenomena can be seen in crystal structures of helical DNA where 

monovalent cations are observed to cluster in the major groove near G:C pairs and the minor 

groove of A:T pairs9.   However, the more pronounced dynamic behavior involve cations 

with intricate RNA tertiary structures comprised of loops, helices, bulges, and kinks where 

unpaired bases are exposed to solvent.   

Many studies have focused on metal ion binding to DNA and RNA helices since this 

structural motif is the most prevailent.  Much of the different dynamics of cation binding 

between DNA and RNA are due to preferred helical conformations 31.  The 2’-OH of the 

RNA sugar backbone promotes a rigid and open  A-form helix as opposed to DNA which 

adopts the more compact B-form helix.  Therefore charge screening is more efficient with 

ions more closely bound in RNA than DNA.   RNA’s deeper major groove allows ions to 

penetrate further near the central helical axis.  In the presence of a divalent cation such as 

Mg2+, RNA can form more compacted structures 32.   For RNA, a lower bulk ionic strength 

of Mg2+ is required to induce neutralization when compared to DNA.  These slight structural 

differences of the sugar backbone are what make RNA cation interactions more dynamic 

compared to those for DNA.   

Helices often have unpaired nucleotides that protrude into bulges.  Cationic binding to 

these areas is less diffusive contrasting with the intact helices which has been shown to be 

quite different even for similar structures17.  In retroviruses such as HIV, a transactivation 

responsive element (TAR)  forms a loop-loop complex that is critical for RNA dimerization 

to subsequently increases viral replication a hundred fold.  The TAR RNA element is located 
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at the 5’-end of all HIV-1 mRNAs and controls the trans-activation of a viral transcription 

via interactions with the viral transactivator protein (Tat) 33. Specifically, Tat protein binds in 

the region of a three-base bulge and recognizes the adjacent helical sequence (Figure 2.1). 

Consequently, the TAR RNA element is a primary target for developing anti-HIV 

therapeutics 34,35. 

 Moreover, metal ions are required for nucleocapsid protein-transactivation response 

TAR RNA interactions and putatively assist in Tat recognition of TAR in vivo due to the 

large conformational changes associated with cationic binding to the bulge structure.  There 

have been several studies devoted to the understanding of the interactions of TAR RNA with 

metal ions36-41 Experimental studies suggest that interactions with diffusive counterions drive 

the TAR’s conformational transitions, however, sodium and magnesium ions may associate 

with TAR in distinct modes41. 
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Figure 2.1: (a) Sequence of the helical stem used in this study with a star denoting the 
lcoatino of the removed bulge. (b) Sequence of TAR RNA duplex (PDB id 397D) with boxed 
nucleotides important for Tat binding. (c) Superimposition of TAR RNA crystal structure 
(grey) with four bonded calcium ions (yellow) and a snapshot from MD simulations of a 
TAR-like RNA helix (orange) and the highest occupancy sodium ion (green) and potassium 
ion (blue). 

 

  Investigations of screening cationic interactions which have utilized the HIV- 

transactivation response element (Tar) have focused on modeling cationic dependent loop-

loop complexation. A rationally designed Tar complementary loop sequence, Tar*, has also 

been studied extensively to reveal that cation binding stabilization is governed by chloride 

ion exclusion in an HIV Tar-Tar* complex when subjected to alkali-chloride salts, (CsCl < 

KCl < NaCl)42. Likewise, the 3-nucleotide bulge structure of HIV-TAR also displays unusual 

cationic dependent behaviors.  Moreover, bulge structures are well known metal cation 

binding sites37.  They have garnered additional scrutiny for study since they are catalytically 
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active regions, vital for protein-RNA recognition, intra-RNA interactions, and are potential 

drug binding sites43.  For HIV-TAR complexation, the complete mechanism of Tat 

recognition to the 3-nt bulge remains unclear since site specificity may rely on structural as 

well as sequence complementarity which ultimately drive cation dependent effects.  The 

bulge region of the TAR RNA binds divalent cations in a weak, in the millimolar range, but 

highly specific manner (Figure 2.1) 37,38. Buck et al. observed that this bulge region exhibited 

binding to dinuclear ruthenium(II) complexes was much stronger than previously reported.  

They attributed their observations to a possible cleft structure of the minor groove.  The 

bulge sequence itself does affect the TAR RNA interaction with various divalent cations as 

shown by Carter-O’Connell et al.  Although their study examined pyrimidine substitutions, 

the effect of changing uracil to cytosine depended on the position such that the altered 

divalent cationic interaction was not uniform among Mg2+ and Ca2+ species; specifically, 

divalent interactions between U23 and C24 are quite different and quantifiable.  Hence, the 

caution is that base modification experiments regarding non-helical and dynamic regions as 

identifiable metal ion binding sites are not straightforward 40.  Given this admonition, 

deducing the interplay of specific base sequence and cationic localization would require that 

we remove the effect of the bulge entirely before introducing single base mutations.   

Another factor of concern is the influence of cationic species and their impact on the 

structural dynamics of RNA.  Parameters such as charge density, diffusivity, and hydration 

shells of metal ions have been shown to affect stability 28 44.  The folding landscape induced 

by a monovalent cation versus a divalent cation do follow different kinetics.  Na+ versus 

Mg2+ initiated folding using the Tetrahymena ribozyme as a model, revealed that Mg2+ 
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induction led to fewer more stable structural intermediates for mixed conditions45.  Although 

ion valency affects different steps of the folding process, folding in the presence of 

monovalent ions alone was faster and direct.  In general, Na+ induced folding follows 

cooperative binding as in the case of an RNA kink motif 46.  Despite their differing kinetics, 

there is close agreement experimentally on the structural binding sites of monovalent ions 

which often occupy divalent cation-binding regions 2.  Some specific metal-ion interactions 

are attributable to coordination geometry and may explain why Na+ stabilize tertiary contacts 

while Mg2+ is preferentially bound at catalytic sites of certain ribozymes 47.   Underlying this 

relationship between cations and tertiary structures is the base sequence. 

In this work, we examine the influence of base sequence arrangement on cationic 

distributions of sodium and potassium ions in helical conformations of RNA via molecular 

dynamic simulations. We probed the sequence dependent RNA-ion interactions on a 

fragment of human immunodeficiency type 1 virus (HIV-1) TAR core duplex and compared 

it to experiments of two mutated fragments without the bulge, the fragment with the bulged; 

polyG/polyC and polyA/polyU helical duplexes were used as controls (Table 2.1). 

  

Table 2.1: Simulations of TAR and TAR-like Sequences Performed under Solvent 
Conditions as Indicated 

Simulations Performed 
Bulged-TAR Helix TAR Helix Helix Controls 
0.1M NaCl 0.1M NaCl TAR A7G, 0.1M NaCl 
0.1M NaCl + 4Mg 0.1M NaCl + 1Mg TAR A9G, 0.1M NaCl 
 0.1M KCl Poly A-U, 0.1M NaCl 
 0.1M NaCl + KCl Poly G-C, 0.1M NaCl 
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2.2 Methods 

The coordinates of TAR-like duplex were established by removing three bulged residues 

from (PDB id 397d). The starting coordinates of 11bp polyG-polyC and polyA-polyU RNA 

helices were built using Nucleic Acid Builder software.  

All simulation runs were performed using the ff99 Cornell force field for RNA48 which is a 

reliable force field for nucleic acids, and the molecular dynamics software Amber 9.049. 

Simulations were performed in sodium chloride and potassium chloride solutions. Divalent 

cations were not modeled as they are not well characterized by pair additive force fields and 

possess very slow diffusion constants incomparable with the possible simulation time 

length50,51. 

RNA polyA/polyU and polyG/polyC duplexes simulations were performed in 0.1M of 

sodium chloride solvent. Simulations of RNA TAR-like helixes were performed in sodium 

chloride, potassium chloride and mixed sodium and potassium chloride solutions at 0.1M 

concentration. Each RNA structure was first subjected to conjugate gradient energy 

minimization for 5000 steps, then neutralized with 20 Na+ or K+ ions and immersed in a 

water box with 10 Å thick solvation shell using TIP3P model for water. Additional Na+ and 

Cl- ions or K+ and Cl- ions were added to represent a 0.1 M relative salt concentration. The 

long range electrostatic interactions were calculated by Particle Mesh Ewald summation 

(PME)52 and the non-bonded interactions were truncated at 9Å cutoff along with a 0.00001 

tolerance of Ewald convergence. The explicit solvent method53 used in our simulations 

produce an accurate modeling of solvation effects and provide important information on the 

direct interactions of water and ions with nucleic acids. The system equilibration protocol 
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was previously described in 54. Briefly, the system was minimized by constraining the solute, 

heated to 300 K, constraining the RNA then the solvent, and finally equilibrated by gradual 

release of constraints. SHAKE was applied to all hydrogen bonds in the system. Pressure was 

maintained at 1.0 Pa using the Berendsen algorithm55, and a periodic boundary conditions in 

all directions were imposed. A production simulation was performed for 10 ns with a 2 fs 

time step. Molecular dynamics trajectories were processed using in house PERL scripts along 

with the standard tool suite accompanying Amber9.0.    

MD runs need to be extended until the system converges reasonably toward a lower global 

energy minima.  One way to estimate convergence in our samples was to observe a high 

correlation of ion occupancy around structurall similar constructs.  Pearson rank correlation 

coefficient (r) is a bivariate analysis to measure the strength of association between two 

variables; mathematically, r ise vaulated using expression 1.  In our calculations, two 

variables are the ionic occupancy measured on two symmetric parts of the RNA molecule.  A 

high correlation coefficient indicates that the parameterized force field is suitable to converge 

the system dynamics.  Convergence is plotted in Figure 2.2 as a trajectory time evolution of 

the Pearson rank coefficient.  Ion occupancy was claulate don an atomic basis using hbond 

analysis of the ptraj module (AmberTools).  Ionic occupancy calculation refers to the fraction 

oft trajectory time the chosen ion was within 5 Å from either the oxygen or nitrogen atos of 

guanine and cytosine. 

                              …………. (1) 
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The PolyGC system showed the rank coefficient converged to 0.98 at the end of 10 ns.  

Earlier studies showed a rank coefficient of 0.69 by 14 ns for palindromic DNA11.  Even 

though our simulations indicated a convergence at 10ns, we decided to extend the 

simulatiosn up to 20 ns due to statistical considerations. 

 

Figure 2.2: Pearson correlation coefficient calculated for ionic occupancies by an atom 
between two symmetric halves of a polyG/polyC helix as a function of time.  Diamonds 
indicate MD results from 0 to 10ns.  The solid line indicates an exponential fit of the data. 

Spatial region analysis. Ion positional associations were mapped by constructing a 

cylindrical space for analysis relative to backbone phosphates.  Backbone phosphates were 

paired to create connecting lines whose medians were chosen for their relative orientations 

along the nucleic acid helix such that an imaginary ray passing through the medians traversed 

a path approximately parallel to the helical direction.  The point midway between the 
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medians was chosen as the center.  Ions extending beyond 8 angstroms of the constructed 

cylindrical axis were discounted from analysis as well as ions extending from +/- 25 

Angstroms beyond the midpoint of the cylindrical volume.  The vector direction 

perpendicular to the cylindrical axis and in the direction of the first phosphate atom served as 

an orienting origin for the theta angular determination. Theta is measured in a counter 

clockwise manner relative to the orienting origin. Following construction of this spatial 

region for analysis, pairwise distance matrix calculations between the ion and each atom of 

the RNA within 5 Å was performed.  This spatial calculation was performed for all generated 

snapshots derived from the trajectory data.   

The surface map of the cationic occupancy plots were generated by binning ion counts that 

were within a wedge shaped bin that is calculated within 8 Å from the cylinder axis in 5 

degree increments and a step of 0.5 Å along the axis.  The cationic occupancy was calculated 

at the nearest proximal residue for each ion of no greater than 5 Å.  Performing this 

calculation generated 7200 bins which were then mapped with TECPLOT into the surfaces 

of the respective figures. 

2.3 Results and Discussions 

The critical residues for Tat binding in a TAR-sequence are localized around three-base 

bulge (Figure 2.1). Within TAR core helix this crucial sequence is a short alternating poly-

purine run (GA)n. Other features of interest that are manifested in the TAR helical sequence 

are the alternating complement r(UC)n or d(TC)n; alternating pyrimidine-purine tract (CpG)n 

and a homo-purine doublet (GG). Tracts of d(GA) are more often associated with DNA 

synthesis arrest along with d(TC); dysregulation in these regions of the genetic code can 
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account for trait overexpression and impaired gene silencing56,57.  Doublet stacking repeats of 

(CpG) are typically associated with severe human diseases and susceptibilities e.g cancer and 

systemic lupus58,59.  The only recent study combining experimental and ab initio calculations 

of stacking effects concluded that GG/CC dinucleotide stacking was the least stable while the 

interlaced GC/CG form60 is the most stable. The significance of (GG) doublets also arises 

from long range DNA oxidative damage mostly likely a result of the longtitudinal 

polarizability of DNA and effects of base pairing61.  It is highly likely that these two 

phenomena are interrelated.  Thus, an examination into the role of cationic interactions may 

shed light onto the basic mechanisms that give rise to the thermodynamic stabilities seen and 

the specific contributions from ion dynamics in and around the helical duplex.  

TAR RNA motif has been shown to bind four calcium ions around three-base bulge38 

(Figure 2.1). The three calcium ions arranged in a distorted pentagonal bipyramid 

configuration are stabilizing interactions via outer shell ligand interactions with the sugar 

backbone. Another calcium ion makes no coordination with TAR-RNA and appears to be 

only a stabilizing interaction similar to group I introns with A-rich 5-nt bulges62.  Binding of 

ions also led to straightening of a TAR bulged duplex63. Molecular dynamics simulations 

show that the TAR core helical stem overlays nicely with the crystal structure of TAR bulged 

RNA (Figure 2.1). Also MD simulations indicate that the strongest binding of monovalent 

cations to TAR core helix is located within close proximity of a divalent ion position (Figure 

2.1).  

To examine the role of purine-rich runs on sequestering ions we performed a set of control 

simulations of polyG/polyC and polyA/polyU duplexes in 0.1 M of NaCl solvent. A 
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comparison of the polyA and polyG duplexes (Figure 2.3a) shows that there is a strong 

sequestration of cations toward the purine side of the respective duplex tract.  To determine 

the correlation between the cations and specific nucleotides  we calculated radial distribution 

function (RDF) averaged over second to tenth nucleotide on each strand (Figure 2.3b).  RDF 

indicates that guanines have the highest propensity for sodium ion binding, followed by 

adenines, and both pyrimidines.  Sodium ions tend to associate with non-anionic oxygens as 

inner shell ligands64. For guanine, O6 atom is the most probable cationic binding site, 

followed by N7 atom with a highly favorable electrostatic potential. Guanine itself has a very 

large dipole moment (~7 Debye) to sequester any cation toward it65. Adenine has three 

possible metal binding sites consisting of nitrogen atoms, N1, N3, and N7.  The N7 atom is 

preferred in double stranded nucleic acid helices since the highest affinity site N1 participates 

in Watson Crick base paring. Only when the N1 and N7 sites are blocked will there be a 

possibility of cationic binding to N3 atom.  Overall, metal ion interacts strongly with the N7 

atom of purines through water molecules in their coordination shell66,67.  Metal ions can 

possibly interact with N3 and O2 atom of cytosine and uracil in the minor groove of nucleic 

acids, however, thermodynamic stability of both binding coordinates is low68,69.  Also cation 

association with guanine in the major groove is stabilizing; DNA duplexes experience up to a 

30% increase due to hydrated divalent cation binding to (G)N770,71. Electronic structure 

calculations observed that the stability of GC Watson-Crick base pair was enhanced by 20-

30% due to the coordination of the hydrated cation72. Accumulations of the partial changes in 

purine-runs will lead to the observation of the highest propensity to metal ion interactions 

somewhere in the middle of the purine stem. On Figure 2.2b,c the surface maps of ionic 
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occupancy along the helical axis versus rotational angel theta contrast ionic preference in 

detail. Figure 2.3b,c show that the ions interact strongly with purine residues indicated by the 

sharp peaks located at approximately the same distance from the center of the helix. More 

diffusive motion represented by smaller scattered peaks is observed for ion association with 

pyrimidines.    

 

Figure 2.3: Sodium ion interactions with polyA/polyU duplexes and polyG/polyC duplexes.  
(a) Cationic association bins per residue for polyA/polyU and polyG/polyC duplexes.  
Vertical lin denotes the strand break.  (b) RDFs of sodium ions with guanine, adenine, 
cytosine, and uracil. (c,d) Surface map of the sodium occupancy for (c) polyG/polyC and (d) 
polyA/polyU duplexes calculated for rotational angle  around the helical axis. 

To determine the solvent-dependent interactions of monovalent cations with the sequence 

of interest, TAR RNA core helix, molecular dynamics simulations were performed in three 
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different solutions; 0.1M of NaCl, 0.1 M of KCl, and 0.1 M of mixed NaCl and KCl.  On 

Figure 2.4a cationic association is plotted as a function of residue. Figure 2.4a shows that the 

local maximum of the cationic intensity is located within AGAG-run. AGAG sequence in 

TAR core helix is critical for Tat protein recognition. This trend is common to all examined 

monovalent ions. In simulations with 0.1M KCl, potassium ions seemed to form the most 

favorable association. However, in mixed solvent sodium ions out-compete potassium ions 

(Figure 2.4a). Interestingly, adenine in the position 7 has the highest propensity to bind 

cations as shown in Figure 2.4b. A7 is flanked by two guanines in the middle of a six-purine 

stretch.  The base stacking effect for AG stretches are expected to have a net dipole toward 

the purine stem.  When stacked, the directionality of the guanine dipole is oblique to the 

adenine dipole; the weaker net dipole direction could be shifted toward N7. This effect is 

explained by our observation of the oscillating motion of a single ion between two 

neighboring guanines, G6 and G8 (insert in Figure 2.4b).  Experimental observation of 

cationic binding to r(GCGUUUGAAACGC) RNA duplex indicated a strong preference of 

ion association with GAAA/UUU sequences66. However, experiment suggested that a 

specific site for sodium ions located at the UU side of the sequence. Our simulations indicate 

the opposite site for ionic association in both polyA/polyU duplex and TAR core helix. 
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Figure 2.4: Sodium and potassium ion interactions with TAR-like sequence. (a) Cationic 
association bins per residue in different solvents. (b) Na+ -- purine N7 RDF in mixed solvent 
solution.  The inset representsthe observed movement of the cation around A7. (c,d,e) 
Surface map of the cationic occupancy within the TAR-like duplex calculations: (c) K+ in 0.1 
KCl simulations, (d) Na+ in 0.1 NaCl simulations, and (e) cations in mixed 0.1 NaCl and KCl 
solutions. 
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Table 2.2: Cationic Occupancy Statistics Calculated from 20 ns MD Simulations 

 

 

aOnly atoms with the highest occupancy are presented. Occupancy was calculated within 3.2 Å distance from the RNA atoms for 
Na+, within 3.8 Å for K+, and within 4.25 Å for Mg2+. 

Simulati
on  
 

Bulged TAR Helix TAR Helix A7G TAR 
Helix,  

A9G TAR 
Helix,  

0.1M NaCl (4Mg) + 0.1M 
NaCl 

0.1M NaCl 0.1M KCl 0.1M (KCl) + 
NaCl 

(1Mg) + 0.1 NaCl 0.1M NaCl 0.1M NaCl 

Position tl, ps Occ.,
% 

tl, ps Occ., 
% 

tl, ps Occ., 
% 

tl, ps Occ.,
% 

tl, ps Occ.,% tl, ps Occ.,% tl, ps Occ.,
% 

tl, ps Occ., 
% 

A9 N7 (A12)1
70 

26.0 (22) 10.7 190 27.3 117 19.2 155 
(112) 

13.1 
(18.7) 

(20000) (100) 113 33.3  (G) 
14.4 

A7 N7 145 14.6 31 1.4 204 22.7 95 21.9 122 
(173) 

7.3 
(19.0) 

254 22.5 142 (G) 
22.3 

217 27.9 

A5 N7 214 20.0 324 35.0 148 17.4 132 21.1 (151) (13.4) 191 12.5 245 21.2 155 13.4 

G6 N7 131 16.9 170 13.4 140 14.9 85 25.6 104 3.2   134 17.9 85 10.5 

G8 N7 (G11)1
32 

14.6 (19) 13.1 92 11.3 145 20.0 74 10.9 103 39.6 110 11.6 84 14.6 

G6 O6 54 4.2   101 2.8 63 9.9 (95) (9.7)   101 10.2 37 1.3 

G8 O6 (G11)1
08 

5.9   75 1.6 56 8.6 50 
(76) 

3.1 
(7.7) 

211 32 57 5.6 112 7.5 
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The effect of single base mutations which substitute guanosine for adenosine in two key 

positions (7 and 9) were examined for their effect on modulating the region specific 

residency near the excised bulge area.  For both, the higher accumulation of ion affinity 

shifted toward the N7 of the neighboring adenosines.  This is reflected in the calculated 

cationic occupancy from an Hydrogen bonding analysis performed using the Amber PTRAJ 

module (Table 2.2) and a cation distribution plot.  The mechanism for the change in the 

cationic distribution is unclear but may be related to the flexibility of an ApG step versus a 

GpG as is the case for DNA 71.  The ApG step is the major groove edge of the guanine and is 

often the preferred binding of divalent metal ions.   An interesting permutation on the triplet 

sequence has shown biological relevance; continuous GGA triplet repeats are an RNA 

aptamer for an anti-bovine protein 73.   AGG triplet repeats, although prominent in disease 

like Huntingtons, are more associated with destabilizing CGG hairpin formations in a 

positional dependent manner than anything unique to themselves. 74.  Experimental evidence 

for ApG step transitions in polypurine stretches as ion binding sites have been shown for 

divalent cations 75 .  The effect seems to stem from favorable coordination of metal ions 

between the adjacent N7 of adenine and the N7 and O6 of guanosine.  Increased cationic 

occupancy for the neighboring adenine N7s bear this out with each guanosine substitution.   

 Distortions of the RNA backbone at bulge sites create optimal binding pockets with 

exposed negatively charged phosphate groups 43.  The original 1998 crystallographic 

structure of Ippolito and Steitz showed cations bound to three phosphates at the bulge of 

HIV-TAR.  While Na+ and Mg2+ compete for the same cation binding sites, Mg2+ 

compensates for its slower diffusion rate with a higher charge density and smaller ionic 
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radius that allow for strong binding.   Normally, Mg2+ cations will temporarily bind to the 

phosphate backbone before exchanging back in to bulk.  Simulations involving Mg2+ were 

conducted in the presence of sodium to characterize this interaction.  Using starting 

coordinates from the PDB structure 397D, the calcium ions were replaced with Mg2+ and 

simulated with 0.1M NaCl in explicit water for 20ns.  Two additional simulations with only 

one Mg2+ but no bulge followed the same protocol of counterions and solvent, but were 

individually placed at positions revealed to be cationic binding sites from previous NaCl-only  

simulations.  Our results are similar to previous characterizations of Mg2+ versus monovalent 

cation binding 76.  Using the crystal structure 397D as a set of starting coordinates and ionic 

species agreed with the observations made by Auffinger and their study of the 354D structure 

for that of a 5 S ribosomal RNA subunit.  The three Mg2+ ions seen in 397D that strongly 

interacted with phosphates did not deviate significantly in position over the simulation time 

course of 20ns.  The hydrogen bonding analysis showed only limited interaction with the N7 

sites of the bases comprising the bulge.  The lone Mg2+ coordinated between freely diffused 

through the central axis of the helix.   Two simulations placing a single magnesium at an 

optimal coordination geometry within its second hydration shell at two different GpA steps 

(A7 and A9) of the TAR core helix produces similar results.  Additional simulations placing 

a single magnesium within its first hydration shell (2.25 A) to N7 of the A7 and A9 residues 

showed early drifting from the initial position.  To compensate, the last equilibration stage 

and final heating included constraints of 0.5 and 0.1 Kcal/mol respectively.   For both 

simulations, a single Mg2+ in excess Na+, the Mg2+ is eventually outcompeted.  Only for the 

cases as seen in the crystallographic image where Mg2+ is coordinated with an oxygen does it 
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remain throughout a simulation time course.  This is seen for a close placement of a Mg2+ 

close to the A9 residue where the ion remains pentahydrated and is coordinated between the 

phosphate oxygen and N7 of A9, and site N7 of G10 is within the second hydration shell.  

Hbond analysis with PTRAJ showed a 100% occupancy for N7 of A7, 25.26% for N9 of A7, 

and 15.06% for N7 of G10.  A mean distance of 2.350 Angstroms to the N7 of A7 is within 

the first hydration shell.  The close distance with site N9 of A7 is indicative of close position 

with the phosphate backbone oxygen. Another feature of this coordination geometry is a 

flexed apical section of the Tar- helix facilitating access to N7 of G10.  This may explain 

why it is more difficult to attain long-term close binding at the N7 position of A7 under 

excess Na+ since it is near the helical center which does not allow sufficient flexion.  But the 

single Mg2+ in excess Na+ simulations are not expected to model fully the behavior of Mg2+ 

due to the aforementioned limitations in divalent cation modeling.  Our 20ns simulations are 

not on the timescale of microseconds required to capture the desolvation of hexahyrdated 

Mg2+ 76.  When the Mg2+ ions are tightly bound within the first hydration shell as in the 

simulation starting with the crystal structure, Na+ ions are displaced toward the N7 sites of 

A5 and A7 and are unable to approach the bulge area during the simulation.  Extracting a 

single water molecule from Mg2+  is energetically costly; the enthalpy of hydration of Mg2+ at 

1926 kJ/mol is approximately five times that of Na+.  When Mg2+ is bound with its first 

hydration shell, it is unlikely to relinquish it.  Our simulations agree with an earlier 2.6 ns 

MD simulation by Golebiowski et al.77 of the binding behavior of Na+ versus Mg2+ 

counterions ona fragment of hepatitis C RNA.  They observed that the torsion of the A-form 

helix allows ion binding pockets to be created by bringing N7, O2, and the backbone 
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phosphate oxygen close together.  This structural feature is present in both ApG and GpG 

steps, of which the latter likely accounts for our third binding site at positions 19 and 20. 

In contrast, the competition for binding sites between K+ and Na+ follow a different 

dynamic. 

Surface maps of ionic occupancy along the helical axis versus rotational angel theta 

(Figure 2.4c,d,e,) indicate that even though the potassium has the highest propensity for ionic 

interactions, it also has higher diffusive motion around the helix as evidenced by multiple 

scattered peaks (Figure 2.4c). Sodium ions have higher affinity for specific locations as 

shown by fewer scattered peaks on the surface maps. Interestingly, in mixed 

potassium/sodium solvent the binding profile follows the pure sodium features and induces 

even more specific localization of cations, e.g. around residues A7 and A9.  This can be 

attributed to the smaller radius of a sodium ion and it’s higher charge density. Smaller ions 

can approach electronegative atoms of purines more closely to increase electrostatic free 

energy25. Our observations agree with the fundamental properties of group I ions which 

dictate that the ion distribution is most strongly influenced by the strong charge density of the 

RNA major groove; ion location within the groove is biased by electronegative contributions 

from purines; and waters more weakly hydrate larger monovalent ions, such as K+ 25. 

2.4 Conclusions 

In this work, interactions of various metal ions (Na+, K+, and Mg2+) with HIV-1 TAR RNA 

core helix and other purine –rich duplexes were examined with a series of explicit solvent 

MD simulations.  We observed that cations strongly prefer to interact with continuous 

purine-runs within helices.  Morever, the strongest preference is observed I alternating 
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adenine and guanine sequences, such as GAG sequence of TAR RNA which is important for 

Tat protein recognition, and is independent of cation typ.  In TAR RNA all simulations 

indicate the same most probable binding site which are the A7 and A9 residue positions in 

the purine-rich run of a stem.  Similar propensities for ionic binding were observed in the 

structure with the bulge.  Our results of ion binding to a TAR core helix agrees well with the 

X-ray determined ion location in the TAR RNA bulged helix fragment.  Thus we propose 

that accumulation of cation is triggered by the sequence of TAR RNA. 
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Abstract 

Genomic control of genetic expression is highly complex.  One fundamental 

mechanism involves protein recognition of nucleic acid duplexes which can be highly 

sensitive to even minute variations of physiological cation concentrations.  Recent 

studies have pointed at intrinsic sequence dependent variations in the electrostatic 

landscape arising from the unique local geometry that can be influenced by cations.  In 

this work, we conducted molecular dynamics simulations of DNA and RNA duplexes 

that examine the subtleties of cationic interactions with these structures.  Despite small 

differences in the chemical moieties of DNA and RNA, stark contrasts in counterion 

interactions occurred mostly due to intrinsic sequence dependent structural differences.  

Not all sequences are equally sensitive to cationic interactions; sodium and potassium 

cations interact more strongly with RNA than with DNA helices for all modeled 

sequences. In the presence of either 0.1M Na+ or 0.1M K+, ion dynamics were not 

significantly altered for a particular duplex.  PolyAT DNA helices were the least 

sensitive to changes in the ionic environment while polyGC RNA helices were most 

affected.  Finally, modeling with a fixed helical geometry that replicated observed 

cationic dynamics and diffusive ion interactions revealed that structure influenced the 

electrostatics more than the differences in chemical moieties alone.   
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3.1 Introduction 
 

RNA’s catalysis of biochemical reactions and self regulating functions distinguishes 

it from DNA that has the singular biological purpose of storing genetic information.  RNA’s 

ability to adopt complex tertiary structures permit a specificity of interaction with ligand 

molecules; thus giving rise to enzymatic functionality, direct control of transcription, viral 

replication and self-processing 1. Of these tertiary structures, the helical duplex is most 

identifiable with both nucleic acids due to complementary base-pairing. These helices are 

classified by turn regularity and the major and minor groove dimensions; the long and narrow 

B-form helix which is most prevalent for DNA and the wider and more twisted A-form helix 

which is common for RNA. The fundamental distinction between RNA and DNA derives 

from a difference in the backbone: a 2’hydroxyl group of RNA’s ribose sugar clashes with an 

adjacent nucleotide’s phosphate group imposing an A-form double helix.  However, the more 

flexible DNA helix may undergo solvent-induced transitions between the slim and elongated 

B-form and wide and stubby A-form helix 2-4.   

Both the shape and sequence of nucleic acid helices factor in protein binding 

specificity, since proteins may recognize nucleic acids through direct (sequence) and indirect 

(shape) readouts 5. However, helical conformations are polymorphic and heavily influenced 

by base stacking, inter-base effects6-8  and interactions with metal cations 9. Moreover, the 

ability to recognize specific helical conformations with changes in the ionic environment is 

used as a genetic control by some regulatory proteins 10. For example, repressor binding 

affinity of the bacteriophage 434 site falls dramatically with increased metal cation  
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concentration in a sequence dependent manner 11. Since a variety of protein families identify 

nucleic acid substrates by these intrinsic features, helical conformations are proving to be as 

critical as base-specific interactions 12-14.   

The fundamental importance of helical conformation recognition can also be 

illustrated through the mechanisms that maintain genetic integrity and regulate expression.  

In order to carry out maintenance functions, the structures of the DNA and RNA ligases 

discriminate between polynucleotides based upon their inherent geometries 15,16. Recently 

solved structures show that both DNA and RNA ligases utilize a multi-domain protein 

architecture where proper alignment of nucleotide ends require an RNA-like conformation of 

the substrate near nucleotide breaks. Consequently, DNA ligases must alter the dimensions of 

the minor groove to enforce an RNA shape onto their DNA substrate.  

This complexity of cation mediated protein recognition of nucleic acids has 

necessitated multiple approaches to examine sequence and structure dependent mechanisms 

17-19.  Experimental methods have encountered difficulty in measuring specific interactions 

with metal cations in order to assess their functional roles; monovalent cations such as 

sodium and potassium ions often are indistinguishable from water in X-ray crystallographic 

structures 20. NMR studies usually require isotopic labeling of individual residues or isotope 

substitutions with proton dense cations such as thallium 21,22.  Consequently, molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations have become the tool for investigating the interactions of 

monovalent cations with nucleic acids.  Simulations have been successful in yielding 

atomistic details of conformation, ion-specific interactions and aggregation due to nucleobase 
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modifications, protonation, and solvent motion while care must still be taken to correctly set 

up the system 23-28.   

The helical duplex, as the most common stable secondary structure, provides a good 

model in which to examine the differences in cationic interactions between DNA and RNA. 

For example, Cheng et al. were able to investigate the effect of monovalent cation hydration 

on a condensed DNA duplex structure to reveal distinctive characteristics between Na+ and 

K+ 29. Conformational switching between related helical structures have been investigated to 

reveal a strong correlation with specific sequences where DNA is more mutable 30. Two early 

studies by Auffinger and Westhof sought to compare the behavior of potassium cations on 

complementary strands of alternating guanine and cytosine DNA and RNA duplexes 31,32.  

Previously, Feig et al. had observed greater A-form DNA interactions with monovalent 

cations than B-form DNA under high salt conditions, ~1M 33,34. However, there were no 

studies that directly compare the roles of RNA and DNA sequence and geometry. Here, we 

perform a comprehensive examination of the effect of sequence and geometry on the ability 

of nucleic acid duplexes to be recognized by ions.  We compare the effect of sodium versus 

potassium cationic interaction to complementary non alternating idealized polyGC, 

polyAT/U, and random DNA and RNA duplexes under physiological salinity of 100mM; we 

also examine the extent to which helical geometry alone contributes to these cationic 

interactions. 

3.2. Materials and Methods  
 

Nucleic acid helixes were generated using the Nucleic Acid Builder module of the 

molecular dynamics software Amber 9.0 35. Random helix coordinates were established by 
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removing three bulged residues from the native crystal structure (Protein Data Bank (PDB) 

ID 397D) 36. Nine different simulation conditions based on seven structures and two  

counterion environments were generated for a total of 140ns.   

All atom simulations utilized the updated Cornell force field for nucleic acids 37,38.  

Ions K+, Na+, and Cl- ions are modeled as point charges with van der Waals spheres without 

either polarization or charge transfer effects.  This methodology represents monovalent ions 

faithfully. However, ad hoc adaptation of the Åqvist parameters for the AMBER-99 force 

field led to artifacts in long simulations (more than 50 ns) of biomolecules in high 

concentration salt solutions resulting in salt crystal formation below their solubility limit 

according to Chen et al. 39.  Subsequently, Joung and Cheatham reparameterized the 

Lennard-Jones potential for ions and specific rigid water models 40,41. Validation of the new 

force field modifications was further verified by Zhang et al. utilizing GROMACS molecular 

dynamics package 42. Although fixed charge representations restrict model flexibility and 

ignore polarization effects, these forcefields perform well for moderately long simulations 43. 

Generally, biological macromolecules are less polarizable than their aqueous solvent. 

Conformational effects, which have been the focus of forcefield refinements 44,45  are 

observed for very long simulations (more than 50 ns).  Other force field refinements include 

problems with high salt concentration that constitute dense systems 46.  Despite these 

concerns, the AMBER forcefield has proven to be physically meaningful for moderate 

simulations and has addressed successfully various questions related to mechanical 

properties, folding, and inter-molecular interactions of nucleic acids 47-49. Therefore, we 
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believe that our experiments involving low salt concentrations of 100 mM with single 

duplexes were sufficiently calibrated to mitigate known artifacts 50.   

All nucleic acid structures were subjected to conjugate gradient energy minimization 

for 5000 steps. Minimized NA structures were then neutralized with Na+  ions and immersed 

in a water box with at least 10 Å deep solvation shell using the TIP3P water model 51. 

Additional Na+ and Cl- ions or K+ and Cl- ions were added to represent a 0.1 M effective salt 

concentration around a given NA helix. The equilibration of each NA sample was carried out 

in 11 stages starting from the solvent minimization for 10000 steps and keeping the duplex 

restrained for 200 Kcal/mol. The system was heated to 300K in 40 ps while imposing a 

200kcal/mol constraint on the duplex. A brief NPT MD run was performed for 200 ps with a 

duplex restrained maintained at 200 kcal/mol. Another constrained minimization step follows 

with the restraint of 25 kcal/mol for 10000 steps.  A second NPT MD run was performed at 

25 kcal/mol restraint for 20 ps.  Subsequently four additional 1000 cycle minimization steps 

were performed while relaxing the positional constraint from 20 kcal/mol to 5 kcal/mol in 5 

kcal/mol increments. A final unconstrained minimization stage of 1000 cycles was performed 

before reheating the system to 300K at constant volume within 40 ps.  Subsequently, NPT 

equilibrations were performed to ensure uniformity in solvent density.  Long range 

electrostatic interactions were calculated by Particle Mesh Ewald summation (PME)52 and 

the non-bonded interactions were truncated at 9 Å cutoff along with a 0.00001 tolerance of 

Ewald convergence.  A Berendsen thermostat maintained temperature at 300 K 53. The 

SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain the position of hydrogen atoms 54. The production 

simulations were performed for an NVT ensemble.  Each production simulation was 
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performed for 20 ns with a 2 fs time step.  The simulation time was chosen in order to allow 

convergence of the simulations; we have shown previously that simulations of helices in 

solvent converged to a 0.98 Pearson correlation coefficient by 10 ns 55.  In this work, A-form 

RNA duplex systems of a random sequence with 0.1M counterions of KCl and NaCl 

converged to a 0.79 ± 0.038 Pearson correlation coefficient by 7 ns.  By 10 ns, a 0.92 

Pearson correlation coefficient between a NaCl system versus mixed KCl and NaCl was 

reached for cationic occupancies at residue resolution (Figure 3.1).   

 

 

Figure 3.1: Convergence of the Pearson correlation coefficient for DNA and RNA helix 
systems of a random sequence thru 10ns.  (a) B-form DNA duplex systems of a random 
sequence with 0.1M counterions of KCl and NaCl converged to a 0.76 ± 0.042 Pearson 
correlation coefficient by 10 ns; by 10 ns, a 0.76 Pearson correlation coefficient between a 
NaCl system versus mixed KCl and NaCl was reached for cationic occupancies at residue 
resolution.  (b) A-form RNA duplex systems of a random sequence with 0.1M counterions of 
KCl and NaCl converged to a 0.79 ± 0.038 Pearson correlation coefficient by 7 ns; by 10 ns, 
a 0.92 Pearson correlation coefficient between a NaCl system versus mixed KCl and NaCl 
was reached for cationic occupancies at residue resolution. 
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Ion frequency counts used to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficients for unmixed salt 

systems are shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.  The fixed helical geometry simulation of an 

A-form DNA duplex involving a random sequence followed the same equilibration protocol 

as the other NA simulations.  The key difference involved the last heating stage and 

subsequent production phase where only the solvent and cations were allowed to freely 

diffuse via belly dynamics 35. All molecular dynamics trajectories were processed using in-

house scripts along with the standard tool suite accompanying Amber 9.0.  Likewise, the 

PTRAJ module was used to perform hydrogen bonding analysis and residency times with a 

distance cut off of 3.2 Å.   
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Figure 3.2 Ion interaction frequency in arbitrary count every 20ps of the last 8ns in the 
polypurine sequence trajectories for DNA and RNA in 0.1M sodium. 
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Figure 3.3: Ion interaction frequency in arbitrary count every 20ps of the last 18ns in the 
random sequence trajectories for DNA and RNA. 

 
Identification of the ions and residue association was performed by an in house PERL script 

that processes a user defined sequence of snapshots taken from a trajectory to output all 

specific ion distances to the nearest residue by time step given a distance cutoff. This serial 

positional and time data is used to calculate the residency times from contiguous periods. 

This script then bins the data in order to generate the intensity maps that depict ion residency 

versus residue number following further processing with Tecplot.  High residency ions were 

chosen if they had occupancy times of at least 200 ps with the same residue.  Calculation of 

the interaction energies between high residency ions and nucleic acids was performed by the 

ANAL program of Amber 8 which utilizes a shell script to iteratively process multiple 
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snapshots from the trajectory corresponding to the time segments with long residency 

interaction events.  This shell script generates the input files for the ANAL program and 

extracts the final energies into a table file. The electrostatic and van der Waals interaction 

energies were calculated between an individual ion and the entire residue inclusive of the 

backbone phosphate, sugar, and nucleobase during the time periods identified as contiguous 

interaction events.  Measurement of the helical parameters of the structures from the last one 

hundred picoseconds of a trajectory was performed using the program CURVES 5.2 56.  

Internally developed shell scripts processed the output to generate statistics.  The Adaptive 

Poisson Boltzman Solver (APBS) plug-in utility for Pymol (Schrodinger Inc)57 was used to 

calculate the electrostatic surface of the representative duplexes. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1. Non random sequences  
 

Polypurine nucleic acid helical duplexes of polyGC and polyAT/U present 

themselves as good models for studying cationic interactions by isolating the structural 

influences from sequence specific effects.  Biologically, polypurine stretches are often found 

in the promoter regions of genes where they act as binding sites for transcription factors 58,59.  

Short dinucleotides of polypurines also appear to regulate the positional packing of DNA into 

nucleosomes which are then folded into chromosomes 60.  The position of these nucleosomes 

ultimately regulates how the genetic information is used.  Consequently, these simple motifs 

give rise to some of the complex mechanisms for genetic regulation and gives impetus for 

studying closely the intimate interactions between cations, structure and sequence in these 

polypurine duplexes.  
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3.3.2. Polyguanine RNA and DNA duplexes 

 We begin by examining the polyGC duplexes of DNA and RNA (Figure 3.4) wherein 

only the sugar pucker distinguishes the two.  A subtle difference in the sugar pucker can be 

seen in Figure 3.4b,d where the 2’ carbon is displaced from the plane resulting in the 

characteristic pucker of DNA, and RNA’s 2’hydroxyl group of the ribosefuranose pushes out 

its 3’ sugar producing the 3’endo pucker. Both nucleic acid duplexes carry a net 

uncompensated charge differing minutely in magnitude.  The B-form helix of dsDNA 

possess a linear charge density of ~ -0.96 nC/m that is slightly smaller than dsRNAs ~ -1.23 

nC/m 61.  To examine the difference in cationic interactions with RNA and DNA duplexes we 

calculated individual cation residency time versus sequence (Figure 3.5). It is clear that RNA 

displays higher intensities and more frequent cationic interaction events as shown by higher 

intensity and larger patches of red on Figure 2. The higher uncompensated charge for RNA 

may likely contribute to the greater number of ions interacting with the polyGC RNA duplex 

in Figure 3.5.   

From a structural perspective, the deeper minor groove of DNA would appear to 

better accommodate cations.  Analysis using the CURVES program showed that the average 

width of the polyGC DNA major groove of 16.79 Å was over twice that of the polyGC RNA 

(Table 3.1).  The values for polyGC RNA of 9.8 Å and 7.4 Å for the minor and major 

groove, respectively, qualitatively agree with the crystal structure 1QCU62 as measured by 

CURVES (Table 3.1).  Excluding phosphate backbone dominant interactions and focusing on 

nucleobase interaction, highest cationic occupancies occur at the N7 atom within the major 

groove of the most favored residues, G5-7 and 9 (Table 3.3).  Figure 2 shows that the longest 
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residency cations occupy the middle of the both duplexes where the major groove is the 

deepest.   
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Table 3.1:Major and minor groove parameters of simulated duplexes and X-ray structures 

  Minor Groove  Major Groove 

  Width(Å)  Depth(Å)  Width(Å)  Depth(Å) 

polyGC‐DNA  7.47±0.42  3.31±0.27  16.79±1.82  8.30±2.36 

polyGC‐RNA  9.8±0.2  0.61±0.11  7.4±0.06  11.71±0.15 

         

polyAT‐DNA  5.95±1.4  4.18±1.14  14.77±0.56  4.42±3.0 

polyAU‐RNA  9.81±0.34  0.9±0.13  8.34±2.16  9.26±1.95 

 
  Minor Groove  Major Groove 

  Width(Å)  Depth(Å)  Width(Å)  Depth(Å) 

0.1M NaCl         

DNA  7.09±1.61  4.02±0.88  14.09±2.17  6.2±1.54 

RNA  9.44±0.24  0.98±0.16  10.61±0.26  11.78±0.19 

A‐DNA  10.27±0.061  0.80±0.16  3.60±0.02  10.49±0.07 

         

0.1M KCl         

DNA  6.69±0.98  4.09±0.63  13.49±0.67  8.45±0.54 

RNA  9.59±0.26  0.90±0.13  10.61±3.69  8.17±3.97 

 
  Minor Groove  Major Groove 

  Width(Å)  Depth(Å)  Width(Å)  Depth(Å) 

1QCU         

polyGC‐AB  10.14±0.28  0.51±.30  5.28±0.41  9.42±0.04 

polyGC‐CD  10.14±0.28  0.46±.28  5.30±.41  9.49±0.08 

         

1H1K         

polyAU‐18  9.90±0.93  ‐0.34±0.69  6.65±1.73  9.36±1.55 

polyAU‐33  10.15±1.19  0.45±1.31  5.75±3.18  8.18±1.18 
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In order to determine electrostatic contributions of nucleic acids we compared the 

interaction energies of ions (Table 3.2).  Table 3.2 lists the strongest and the weakest 

interacting high residency ions for all duplexes.  A comparison of the electrostatic dominant 

interaction energies of the highest residency ions is very similar; the ion-RNA energies are 

higher than those of ion-DNA.  Moreover, we observe that the interaction of cations to either 

polyGC DNA or RNA is purine dominated, and longer in duration for RNA than for DNA.  

The highest interaction energy for the polyGC RNA system is -90.237 kcal/mol, due to the 

difference in electrostatic landscape.  The highest interaction energy for polyGC DNA is -

76.446 kcal/mol, which is still much lower than the lowest value for the RNA system at -

85.123 kcal.mol despite a similar mean interaction distance of ~2.59Å.  Thus, the difference 

in sugar pucker between RNA and DNA results in RNA having stronger cationic 

interactions, due to combination of structural helical geometry and electrostatics differences. 

Sugar puckering was also suggested to affect sequence-dependent cation interaction by 

Nakano et al.; they found it impossible to distinguish among duplex species simply by 

linearly plotting either the enthalpy or the free energy of duplex formation versus T∆S in an 

examination of the role of cations in duplex formation 63.  
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Table 3.2: Interaction energies of high residency ions with specific residues of RNA and 
DNA after truncating the first 2ns and analyzing the remaining 18ns. 

polyGC RNA in 0.1 M NaCl 

residu
e 

cati
on 
no. 

Mean 
interaction 
distance, Å 

∆EElectro, kcal/mol  ∆Evdw, 
kcal/mol 

∆Einteraction,  
kcal/mol 

G3  9  2.594±0.159  ‐86.352±6.782  1.228±0.962  ‐85.123±6.529 

G6  29  2.619±0.162  ‐91.516±3.905  1.280±0.945  ‐90.237±3.736 

polyGC DNA in 0.1 M NaCl 

G2  15  2.521±0.124  ‐63.663±5.228  1.448±0.974  ‐62.216±4.685 

G7  8  2.569±0.189  ‐77.946±8.020  1.499±1.222  ‐76.446±7.701 

polyAU RNA in 0.1 M NaCl 

A3  17  2.497±0.110  ‐78.368±5.150  1.258±1.194  ‐77.110±4.573 

A10  24  2.529±0.151  ‐56.252±10.373  1.623±1.293  ‐54.630±9.707 

polyAT DNA in 0.1 M NaCl 

A2  23  2.594±0.172  ‐48.873±7.123  1.349±1.180  ‐47.524±6.330 

A6  25  2.621±0.167  ‐69.023±7.642  1.728±1.510  ‐67.295±7.169 

Random RNA in 0.1 M NaCl 

A7  16  2.619±0.196  ‐71.291±8.650  1.262±1.367  ‐70.029±7.950 

G19  23  2.657±0.217  ‐86.810±5.013  1.244±1.188  ‐85.566±4.471 

Random DNA in 0.1 M NaCl 

A7  17  2.578±0.187  ‐49.533±13.077  1.377±1.286  ‐48.155±12.23 

G8  2  2.435±0.127  ‐72.783±7.069  1.722±1.229  ‐71.062±6.468 

G19  17  2.605±0.192  ‐55.002±13.332  0.699±1.181  ‐54.304±12.555 

Random RNA in 0.1 KCl 

A7  34  2.932±0.229  ‐66.574±7.596  1.311±1.476  ‐65.263±7.024 

G19  19  2.814±0.176  ‐78.453±8.128  1.711±1.458   ‐76.741±7.503 

Random DNA in 0.1 KCl 

A5  12  2.931±0.215  ‐48.252±5.560  1.529±1.483  ‐46.723±4.913 

G8  26  2.749±0.127  ‐67.157±4.998  2.210±1.265  ‐64.947±4.179 

G20  31  2.804±0.244  ‐62.778±6.177  1.376±0.886  ‐61.401±5.771 

Random A‐DNA in 0.1 M NaCl 

A7  15  2.560±0.157  ‐68.566±7.900  1.529±1.306  ‐67.037±7.137 

G19  25  2.566±0.148  ‐85.643±6.120  1.475±1.194  ‐84.168±5.902 
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Table 3. 3: Occupancy and lifetimes of Na+ hydrogen bonding to RNA and DNA polypurine 
duplexes. 

 

polyGC RNA polyGC DNA 

% 
occ. 

max 
occ. 
(ps) 

% 
occ. 

max 
occ. 
(ps) 

Major groove 
G4@N7 24.1 87 5.2 33 
G5@N7 17.6 112 7.4 35 
G6@N7 21.9 140 13.7 46 
G7@N7 16.5 82 11.6 56 
G8@N7 22.9 107 12.1 51 
G9@N7 24.2 96 4.7 38 

Minor groove 
C18@O2 0.4 14   
C22@O2   0.8 23 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 3.4: Modeled RNA and DNA helices  (a) Polyguanine RNA sequence. (b) 3’Endo 
Sugar Pucker of RNA’s backbone. (c) Polyguanine DNA sequence. (d) 2’ Endo Sugar 
Pucker of DNA’s backbone. 
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Figure 3.5: Heat maps of cumulative diffusive residencies of individually tracked sodium 
cations within 5 Å of a nucleobase in polyguanine duplexes of RNA and DNA. 

 

 

3.3.3. Polyadenine RNA and DNA duplexes  
 
 Next, we examined the combined effect of sugar-pucker differences and nucleoside 

changes with uracil in RNA versus thymine in DNA (Figure 3.5).  Similary as seen in 

polyGC duplexes, cations interact most favorably with the purine N7 chelation site of polyAT 

DNA and polyAU RNA duplexes.  The cumulative ion intensity map (Figure 3.7) shows that 

cation interaction is more favored in the RNA polyAU helix. Occupancies for polyAT/U 

(Table 2) display a propensity for cationic association for the interior residues.  The 

cumulative difference is put into stark detail in Figure 3.8 which shows that the per residue 

affinity of the polyAT DNA to be the least amongst the four polypurine duplexes studied. 

This is the first direct comparison of A-tract monovalent cation interaction affinities between 

duplexes of DNA and RNA incorporating a full helical turn. It is notable that a single sodium 
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cation diffused amongst adjacent residues A8, A9, A10 and A11 of the RNA helix; yet, no 

such long residence and directed diffusion was detected in polyAT DNA (Table 3.2). This 

could be due to the short size of the 11-mer duplex in which a sufficiently long minor groove 

is lacking.  These findings agree with the Hud-Plavec model of sequence dependent DNA 

curvature that can influence cationic aggregation such that A-form DNA may have a narrow 

major groove rich in counterions 33,64.  However, the sequence directed structure of DNA in 

relation to whether cations influence the groove geometry or vice versa remains a conundrum 

65. In the case of RNA, strong cationic interaction as seen in the trajectories clearly distort the 

helical structure, making it more compact, further enhancing interaction and reduced charge 

screening, which leads to the attraction of even more cations.   
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Table 3.4: Occupancy and lifetimes of Na+ hydrogen bonding to RNA and DNA polypurine 

 

polyAU RNA polyAT DNA 

% 
occ. 

max 
occ. 
(ps) 

% 
occ. 

max 
occ. 
(ps) 

Major groove 
A3@N7 56.0 569 1.9 105 
A4@N7 35.9 1064 0 0 
A6@N7 20.2 215 10.9 237 
A9@N7 21.7 176 17.6 283 

Minor groove 
A2@N1 1.8 41     
A11@N3   5.6 319 

 
 

 
Figure 3.6: Modeled RNA and DNA helices  (a) Polyadenine RNA sequence. (b) Chemical 
structure of the nucleobase Uracil. (c) Polyadenine DNA sequence. (d) Chemical structure of 
the nucleobase Thymine. 

 
 

Analysis of the major and minor grooves by CURVES in Table 3.1 shows that our 

simulated RNA system agrees closely with a segment of a long viral RNA (PDB 1H1K) 

polyAU-18 62,66-68.  The large variance in the minor groove depth results from bases 

protruding beyond the phosphodiester backbone into a concave geometry.  Interaction in the 

minor groove is relatively insignificant, but DNA does show higher residencies than RNA 
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(Table 3.5).  This same trend has been noted earlier for polyGC RNA, but is now greatly 

enhanced. Variances seen in the groove widths may result from cationic interactions inducing 

compaction and compensate for incomplete hydration; their effects on duplex structure have 

been examined elsewhere 69-72. Since this is largely an electrostatic phenomena, the 

energetics should correlate with residency times in association with specific residues.  

Indeed, this case is seen for both polyAU RNA and polyAT DNA duplexes. Adenines of 

RNA have the highest interaction energies with cations at -77 kcal/mol (Table 3.2).  

Table 3.5: Occupancy and lifetimes of K+ and Na+ minor groove binding to identical 
random sequences of RNA and DNA after truncating the first 2ns and analyzing the 
remaining 18ns. 

 
% 

occu 

max 
occu 
(ps) 

Na+ in 0.1M NaCl 

RNA 
A5@N3 

0.1  15 

DNA 
T16@O2 

7.72  356 

A‐DNA 
C15@O2 

0.23  24 

K+ in 0.1 M KCl 

RNA 
C4@O2 

0.35  38 

DNA 
T18@O2 

2.71  217 

 

The cumulative ion residency by residue (Figure 3.7) reveals that the polyAU RNA 

duplex has the highest association with cations. The distributions for all the homopurine 

systems clearly favor the purine strand. The intermediate accumulations are associated with 

the polyGC DNA and RNA duplexes. The most unusual feature is that the polyAT DNA has 
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the least frequent interaction with cations. This may account for the desensitization of 

cationic control with lengthened polyAT tracts reported in the bacteriophage repressor 

experiments of Mauro and Koudelka 11. For polyAT DNA and polyAU RNA duplexes, an 

additional difference occurs with their complementary bases to adenine.  DNA’s thymine 

nucleobase is essentially uracil with a methylated C5 atom. Biologically, methylation of 

uracil into thymine protects DNA by rendering it unrecognizable to nucleases.  While 

hymine’s conformation is generally constrained within a helix, uracil is free to rotate and can 

even pair with guanine in loops and knot structures. The polyAT DNA duplex also has other 

peculiar structural properties which have been previously investigated 73,74.  PolyAT DNA 

has 10 base pairs per turn which is shorter than the average 10.4 for a typical B-DNA; it is 

seemingly insensitive to changes in cationic species or salt concentration; it adopts a rigid 

structure in vitro, such that it’s narrow minor groove assembles a multilayer spine of 

hydration 30,75-77. Morevoer, it has been shown that polyAT DNA duplexes exhibit higher 

thermal stability over polyAU RNA 78.  However, it is still unclear if the enhanced stability 

arises from the differences in helical structure, counterion uptake/release, or states of counter 

ion hydration.  It has been postulated that RNA duplexes and polyAT DNA duplexes 

generally form more intimate contacts with their counterions and have weaker hydration 79.  
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Figure 3.7: Heat maps of cumulative diffusive residencies of individually tracked sodium 
cations within 5 Å of a nucleobase in polyadenine duplexes of RNA and DNA. 

 

 We observed that the cationic distributions for all the homopurine systems clearly 

favor the purine strand comprising of residues 1 to 11 (Figure 3.8). Previous studies, have 

shown that sequence dependent divalent cationic interactions have been associated with 

polypurine tracts of both adenine and guanine 55,74,80. Nastasjivevic et al. observed that a 

polyadenosine tract of four base pairs was sufficient to give DNA and RNA molecules a 

strong affinity for Ni2+ 81. They suggest that this adenine specificity pointed to an aspect of 

the nucleic acid secondary or tertiary structure since both adenine and guanine have isosteric 

N7 and N3 ring nitrogens. A corollary for monovalent cations has not been established since 

monovalent cations may also bind to the same divalent cation interacting sequence. These 

cationic interactions, predominantly electrostatic in nature, may arise more from the 

geometry of nucleotide sequences than any specific chemical subgroup. 
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Figure 3.8: Cumulative residencies of cations in the cation-duplex modeled systems: Sodium 
cation diffusive interaction events within 5Å to non alternating tracts of purine nucleotides in 
RNA and DNA duplexes simulated to 10ns.  On the x-axis, residues 1-11 are the purines, and 
residues 12-22 are the pyrimidines. 

 
 

3.3.4 Helices with random sequences 

 
Figure 3.9: Modeled RNA and DNA duplexes (a) RNA random sequence. (b) A-RNA 
helical structure colored to show electrostatic surface, red is negatively charged. (c) DNA 
random sequence. (d) B-DNA helical structure for the random sequence; red is negatively 
charged. 

 
 In order to examine the effect of cationic properties such as size and charge density 

on RNA and DNA duplexes formed by a random sequence, potassium was compared with 

the sodium simulations.  The random sequence is that of a fragment of HIV-TAR helix (PDB 

ID 397D) possessing prominent G-C steps and an isolated G-G step near the end of the 
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second strand (Figure 3.9).  This location has been shown to be favorable for ion localization 

82. Also included in the sequence is an alternating polypurine tract of GpA steps, previously 

shown to attract and bind cations 80,83. The RNA helix (Figure 3.9b) shows the classic A-

form structure with a deep and narrow major groove.  Areas colored in blue are less 

electronegative than those of the most electronegative red; white is more neutral.  The DNA 

helix (Figure 3.9d) has a major groove completely open and slightly less electronegative.  It 

is this openness that largely accounts for greater hydration but less cation affinity as 

compared to RNA.  Further probing of both helices with two different cations has provided 

additional insights into the effect of valency and ionic charge density on these structures.   

 

3.3.5. Na+ and random helices of RNA versus DNA 
 
 With an ionic radius of 0.95 Å, sodium has a high charge density, low enthalpy of 

formation, -239.7 kJ/mol, and high enthalpy of hydration, 405 kJ/mol, in aqueous solutions.  

The differences at the preferred chelation sites of the purine atoms N7 and O6 indicate that 

RNA has significantly longer interaction with the sodium ions (Table 3.6).  For both, the A7 

and G8 step is a region of high affinity for ions possibly due to its greater flexibility.  

Surprisingly the occupancy at the O6 position of G8 is significantly higher with a very long 

ion residency of 625 ps. Atom N7 of adenines A7 and A9 are the highest for RNA while G8 

and A7 are the highest for DNA.  G8 and A7 of DNA is at the edge of helical groove and 

highly accessible to solvent as well as any cations (Figure 3.9d).  The dominance of the 

adenine N7 chelation site for RNA remains similar to polyGC and polyAU.  Minor groove 

interaction, again, is more prominent for DNA than for RNA with a significant occupancy for 
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thymine.  The presence of competing interaction sites (O6 and N7) in guanine residues could 

explain the difference in occupancies of G6 and G8 of RNA (Table 4) 84. The G6 and G8 in 

DNA show a remarkably similar occupancy between the N7 and O6 positions.   

Table 3.6: Occupancy and lifetimes of K+ and Na+  major groove hydrogen bonding to 
identical random sequences of duplex RNA and DNA (cut off distance is 3.8 Å for K+; 3.2 Å 
for Na+). 

 

Na+ in 0.1 M NaCl  
 

K+ in 0.1 M KCl  
 

Na+ in 0.1M 
NaCl 

RNA DNA RNA DNA A-DNA 

% 
occ. 

max 
occ. 
(ps) 

% 
occ. 

max 
occ. 
(ps) 

%     
occ. 

max 
occ. 
(ps) 

%     
occ. 

max 
occ. 
(ps) 

% 

occ. 

max 
occ. 
(ps) 

A5@N7 16.8 148 5.3 256 22.5 132 13.4 151 44.5 884 
A7@N7 24.5 204 20.1 412 22.6 90 12.6 172 35.6 681 
A9@N7 26.7 190 13.97 187 19.59 117 11.0 156 52.3 639 
G6@N7 14.2 140 2.9 79 26.4 85 8.9 90 13.3 251 
G6@O6 3.1 101 1.8 114 10.5 63 7.4 128 3.3 315 
G8@N7 10.1 76 11.8 116 21.4 145 10.4 67 4.7 109 
G8@O6 1.9 75 18.0 625 8.6 56 8.5 87 3.6 86 

 
 
 The energies and interaction distances of high residency ions with RNA are greater 

than that of the DNA (Table 3.2).  RNA’s A-tract and G19 show the highest interaction 

energies with their cations while G8 of DNA has the greatest interaction.  For DNA, the 

highest residency ions associated with G8 is due to a favorable geometry and proximity.  The 

lone RNA G19, however, has a longer average interaction distance of 2.657 Å and large 

interaction energy of -85.566 kcal/mol than that with adenines. As expected, the van der 

Waals energy is larger for cation-DNA than cation-RNA interactions. The combination of the 

stronger electrostatic energy and small van der Waals reflects in the localized ion 

accumulation as seen in Figure 3.10.   
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Figure 3.10: Heat maps of cumulative diffusive residencies of individually tracked sodium 
cations within 5 Å of a nucleobase for duplexes of RNA and DNA of identical random 
sequences. 

 
Measurements of the groove width parameters show that RNA adopts the standard A-

form, while DNA adopts the B-form.  The major groove of DNA had a less uniform width 

and depth as evidenced by the large standard deviation (Table 3.1) when compared to RNA.  

Surprisingly, the cumulative cationic distributions for both RNA and DNA with sodium 

show a similar pattern in Figure 3.10. The interactions are mainly confined to the interior 

purine bases and the guanine platform. The greater uniformity of RNA compared to DNA 

would imply that sodium cations can better shield and compact RNA into a stable geometry.   

 
3.3.6 K+ and random helices of RNA versus DNA 
 
 Contrasting with sodium, potassium is larger with a 1.33 Å ionic radius.  

Consequently, it has a higher enthalpy of formation, -251.2 kJ/mol, and lower enthalpy of 

hydration, 314 kJ/mol, in aqueous solutions.   This contributes to potassium’s watershell 

being more easily stripped than sodium’s.  Experimentally,  Rodgers et al. found that 

dissociation of nucleobase chelated Na+ from either adenine or uracil was greater than that 
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for K+ 85. The major groove cationic residency of potassium in the highest occupied purine 

positions strongly resembles those of sodium (Figure 3.11).  The N7 potassium occupancies 

in RNA are just as uniform but over twice that in some instances than those of DNA (Table 

3.5).  Interestingly, the occupancies of the N7 and O6 positions in the guanines are nearly 

coequal.  The low but near uniformity of all the high interaction sites in DNA are more 

attributable to its greater hydration and ease of potassium to lose part of its water shell.  

Occupancies in the minor groove for DNA are still more prominent than RNA; the 

occupancy of DNA’s O2 of T18 is comparable to a major groove interaction and almost a full 

order greater than that of RNA (Table 3.3). 

 

Figure 3.11: Heat maps of cumulative diffusive residencies of individually tracked 
potassium cations within 5 Å of a nucleobase for RNA and DNA duplexes of identical 
random sequence. 

 
 

The trend is mirrored in the energetics of nucleobase interactions with long resident 

ions showing longer interaction distances and lower energies (Table 3.2).  The lower charge 

density of potassium largely accounts for this drop.  The energies for RNA ion interaction 

events remain larger than their DNA counter parts.  The guanine ion interaction events in  
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DNA are comparable to those of adenine in RNA; albeit, they are still lower on average. The 

major grooves of RNA and DNA have comparable depths under potassium, but RNA is 

narrower.  The major groove of RNA is also less uniform than under sodium; in contrast, 

DNA’s major groove is now more uniform with potassium (Table 3.1).  Overall, the helical 

groove structures of RNA and DNA seem relatively invariant under either sodium or 

potassium.  The pattern of potassium accumulation by residue (Figure 3.11) shows an 

overlap with the sodium. Potassium interacts less specifically with RNA residues than 

sodium.  The DNA ion accumulation is a muted version of the RNA pattern, showing a 

similar pattern of affinity for the stretch of alternating purines and the G19/G20 guanine 

stack.   

These differences between sodium versus potassium interaction to each of the RNA 

and DNA duplexes appear relatively minor.  Substituting potassium for sodium in RNA 

duplexes led to a mild disruption of the major groove and more diffusive interaction.  The 

same substitution for DNA duplexes led to an enhanced uniformity of the major groove and 

more diffusive interaction.  However, the difference between the behaviors of each ion with 

RNA duplexes versus DNA duplexes was more substantial.   

 
3.3.7 Effect of geometry: Fixed A-form random helical DNA 
 
 To uncouple the effect of helical geometry from the sequence we examined A-form 

RNA and DNA helixes. The groove widths of A-DNA (Table 3.1) show a minor groove 

comparable to RNA with a deep and narrow major groove.  The depth of the major groove of 
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10.49 Å is comparable to RNA’s 11.78 Å. These groove parameters are also very similar to 

the measurements of the X-ray crystal structures of 1QCU and 1H1K 62,86.   

An indication that the A-DNA conformation has a dramatic effect on ion dynamics is 

shown in the hydrogen bonding statistics (Table 3.5). For position N7 of the purine tract 

comprised of A5 thru A9, the occupancies are much higher for A-DNA’s adenines as 

compared to either the RNA or DNA duplexes.  The longest residency times are also higher 

and reflect strong interactions, which imply a slow exchange of cations with the N7 chelation 

site.  For comparison, the N7 site of adenine A7 in RNA experiences 24.53% occupancy with 

the longest period of interaction at 204 ps, whereas  in A-DNA, the same site is 35.62% 

occupied, but the longest interaction event is over quadruple, 884 ps (Table 3.5).  This is also 

much higher than the DNA duplex’s 412 ps maximum interaction time.  A-DNA’s longest 

interaction events are mostly higher than either RNA or DNA implying that there is low 

exchange and competition for a given site.  Minor groove interaction events mimic RNA 

more closely than DNA with insignificant occupancies (Table 3.3).  Figure 9 shows that the 

distribution of interaction is clearly more localized for A-form DNA helix than either RNA 

or DNA and a clustering toward the polypurine tract of A5 thru G10.  The interaction with 

the G19/G20 platform is also visible.  
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Figure 3.12: Heat map of cumulative diffusive residencies of individually 
tracked sodium cations within 5 Å of a nucleobase for A-DNA of a random 
sequence. 

 

 
The electrostatic interaction of sodium cations with A-DNA shows a greater 

resemblance to RNA duplexes than that of DNA duplexes.  Although position A5 and A9 

display diffusive ion interaction, the energies are in the range of -71.275 kcal/mol to -73.049 

kcal/mol which is nearly identical to the range of RNA-ion interactions ranging from -71.615 

kcal/mol to -73.739 kcal/mol (Table 3.2).  The interaction energy between G19 and sodium is 

-85.566 kcal/mol for RNA and -84.168 kcal/mol for A-DNA. When compared with each 

other, the cumulative ion occupancies of the duplexes display progressive cation localizations 

toward greater purine affinity in the following order: A-DNA > RNA > DNA  (Figure 3.13).  

Previous modeling by Lee et al.87 also suggest that specific motions may enhance the 

effect of helical geometry, but it is still modulated by various factors such as the electrolytic 

environment. Those results complement those obtained by Mazur et al. where interactions of 

cation interaction to the minor groove of the Dickerson-Drew dodecamer appeared to be  
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more structure specific than sequence specific 88. The results from our computational 

experiment also strongly implicate geometry as a major determinate of cationic interactions 

with duplexes.   

 

 
Figure 3.13: Cumulative residencies of cations in the cation-duplex modeled systems: 
Sodium and potassium ion interacting within 5 Å of a nucleobase in random sequence 
duplexes of RNA and DNA. On the x-axis, residues 1-11 are the purines, and residues 12-22 
are the pyrimidines. 

 
 

3.4. Conclusions  
 

We investigated monovalent cationic interactions with canonical helical duplexes of 

RNA and DNA in explicit solvent MD simulations; we observed that monovalent cations 

alone alter less drastically the helical conformation of RNA and DNA duplexes at low 

physiologic concentration.  A greater variance in cationic interactions occurred between 

specific duplex conformations: PolyAT DNA duplexes were the weakest in interacting with 

sodium cations; the strongest interaction was observed with polyGC RNA.  For helices of a 

random sequence, these specific interactions occurred in an alternating polypurine tract.  

Interaction energies of sodium with a fixed A-form DNA agreed more closely with A-form 
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RNA than B-form DNA.  The chemical makeup differentiating RNA from DNA alone does 

not fully characterize these phenomena arising from their allowed conformations.  Based on 

these observations, helical conformation exerts a greater influence on cationic interactions 

around helical duplexes and better explains diffusive interaction events of high residency 

cations.  
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Abstract 
 

A three-dimensional atomistic model of a plant cellulose synthase (CESA) has 

remained elusive despite over forty years of experimental effort. Here we report a 

computationally predicted three-dimensional structure of 506 amino acids of cotton CESA 

within the cytosolic region. Comparison of the predicted plant CESA structure with the 

solved structure of a bacterial cellulose-synthesizing protein validates the overall fold of the 

modeled glycosyltransferase (GT) domain. The co-aligned plant and bacterial GT domains 

share a six-stranded ß-sheet, five �-helices, and conserved motifs similar to those required 

for catalysis in other GT-2 glycosyltransferases. Extending beyond the cross-kingdom 

similarities related to cellulose polymerization, the predicted structure of cotton CESA 

reveals that plant specific modules (‘plant conserved region’, P-CR, and ‘class specific 
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region’, CSR) fold into distinct subdomains on the periphery of the catalytic region. 

Computational results support the importance of the P-CR and/or CSR in CESA 

oligomerization to form the multimeric cellulose-synthesis complexes that are characteristic 

of plants. Relatively high sequence conservation between plant CESAs allowed mapping of 

known mutations and two novel mutations that perturb cellulose synthesis in Arabidopsis 

thaliana to their analogous positions in the modeled structure. Most of these mutations sites 

are near the predicted catalytic region, and the confluence of other mutation sites supports the 

existence of previously undefined functional nodes within the catalytic core of CESA. 

Overall, the predicted tertiary structure provides a platform for the biochemical engineering 

of plant CESAs. 

4.1 Introduction 
 

Cellulose fibrils within plant cell walls provide the foundation for plant structure and 

are renewable biomaterials that account for most of the world’s biomass. Despite the 

importance of plant cellulose to nature and industry, we have little insight into the three 

dimensional structure of proteins required for plant cellulose biosynthesis. This deficiency 

arose due to experimental barriers in purification of active enzyme, recombinant expression, 

and crystallization of any plant cellulose synthase (CESA). However, manipulating the 

physical properties of cellulose through biochemical engineering of CESA structure offers 

many prospects for improved biomaterials. For example, moderate reduction of cellulose 

crystallinity increases the efficiency of saccharification 1, a process important for biofuels 

production from lignocellulosic biomass. However, the capacity for directed enzyme design 

requires an understanding of CESA protein structure/function relationships. 
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CESA is a membrane-bound Glycosyltransferase Family 2 (GT-2) enzyme 2 that 

catalyzes ß-1,4-glucan (cellulose) chain polymerization using UDP-glucose as substrate 3. 

Although CESA proteins typically arrange themselves into multimeric cellulose synthase 

complexes (CSC), which are required for the production of multi-chain cellulose 

microfibrils, the CSCs of land plants and related algae are uniquely organized as six-lobed 

circular “rosettes” containing a still-undefined number (e.g. 18-36) of CESAs 3. In contrast, 

bacteria, other algae, and tunicates have linear CSCs that correlate with synthesis of cellulose 

fibrils with different physical structures 4. Accordingly, there are differences in CSC 

organization and the resulting properties of cellulose fibrils between, for example, bacteria 

and plants.   

Plant CESA has a transmembrane region with eight predicted transmembrane helices 

(TMH) and a large (~500 amino acid) cytosolic region. The cytosolic region of plant CESAs 

has four characteristic conserved motifs containing DD, DCD, ED and QVLRW residues 3,5 

(Figure 4.1A) that were predicted to be involved in substrate and/or acceptor binding, a 

“plant conserved region” (P-CR), and a “class specific region” (CSR). For GhCESA1 from 

Gossypium hirsutum (cotton), deletion of the first conserved region containing DD abolished 

UDP-glucose binding in vitro 6, and four missense mutations causing cellulose deficiency 

occur in the conserved DCD or ED residues of CESAs in the model plant Arabidopsis 

thaliana (called hereafter Arabidopsis) 7-9. A few amino acids (D, D, D, QxxRW) within the 

plant CESA conserved motifs are more broadly conserved and required for catalysis in other 

GT-2 enzymes such as hyaluronan and chitin synthases 10-12. In GT-2 enzymes a conserved 

DxD motif  is usually part of a GT-A fold, as shown in solved structures of SpsA from 
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Bacillus subtilis 13, chondroitin polymerase from Escherichia coli K4 14 and most recently 

Rhodobacter sphaeroides cellulose synthase (BcsA) 15.  Plant CesAs will likely to have a 

similar fold due to conservation of the cellulose polymerization mechanism, but experimental 

evidence is lacking. 

 
Figure 4.1 Predicted structure of the large cytosolic region of GhCESA1. (A) Diagram of 
GhCESA1 showing 8 predicted TMH and the large cytsolic loop between TMH2 and TMH3. 
Labels within the cytosolic loop indicate: the approximate locations of the four conserved 
motifs; the P-CR region; the CSR region; and the analogous locations for missense mutations 
in Arabidopsis CESAs that perturb cellulose synthesis (black and red type for published or 
newly reported mutations, respectively). (B) Snapshot of the Gh506 structure. The catalytic 
core is grey, the P-CR is pink, and the CSR is light blue. The catalytic core contains a ß-sheet 
with six strands in yellow (β-1 S287-S291; β-2 D253-S257; β-3 F454-D459; β-4 C532-N535; 
β-5 Y488-F491; and β-6 S686-C689). Green highlights DD, DCD, ED (directly behind 
DCD), and the position of QVLRW within core α-13. The five α-helices that are part of the 
GT core are labeled:  [α-2 L267-A278; α-6 H433-V448; α-7 N466-D479; α-8 N508-K517; 
and α-13 S705-R725 (containing QVLRW). All predicted α-helices are numbered in order 
within the primary sequence. (C) Diagram of the secondary structure showing a total of 6 ß-
strands (yellow arrows) and 13 major α -helices (shown as barrels) in three regions: catalytic 
core (red outlines); P-CR (pink fill); and CSR (blue fill). Possible additional shorter helical 
regions are indicated as unnumbered small barrels. (D) UDP-Glc docked into the catalytic 
site above DCD. 
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In contrast to bacteria, the plant CESA cytosolic region contains large insertions specific to 

plants only, namely the P-CR and the CSR 5,6,16. Although their exact functions are unknown, 

the CSR and P-CR are hypothesized to mediate aspects of cellulose synthesis unique to 

plants, such as the formation of rosette-like CSCs that move through the plasma membrane 

producing cellulose fibrils through the coupling of ß-1,4-glucan polymerization and 

crystallization 1,17,18. However, no insight into the structure, folding, and putative role in CSC 

assembly of the plant-specific CESA regions has been reported.   

To fill in the gaps in our understanding about the tertiary structure of plant CESAs, 

we generated a model of the three dimensional structure of 506 amino acids from a cytosolic 

region of cotton GhCESA1 (GenBank Accession P93155) 6, called hereafter the ‘Gh506’ 

structure. GhCESA1 is an apparent ortholog of AtCESA8 from Arabidopsis, and its gene is 

highly expressed during cotton fiber secondary wall thickening 6,19. Structural co-alignment 

of selected regions of the recently solved bacterial CESA (BcsA) 15 with the plant Gh506 

model revealed numerous structural commonalities within the GT-2 domains despite poor 

sequence similarity over the cytosolic region. This result supports the veracity of the plant 

CESA model, given that BcsA was not used as homolog for Gh506 prediction. Moreover, the 

Gh506 structure reveals how plant specific P-CR and CSR domains are interfaced with the 

GT domain, and showed possibilities for how they may participate in CESA oligomerization 

to generate plant-specific CSCs. 

Taking advantage of the high conservation between seed plant CESA sequences, we mapped 

Arabidopsis CESA missense mutations that alter cellular morphogenesis via effects on 

cellulose synthesis onto the Gh506 structure. The confluence of some of the point mutations 
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allows us to propose the existence of previously unidentified functional nodes within CESA. 

These new insights into structure/function relationships in plant CESAs may have 

importance for optimization of the properties of renewable biomass.  

4.2 Results and Discussion 

4.2.1 An in silico predicted structure of the GhCESA1 cytosolic region  
 

A rough initial model of 506 amino acids of the GhCESA1 cytosolic region (Figure 

4.1A, Figure 4S.1) was generated by the SAM-T08 server using twenty solved protein 

structures (Figure 4S.3A). The template structures were selected via multipass Blastp search 

for putative homologs in the NCBI non-redundant protein database (Table 4S.1, Figure 

4S.2). Two of the top selected structures were from the bacterial protein templates of SpsA 

and K4CP that have been extensively used to examine the molecular basis for catalysis and 

substrate recognition of glycosyltransferases 13,14. Note that recently solved structure of BscA 

was not included in the prediction of Gh506, as it was not available at the time. After 

refinement with MD simulations, the Gh506 structure (Figure 4.1B, Figure 4S.3B, Figure 

4S.7) had a Pro-SA Z score of -6.09 and an ERRAT2 quality factor of 86.9 %, which is the 

percentage of the protein where the calculated conformational error falls below the 95% 

rejection limit. The overall quality of the Gh506 structure is consistent with solved structures 

of three other GT-2 enzymes obtained from crystallography with 2 Å resolution (Table 4S.2, 

Figure 4S.4, Figure 4S.5). The regions with conformation errors either have high local 

mobility or are deeply buried. Similar difficulties in full refinement arise for some regions 

within solved crystal structures (Figure 4S.4B).  
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The Gh506 structure contains 13 α-helices and 6 β-strands, that are organized into a 

ß-sheet near the catalytic site where UDP-glucose binds, forming a GT-A domain with a 

canonical Rossmann fold (Figure 4.1C,D, Figure 4S.2G; Table 4S.3) similar to bacterial 

GT-2 enzymes, such as SpsA and BcsA 13,15,20. In this core GT-2 domain, the structural  

elements include five core α-helices (α-2,-6,-7,-8,-13) and the β-sheet (6 β-strands) that helps 

to stabilize the catalytic residues (Figure 4S.2; Table 4S.3). The catalytic pocket of the 

Gh506 structure contained the closely arranged conserved motifs. The QVLRW motif might 

interact with the newly polymerized cellulose with its tryptophan residue 21, and it is located 

in the center of α-13 above a pocket with linearly arranged DD, DCD, and ED motifs 

(Figure 4.1B,D), matching their proximal locations in early CESA diagrams 22. By analogy 

to BcsA that contains a co-crystallized glucan chain and a UDP molecule, we can postulate 

the functions of the classical conserved motifs in plant CESA: (a) to coordinate UDP (D292 

of DD, D459 and D461 of DCD, R713 of QVLRW); (b) to act as the catalytic base (D672); 

and (c) to stabilize the acceptor glucan (W714 of QVLRW). The catalytic site of the Gh506 

structure was supported by docking UDP-glucose into its solvent-exposed catalytic pocket in 

proximity to DCD (Figure 4.1D). Density Functional Theory calculations supported the 

coordination of UDP via a divalent cation interacting with D459 and D461 of the Gh506 

structure (Figure 4S.13), similar to other glycosyltransferases 23,24. In addition, we identified 

three loops in the vicinity of the UDP-glucose binding site in the Gh506 structure that may 

control catalysis through modulation of local accessibility to key residues: (1) T258–L267 

located at the end of β-2; (2) A294-F300, just after DD and leading to α-3 of the PCR; and 

(3) Y421-H432, between β-5 and β-6 (Figure 4S.8). The function of these loops can be 
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further explored in future experiments. Overall, the predicted Gh506 structure shows a highly 

conserved single active site for coordinating the donor and acceptor sugars for cellulose 

synthesis. 

 Regions unique to plant CESAs, the P-CR and CSR domains, extend away from the  

GT-domain of Gh506 towards the cytosol where they may feasibly regulate other aspects of 

plant CESA function including the assembly of rosette CSCs (Figure 4.1B). The relatively 

high structural independence of these plant-specific regions was indicated by cross-correlated 

atomic fluctuations (Figure 4S.9). Based on the Gh506 structure, we propose that these 

regions partake in the oligomerization of CESAs to form the rosette CSCs that are found in 

land plants and their close relatives. To examine possible roles of the CSR and P-CR in 

assembly of CESA homo-oligomers, we used the Rosetta Symmetry docking protocol to 

show possible dimers, trimers, tetramers, and hexamers of the Gh506 structure (Figure 4.2, 

Figure 4S.10). The assemblies show that the CSR and P-CR regions are located at the 

interfaces of the monomers, supporting the possibility that these regions may help to stabilize 

CESA assembly through non-covalent interactions. Interestingly, the CSR region is more 

important for assemblies of dimers and trimers, whereas both the CSR and P-CR participate 

in assemblies of tetramers and hexamers. Future computational and laboratory experiments 

can be designed to test how the N-terminal zinc finger region, which is also unique to plant 

CESAs but not included in the Gh506 structure, may help to modulate CESA assembly 

through dimerization as shown previously for GhCESA1 25.   

No known missense mutation exists in the CSR, but one does occur in the P-CR: 

Atcesa8R362K (fra6), which was reported to cause reduced cellulose content when 
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homozygous in Arabidopsis. However, no phenotype resulted from over-expression of the 

mutant gene in wild-type plants 26. In our tetrameric model, the fra6 mutation is located at the 

surface, which potentially could affect the assembly of oligomers into rosette CSCs (Figure 

4.2C). In our hexameric assembly, fra6 is located at the interface between the CESA 

monomers, which could disrupt the assembly of oligomers (Figure 4.2D). This result 

suggests that the affected arginine residue may be important for CESA oligomerization 

within the rosette CSC. 

  
Figure 4.2: Possible oligomeric assemblies of the Gh506 cytosolic structure under (A) C2, 
(B) C3, (C) C4, and (D) C6 crystallization symmetries. The catalytic region is grey, the CSR 
is light blue, the P-CR is pink, QVLRW is yellow and the site of fra6 mutations is red. (D) 
Bottom, (E) top, and (F) side view of the hexameric Gh506 assembly. 
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4.2.2 Comparison between bacterial and plant cellulose synthases 
 

The inherent differences in CSC formation and resultant cellulose fibril properties 

between bacteria and plant CESAs must arise from differences in their protein sequences 

and, thus, structures.  For example, a sequence comparison of the cytosolic region 

responsible for cellulose synthesis between bacterial BcsA (276 amino acids from GenBank 

Accesssion Q3J125) and plant GhCESA1 (506 amino acids) show 17.5% identity, 26.1% 

similarity, and 49.9% gaps. The plant CESA cytosolic region is longer mostly due to the 

presence of P-CR and CSR insertions specific to plants 5,6,16. Even with omission of the P-CR 

and CSR regions, the co-aligned sequences of the edited bacterial and plant cytosolic regions 

(240 or 259 residues, respectively) showed 28% identity, 44% similarity, and 10% gaps. 

However, a structural alignment retaining only homologous sequences between BcsA (solved 

at 3.25 Å resolution) and Gh506 resulted in a 3.9 Å RMSD overall (Figure 4.3A, Figure 

4S.6). 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the Gh506 model with the structure of bacterial cellulose 
synthase. (A) Surface representation of the Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Rs) cellulose synthase 
(PDB ID 4HG6) superimposed with the Gh506 structure. The model aligns well with the 
central β-sheet of the bacterial GT-domain, and the P-CR and CSR domains point away from 
the membrane-spanning region. UDP and the translocating glucan of the Rs cellulose 
synthase highlight the active site and the TM-channel and are colored violet and cyan, 
respectively. The BcsA subunit of the Rs cellulose synthase complex is colored gray and 
green, respectively, BcsB is colored wheat. (B) Superimposition of the Rs GT-domain with 
the Gh506 model by secondary structure of the central β-sheet. The GT-domain is colored 
green for RsBcsA and gray and yellow for the GhCESA1 model, respectively. The 
GhCESA1 P-CR and CSR domains are colored pink and light blue, UDP and the glucan are 
shown as spheres. (C) Conserved sequence motifs that form the binding site for UDP and the 
acceptor glucan are compared with the corresponding residues in RsBcsA. The Rs and Gh 
sequence alignments of the motifs are shown and the depicted residues are indicated in bold 
(black: Rs, blue: Gh). RsBcsA is shown in gray and the UDP and glucan bound to Rs BcsA 
are colored violet and cyan, respectively. Residues from Gh506 are colored blue. The ED 
motif was omitted for clarity. Horizontal bars indicate the membrane boundaries. 

The bacterial BcsA GT-domain adopts a GT-A fold consisting of a mixed 7-stranded 

β-sheet surrounded by 7 α-helices 15. Our Gh506 model aligns well with the BcsA GT-

domain, particularly with its central β-sheet and 4 of the surrounding α-helices (Figure 

4.3AB), and the Gh506 structure shares 5 of 7 α-helices and 6 of 7 β-strands as found in the 

GT-A fold of BcsA.  Other structural features that are likely to function similarly in plant 
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CESAs and BcsA are noted in Table 4S.3. Figure 4.3C shows that the invariant DD, DCD, 

and QVLRW motifs of our Gh506 model align well with the bacterial cellulose synthase 

structure. This comparison importantly confirms a high degree of structural similarity 

between the catalytic sites of eukaryotic and prokaryotic cellulose-synthesizing proteins, 

which indicates a conserved mechanism of cellulose polymerization. Moreover, the structural 

alignment orients the P-CR and CSR domains of Gh506 towards the cytosol (Figure 4.3A). 

4.2.3 Genetic mutations demonstrate functional nodes within plant CESA structure 
 

The relatively high sequence conservation between seed plant CESAs (Figure 4S.1) 

allowed Arabidopsis CESA missense mutations to be mapped onto the analogous residue in 

the Gh506 structure (Figure 4.4; Table 4S.3). Based on the primary sequence, several 

previously identified Arabidopsis CESA missense mutations coincide with the conserved ED 

motif [Atcesa1E779K (rsw1-45), Atcesa8 D683N (irx1-1), and Atcesa1D780N (rsw1-20)] or the first 

D in the DCD motif (Atcesa7D524N) 7-9.  However, other missense mutations are dispersed 

throughout the cytosolic region of CESAs at locations with no known function. Interestingly, 

in our Gh506 model the mutated residues primarily converged in a spatially discrete cluster 

around the catalytic site even though the residues were dispersed throughout the sequence 

(Figure 4.4). A plausible interpretation for this result is that the catalytic region retains an 

overarching tertiary structure across plant CESAs and that most of the currently known 

missense mutations that lead to reduced cellulose content cluster around this core domain. 
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Figure 4.4: Previously known missense mutations (green) in Arabidopsis CESAs mapped 
onto the predicted GhCESA1 cytosolic structure.  New mutations are blue with the DD, 
DCD, ED, and QVLRW motifs in red. Two opposite rotations (a) and (b) provide a view of 
where the mutations map relative to the catalytic region of the Gh506 structure.  The 
equivalent Ghcesa1 amino acid position precedes the mapped mutation:  R351  
(Atcesa8R362K, fra6); A436 (Atcesa3A522V, eli1-2); A447 (Atcesa1A549V, rsw1-1); D459 
(Atcesa7D524N, irx3-5); P492 (Atcesa7P557T, fra5 and Atcesa3P578S, thanatos); G529 
(Atcesa1G631S, rsw1-2); G531 (Atcesa3G617E, cev1) ; S668 (Atcesa3S679L, irx1-2); E671  
(Atcesa1E779K, rsw1-45); D672 (Atcesa3D683N, irx1-1 and Atcesa1D780N , rsw1-20); and H680 
(Atcesa7H734Y, mur10-2). The conserved residues with no known mutations are red. 

 

In addition, the location of missense mutations in the Gh506 structure provided new 

insights about putative functionally important nodes within CESA. For example, the analog 

of the Atcesa7H734Y (mur10-2) mutation 27 located after TED in α-12 makes contact with ß-5 

and ß-6, as well as the site of the Atcesa1G631S (rsw1-2) mutation 28 even though these 

mutated histidine and glycine are separated by ~150 residues in the sequence.  

The Atcesa7H734Y plants have dwarfed shoots and cellulose-deficient xylem secondary walls 

27. The Atcesa1G631S mutant seedlings have ~75% less crystalline cellulose and swollen 

organs 28. The mapped sites of the Atcesa1G631S and Atcesa3G617E (cev1) mutations are 
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separated by one amino acid, and Atcesa3G617E mutant plants were dwarfs with radial cell 

swelling and cellulose deficiency compared to wild-type 29. The Atcesa1G631S and 

Atcesa3G617E mutation sites lie at the end of β-4 in a VYVGTG motif, which structurally 

aligns with the FFCGS motif of BcsA in the core GT domain. The perturbation of a β-sheet 

structure may affect the structure of the catalytic site and substrate binding. In BcsA, FFCGS 

binds the terminal dissaccharide of the glucan acceptor on the opposite side as compared to 

QRGRW 15. Therefore, the Atcesa7H734Y, Atcesa1G631S, and Atcesa3G617E mutation sites may 

represent a functional node that controls the acceptor glucan placement or conformation 

within the active site (Figure 4.4).  

To further investigate the effect of mutations, we mapped and cloned two new 

missense mutations to regions of interest within Arabidopsis CESAs. The first of these, 

Atcesa3S377F confers resistance to the cellulose synthesis inhibitor, isoxaben, and the mutant 

Arabidopsis plants showed reduced growth and a lower relative crystallinity although the 

cellulose content was not statistically different than in the control. According to our Gh506 

model the analogous affected residue, S291 in GhCESA1, resides within a water-accessible 

pocket at the end of β-1 and before the A294-F300 loop containing DD (Figure 4.5A). 

Interestingly, this mutation disturbs the crystallization process with little impact on cellulose 

catalysis despite proximity to the conserved DD residue. To explore how this mutation 

disrupts CESA structure, MD simulations were performed on the mutated model CESA.  

In Figure 4.5C each peak represents a highly motile residue that is often solvent accessible, 

whereas the valleys are largely populated by buried amino acids. For example, mapped peaks 

are the analogs of Atcesa8R362K (fra6) located in the P-CR and AtcesaS679L (irx1-2) three 
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residues below the conserved ED motif. This analysis showed that S291 in GhCESA1 is 

tightly coupled to the conserved ED motif by the short T258–L267 loop and to residues 

S572-R580 in α-9 within the CSR. As previously explained based on analogy to BcsA, the 

ED residues are likely to affect catalysis directly as well as interact with glucose when it is 

bound to UDP. Disturbance of glucose positioning in the active site could affect glucan chain 

conformation and/or the rate of catalysis, which could affect cellulose crystallization. 

Possible effects arising through coupling to the CSR are not easily defined given the 

unknown function of this domain. 

In general, a single point mutation of a key residue may affect CESA function in 

multiple ways. For example, in the Gh506 structure, the S291 residue that is analogous to 

Atcesa3S377F contacts L442 within core α-6 (Figure 4.5A), and MD simulations of mutated 

GhCesa1S291F revealed a larger distance between these residues compared to wild-type 

(Figure 4S.11Q, Table 4S.4). Notably, the analog of the A residue in the temperature-

sensitive Atcesa1A549V (rsw1-1) mutation is at the base of core α-6 (Figure 4.5A). 

Arabidopsis Atcesa1A549V mutants grown at the restrictive temperature showed severely 

impaired crystalline cellulose deposition and seedling growth 30, effects that are similar to the 

Atcesa3S377F mutation. The analog of the Atcesa3A522V (eli1-2) mutation, which also caused 

similar phenotypes 31,32, is 10 residues away from the Atcesa1A549V mutation site at the other 

end of core α-6 within a HKKAGA motif (Figure 4.5A) that is co-aligned with the  

HAKAGN motif of BcsA. In BcsA, the A225 and K226 residues of HAKAGN lie on the 

other side of the pocket that may accommodate glucose when bound to UDP 15. Taken 

together, these results suggest that core α-6, predicted to be in the interior of CESA behind ß-
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1–3, may help to control the positioning of the donor glucose in the catalytic site, which in 

turn may modulate the organization of glucan chains into crystalline cellulose fibrils.
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Table 4.1: Plant phenotypes for new CESA mutations. Significantly different compared with wild-type (LER or Col-0) as 
determined by t test: * P< 0.001; **P=0.009; ***P<0.01. RCI, Relative crystallinity index. 

Allele/genotype  Dark‐grown hypocotyls 
length, %w/t 

Height, mature stem, 
cm (SE) 

Cellulose content, 
mature stem, %wt 

RCI, mature 
stem (SE) 

Atcesa3S377F (ixr1‐6) LER background  45.6*  20.8 (0.5)*  87.5  32.8 (4.7)** 

Atcesa1G620E (lycos) Col‐0 background  100  13.4 (0.5)*  61.7*  41.9 (1.0)*** 

Wild type (LER)  100  30.7 (3.1)  100  48.4 (1.1) 

Wild type (Col‐0)  100  39.1 (0.8)  100  49.2 (2.1) 
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 A second new Arabidopsis missense mutation, Atcesa1G620E, conferred resistance to 

the cellulose synthesis inhibitor quinoxyphen and also caused reductions in stem height, 

relative crystallinity, and cellulose content (Table 4.1). Its analogous residue in GhCESA1, 

G518, helped to support the functional importance of the solvent-accessible P492-G518 loop 

that lies between β-4 and β-5 and behind α-13/QVLRW in the Gh506 structure (Figure 

4.5B). The G518 residue is predicted to sit adjacent to the P492 residue, which is analogous 

to the site of the Atcesa7P557T (fra5) and Atcesa3P578S (thanatos) mutations 26,33. The P492 and 

G518 residues appear to act as hinge points for the loop between them. The range of motion 

for this loop was established from the MD simulation trajectory and mutated residues caused 

the change in range of motion (Figure 4S.11, Table 4S.4). The tip of the loop contains three 

aspartic acid residues (Figure 4.5B), and it is able to contact the QVLRW motif and may 

potentially modulate its interaction with the newly forming ß-1,4-glucan chain. Thus, 

changing the dynamic behavior of the loop by mutations at its base may adversely affect 

QVLRW interaction with the cellulose product.  

Several computational experiments showed putative effects of altering the predicted 

hinge points of the P492-G518 loop through: (a) substitution at P492 of threonine (analogous 

to Atcesa7P557T) or serine (analogous to AtcesA3P578S); and (b) substitution of glutamic acid at 

G518 (analogous to Atcesa1G620E). The dynamic behavior of the three D residues at the tip of 

the loop was reduced for mutant E518 compared to wild-type G518 in MD simulations based 

on the Gh506 structure (Table 4S.4c). Reasonably, the larger glutamic acid residue could 

cause constrained movement, steric clash, and changed hydrophobicity of the solvent-

exposed loop. However, the expected reduced local rigidity for mutant T492 compared to 
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wild type was not observed (Table 4S.4, Figure 4S.11), possibly due to the effects of 

intermittent hydrogen bonding interactions between T492 and Y688 of ß-6 observed in the 

MD simulations. This hydrogen bonding interaction may serve to stabilize the mutant T492-

G518 loop (Figure 4S.12). Similarly, E518 showed intermittent hydrogen bonding with the 

adjacent L517 residue.  
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Figure 4.5: The locations of novel missense mutations in the predicted structure helped to 
support the existence of new functionally important regions within CESA. Conserved 
residues are shown in red. (A) S291 (teal) just below DD is the analog of the novel 
Atcesa3S377F, ixr1-6, mutation.   In the predicted structure, it contacts L442 (rust ball and 
stick residue) within α-6 (rust), which has the analogs of Atcesa3A522V (eli1-2; brown) and 
Atcesa1A549V (rsw1-1; tan) at either end. (B) The P492-G518 loop (brown) contains native 
aspartates (green ball and stick residues) near QVLRW. At its base are G518 (blue; the 
analog of the novel Atcesa1G620E, lycos, mutation) and P492 (rust; the analog of Atcesa7P557T, 
fra5), where they may putatively act as hinge points. (C) Cross correlation of atomic 
fluctuations at four mutation sites over all simulations by residue. The peaks shown had at 
least 97% correlation, indicating distant effects of the mutations analogous to Atcesa3S377F 
(ixr1-6; blue bars), Atcesa1G620E (lycos; green bars), and Atcesa7P557T (fra5; red bars). 
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Mutations at these putative hinge points also had widely distributed effects on the 

Gh506 structure as determined through correlations of residue fluctuations.  The position of 

mutant E518 strongly couples to atomic motions in β-3, β-6, and part of the P-CR and CSR 

regions. The mutant T492 position couples to β-2, β-5, β-6, and F696 near the QVLRW 

motif.  Therefore, both of these mutations are likely to perturb the β-sheet, which can affect 

catalysis and substrate binding 34. Previous modeling of 185 amino acids with the 

HMMSTR/Rosetta Server suggested that the catalytic domain structure was altered by 

Atcesa3P578S (thanatos) mutation 35. However, we could not reproduce this result with de 

novo modeling using the SAM-T08 server for the 506 amino acid long GhCESA1 cytosolic 

region containing the analogous mutation (data not shown).  

 Commonalities in the Atcesa7P557T (fra5) mutation and the Atcesa3P578S (thanatos) 

mutation can now be explained through effects on the same functional loop. Both are semi-

dominant: Atcesa3P578S causes reduced primary wall cellulose synthesis 35 and Atcesa7P557T 

causes reduced cellulose content of fiber cells 26. Both mutations exert dominant negative 

effects when over-expressed in wild-type, which has been described only for these two 

Arabidopsis CESA missense mutations 26,35. Therefore, the mutant proteins must compete 

effectively for entry into the rosette CSC, which is logical given the location of the analogous 

residues near the catalytic region of the Gh506 structure. Together the data presented here 

illustrate the utility of the predicted tertiary structure of the GhCESA1 cytosolic region to 

provide insight into mechanisms of cellulose polymerization in plants, help systematize data 

on CESA missense mutations, and illuminate possible new structure/function relationships 

that are broadly conserved among plant CESAs. 
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 Overall, we were able to predict a complex three dimensional structure of plant 

cellulose synthase from Gossypium hirsutum using a molecular modeling approach.  Our 

model is in close agreement with the core region of the recently solved structure of the 

bacterial BcsA cellulose synthase 15 despite substantial differences in the plant and bacterial 

sequences. Given that BcsA was not used as structural homolog for model prediction, this 

structural convergence supports a conserved mechanism for cellulose polymerization. The 

clustering of most Arabidopsis missense mutations around the structurally conserved 

catalytic site further supports the similarity of the cellulose catalytic mechanism across 

Kingdoms. Moreover, unique regions to plant CESAs, the CSR and P-CR, were revealed to 

fold into distinguishable subdomains within the cytosolic region, and these regions can be 

explored further for how they potentially control the assembly of plant CSCs, other 

regulatory aspects of plant cellulose synthesis, and, consequently, the unique material 

properties of plant cellulose.  

4.3 Methods and Materials 

4.3.1 Simulations and Modeling 
 

We used secondary structure prediction bioinformatics tools such as PSI-PRED 36, in 

order to isolate the cytosolic region of GhCESA1 (P93155) (Figure 4S.1). Almost the entire 

region was modeled (506 amino acids; Q220–R725) beginning just after transmembrane 

helix 2 (TMH2). Only a small loosely conserved linker between the C-terminal region 

including QVLRW and TMH3 was excluded to reduce computational complexity.  

Successful de novo structure modeling is predicated on an accurate energy function, 

an efficient search method, and selection of appropriate models from the ensemble. Heuristic 
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HMM protein structure prediction approaches, along with fragment based assembly 

algorithms such as ROSETTA (http://www.rosettacommons.org/), have proven to be most 

successful 37,38. However, due to the intensive computational time required, successful de 

novo folding with ROSETTA has generally been limited to 100–150 amino acids 39,40. To 

overcome this limitation, we used the protein structure prediction server of SAM-T08 41 to 

generate an initial homology model. The SAM-T08 server relies on the construction of HMM 

and multiple sequence alignments to generate structural homologs for parts of the target 

structure. The initial fragmented homology based structure was manually refined and 

subjected to series of MD simulations to explore the conformational space and develop the 

final modeled structure. After preliminary structural quality checks, the modeled structure 

was analyzed comprehensively using the Protein Structure Validation Software suite (PSVS) 

42 and its quality score was determined with ERRAT 43. The UDP-glucose was docked into 

the structure with the help of Density Functional Theory carried out in Gaussian 03 44 with 

the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) method and D residues constrained. Mutants based on the Gh506 

structure were generated using the TLEAP tool of  Amber 11 45, subjected to MD simulations 

and the resultant structural flexibility was assessed using cross correlation analysis 46. 

Putative homomeric assemblies of the Gh506 structure were generated using the symmetric 

docking protocol of Rosetta 47. Additional details are available in the supplemental methods.  

4.3.2 Novel mutations in Arabidopsis CESAs and phenotypes of mutant plants 

 

Approximately forty-five thousand A. thaliana ecotype Landsberg (LER) and 

Columbia-0 (Col-0) seeds were mutagenized by ethyl methane sulfonate (EMS) by 

immersing seeds in a solution of 0.3% EMS (M1) for 16 h, extensively washed with distilled 
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water (12 h) and sown into soil to generate M2 seeds. M2 seed were surface sterilized and 

one million M2 seeds were plated on 0.5X strength Murashige and Skoog (MS) agar plates 

supplemented with 20 nM isoxaben (LER screen) or 5 �M quinoxyphen (Col-0 screen). 

Seed were stored at 4°C for 4 days to synchronize germination and then exposed to 100 

µE/m2/s white light at room temperature until seeds germinated and cotyledons had 

expanded. Resistant mutants grew above the surface of the agar while non-resistant plants did 

not. Resistant plants from the M2 generation were retested in the M3 generation to confirm 

heritability of the resistance phenotype. The novel isoxaben resistant (ixr) allele in AtCESA3 

discussed here was named ixr1-6, and the novel quinoxyphen resistance allele in AtCESA1 

discussed here was named lycos. For clarity, the mutants are referred to in the text as 

Atcesa3S377F and Atcesa1G620E, respectively. Methods for assessing phenotypes were as 

described previously 1. 
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Abstract 
 
 Higher plants express six classes of cellulose synthase (CesA) which are differentially 

expressed in specific tissues and stages of plant growth.  They are further grouped according 

to their association with primary or secondary cell wall formation.  While CesAs in higher 

plants originated from cyanobacteria1, they have evolved additional functionality to gain 

greater control in the material properties of cellulose.  Plant CesA’s possess distinct areas in 

their catalytic domain that differentiates them from their prokaryotic forebears: These are the 

Plant Conserved Region (CR-P) and a Class Specific Region (CSR).   In the absence of an 

experimentally determined model of plant CESAs, we used structure prediction and 

molecular modeling techniques to survey the structural motifs of these domains in order to 

further understand their evolutionary relationships and their biochemical roles in controlling 

cellulose production.    The CSR’s distinguish paralogous classes from each other.  These 

insights into plant control of cellulose’s physical properties may aid in engineering useful 

polysaccharide important to pharmaceuticals and industrial applications. 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 
 CESAs share a common topology of eight transmembrane helices that form a pore 

over a globular cytosolic domain that polymerizes cellulose from UDP-bound glucose.  In 
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general, the cellulose synthase family can be divided according to their organismal origin1-3.  

CESA’s from different phyla share a common catalytic mechanism as represented by their 

conserved amino acid motifs:  These are the D, D, D and QxxRW amino-acid sequence motif 

of which the latter is a hallmark of all processive glycosyltransferases4-7.  These signature 

residues were also proven to be essential for chitin synthase activity in yeast8.   Hence, 

catalysis of polysaccharides appears to follow evolutionarily conserved mechanisms.   

Although the a dimensional structure of a bacterial CESA has been recently solved9, 

there has yet to be an experimentally determined plant CESA. Cellulose synthesis in plants is 

a more complex process than found in bacteria since specialized plant cells must orchestrate 

the production of cell walls in specific tissues (e.g. xylem, sclerenchyma, phloem).  In the 

model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, there are 10 cellulose synthase proteins that perform the 

task of forming the primary and secondary cell walls.  These CESA proteins embed in the 

plasma membrane and arrange into hexameric arrays termed rosettes which have been found 

to exist in only land plants and certain algae classified as streptophytes10-12.  The remainder 

of other cellulose producing organisms form linear arrays of CESAs as typified by 

chlorophyta13.  This differentiation between rosette versus linear complex forming cellulose 

producing organisms has been previously examined at a supramolecular level13,14.  Molecular 

studies suggest that there are significant differences between the catalytic domains of rosette 

forming CESA’s versus those that form linear complexes15.   
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Figure 5.1: Putative homomeric-hexamer rosette assembly. (a) Class Specific Region b) 
Plant Conserved Region (FRA6 mutation amino acid position is in red) c) A putative 
hexameric assembly of a rosette, for scale, cryo-em image of a Terminal Complex comprised 
of six rosettes is shown from Kimura 1999. 

 

In our previous work, we modeled GhCESA1 which is an analogue to AtCESA8.  

The results of that effort, summarized in Figure 5.1, showed that the PCR and CSR regions 

do in fact form distinctive subregions around the cytosolic catalytic region (Figure 5.1a,b).  

A putative hexameric assembly using this early model compared favorably with the scale and 

geometry of cryo-em images of rosette terminal complexes (Figure 5.1c).  Hence, the 

quintessential distinguishing feature of plant CESA’s is the existence of these two unique 

subdomains in the globular cytosolic region: a Plant Conserved Region (PCR) and a Class 

Specific Region (CSR).  The PCR extends from the first D motif to just before the second D 

motif; this region is highly conserved in all plant CESA’s.  The CSR region, however, is not 

conserved among the plant CESA orthologs and serves to distinguish between those 

associated with the primary (CESA 1, 3, 6) and secondary (CESA 4,7,8) cell wall formation.  

The CSR lies between the second D motif and before the third D motif16.  CESA 2, 5 and 9 

are related to CESA6 and are expressed in specific tissues and stages of development such as 
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embryogensis and seed coat formation17-22. Closely related to CESA1, CESA10 has been 

observed in plant ovules and the petiole of rosette leaves23; however, its function has yet been 

fully determined19,24.   Moreover, a recent study by Carroll et al. has shown that CESAs can 

broadly interact with each other25.  The mixed rosettes that were formed functioned 

abnormally, a result suggesting that the complexes of the primary and secondary rosettes 

share a similar assembly; yet individual CESA’s were not fully interchangeable.  The region 

with the most significant differences among the CESAs is the CSR which differ in sequence 

and length; in contrast, the PCR regions differ in sequence only.    Similarity of the CSR’s of 

CESA’s among their paralogs within same species is much lower than their orthologs from 

different species26.  Cellulose like proteins that lack the Plant Conserved Region are 

responsible for synthesizing non-cellulosic polysaccharides3.   

The importance of the CSR and PCR in plant cellulose production can be shown by 

the lack of mutational phenotypes traced to amino acid substitutions occurring within these 

regions.  Only the FRA6 mutation in CESA8 has been shown to occur in the PCR27.  To date, 

no mutations with observable phenotypes have been found to reside in the CSR.   Artificial 

mutation of residues in CESA1 are phosphorylation sites28.  CESA10 .  CESA2.  Chen et al. 

have postulated that these regions might have evolved to support or regulate CESA-

microtubule interactions.  However, it is also likely that these regions are what permit the 

formation of rosette TC’s in Streptophytes and Charophycea but noticibly absent in 

Chlorophyta linear TC forming.  CESA diversification was necessary in the evolution of the 

rosette. 
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Without experimentally determined 3-D models of these features of plant CESAs, our 

ability to postulate mechanisms of function and gain insights into how these might foster 

rosette formation/interactions and affect cellulose synthesis is limited.  To surmount this 

problem, we used ab-initio structure prediction via ROSETTA to provide three 3-D models 

of these PCR and CSR sequence fragments.  We follow the sequence delineation of Roberts 

et al. 200229.     

5.2 Results  
 

5.2.1 Decoy Production Analysis 
 
 

 
Figure 5.2: Representative Folding Funnels of Primary and Secondary PCR’s and CSR’s.  
The y-axis is calculated as RMSD values from the lowest scoring decoy.  The x-axis is the 
score in terms of Rosetta Energy Units (R.E.U.).  (a) PCR3 density plot (b) PCR3 folding 
funnel (cluster of interest is in red) (c) CSR3 density plot (d) CSR3 folding plot (cluster of 
interest is in red) (e) PCR7 density plot (f) PCR7 folding plot (cluster of interest is in red) (g) 
CSR7 density plot (h) CSR7 folding plot (cluster of interest is in red). 
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 Since ROSETTA algorithm’s ab initio structure prediction uses a Monte Carlo search 

with simulated annealing to generate putative decoys, the resulting ensemble resembles a 3-D 

Gaussian distribution; in Figure 5.2, we see that no natural funnel is apparent from the  

production runs.  This problem led us to pursue a clustering analysis with respect to the best 

scoring structure under the premise that ROSETTA does provide decoys with features of the 

native conformation.  CSR3 and PCR3 from AtCesa3 is representative of the primary wall 

associated CESA’s.  Likewise CSR7 and PCR7 from AtCesa7 represents the CESA’s 

associated with secondary wall formation.  The scoring function of ROSETTA is a 

cumulative function such that the longer sequences of the PCR’s skew the ensemble scores to 

be lower than that observed for the CSR’s.  Typically, scores are comparative for equivalent 

length sequences.  The RMSD component values are calculated relative to the best scoring 

decoy within the ensemble.  A minimum production run of 10k decoys is generally 

acceptable.  Some sequences generated acceptable models after only 13k generated 

structures.  Others, such as PCR8, was remarkably difficult to fold even under the 

accommodative clustering threshold of 8 Å RMSD (Table S2).  The most difficult structure 

to obtain acceptable structures of interest was CSR4 due mostly to its length of 132 amino 

acids which represents the extreme of the ROSETTA algorithm’s ability under modest 

computational resources.  We generated over half a million decoys in this effort.  Free energy 

analysis required an additional 480 ns of aggregate molecular dynamics simulation time.  

5.2.2 Plant Conserved Region 
 

The Plant Conserved Region is not present in other glycosyltransferase 2 family 

members.  Occurring between the U1 and U2 motifs, the number of amino acids is the same 
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for all the CESA isoforms of Arabidopisis.  Sequence alignment shows high conservation 

among PCR regions (Figure 5.S1, S2).  However, little is known about the functional role of 

this region and the reasons for its high conservation.  The predicted structures from  

ROSETTA ab initio show common structural features that persist among all the CESA 

fragments as seen in Figure 5.3.  The folded tertiary structure of the PCR’s are dominated by 

two helices separated by a smaller helix and random coil.  The C-terminus after the second 

significant helix is random and shows a lower degree of sequence conservation.  Hence, there 

is a plurality of small helices and random coils.  The lack of conservation might suggest that 

this section of the PCR is less important for CESA function.   

 
Figure 5.3: Primary (a-c) and Secondary (d-f) PCR’s. (a) PCR1 (b) PCR3 (c) PCR6 (d) 
PCR4 (e) PCR7 (f) PCR8 (g) Secondary structure block diagram labeled according to each 
PCR.  The N-terminus is to the left for the block diagram. 

 

The only experimental evidence of a functional importance for the PCR has been 

observed in the FRA6 mutation within Atcesa827.   A single purine nucleotide mutation 

(guanine to adenine) results in an amino acid change of arginine to lysine (R362K).  The 
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structure of the FRA6 mutant showed no appreciable deviation from the wildtype sequence 

of PCR8 (Figure 5.4).  

 
Figure 5.4: Comparison of Wild Type PCR of Atcesa8 and the FRA6 mutant. (a) Folding 
funnel of PCR8 (b) Folding funnel of FRA6 mutant (c) Secondary structure comparison with 
tertiary alignment.  An asterisk over the top block diagram is the lysine mutant of FRA6.  
The bottom block diagram is that of PCR8.  Helices are in red with disordered regions as a 
green line.  
 

 

 However, arginine to lysine mutations aren’t always neutral. When calculating the 

electrostatics surface potential, it can be seen that the FRA6 is less positive since lysine 

carries only a +1 charge compared to arginine’s guanidinium group.  This suggests that the 

PCR structure is more likely to be involved as a protein-protein interaction site (Figure 5.5).  

Indeed, the mutation occurs at the second arginine of a very long helix.  The amino acid 

sequence of RRAMKR (fra6 position underlined), is invariant in all of the PCR fragments.  
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Homozygous fra6 mutants have reduced secondary cellulose and lower fiber all thickness27.  

Since overexpression of the fra6 mutant in a wild type plant also suggests that this mutation 

doesn’t affect rosette formation and catalytic activity.  Invariant arginines and lysines have 

been shown to be critical for protein structure and stability.  These charged residues are 

facing outward in the same direction toward solvent.  This localized region of positive charge 

forms an ideal recognition motif for interaction with anionic molecules or phosphorylated 

proteins.  High affinity interactions of arginine rich motifs with phosphorylated serines  have 

been shown to approach near covalent stability30.  Electrostatics play a key role in protein-

protein interaction and contribute significantly to complex stabilization and long range 

interactions31.  The high conservation of this area of the PCR where the residues are solvent 

exposed would further indicate that it is a recognition motif for intermolecular interaction.  

The recent discovery of the CESA Interacting Protein (CSI1) could prove to be a likely 

candidate32.    CSI is the first non-CESA protein to be associated with cellulose synthase 

complexes that are responsible for fibril formation.  In other plants, there is more evidence 

that there is more to cellulose formation than the CSC alone33. 
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Figure 5.5: Electrostatic surface potential of the Wild Type Atcesa8 PCR (a) and FRA6 (b). 

 

5.2.3 Class Specific Region	
 
 Recent experimental evidence have shown that in primary cell walls, the CSC  of 

CESA1, CESA3, and CESA 6 form the hexameric complex18,34.  However, in secondary cell 

walls formed by CESA4, CESA7, and CESA8 oligomers of dimers, tetramers, and hexamers 

were identified in Arabidopsis xylem tissue35.  This presents is the stoichiometry problem of 

how many subunits do each of the CESA’s contribute to the rosette.  Moreover, it is within 

the second large cytosolic domain of CESA  region where there is both variability in amino 

acid sequence and length; this second hypervariable region more recently classified by 

Vegara and Carpita as the Class Specific Region (CSR) was previously conjectured to be 

important for CESA-CESA interactions16. 
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Figure 5.6: Primary and Secondary CSR’s: (a) CESA1 (b) CESA3 (c) CESA6 (d) CESA4 
(e) CESA7 (d) CESA8 (g) Secondary Structure layout of a-f. The N-terminus is to the left for 
the block diagram. 

 

The final CSR models, Figure 5.6, show significant conformational variability.  

Figure 5.6(a-c) are the primary CSR’s. Figure 5.6(g) depicts a block diagram of the 

secondary structures with the N-terminus to the left. The secondary structures are referenced 

by enumeration from left to right.  CSR1 is unusual where the best scoring decoys show the 

presence of two beta strands at the N-terminus and characterized by three prominent helices.  

The two C-terminus helices are conserved in both CSR3 and CSR6.  In CSR3, its three 

helices are arranged in a near coplanar conformation.  CSR6 is dominated by a long helix 

that aligns almost parallel to the third helix where the second helix is a short linking 

structure.  The fourth helix lies with an axis nearly normal to the plane formed by the first 

and third helix.  CSR6 also has the greatest composition of basic residues, 23.1%.  The 

secondary wall associated CSR’s, Figure 5.6(d-f), are diverse in both conformation and 

amino acid length.  The secondary cell wall CESA’s are thought to have evolved later than 
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the primary cell wall. Overall, the CSR’s show very low conservation among the CESA 

clades (Figure 5.S4).  CSR4, Figure 5.6(d), is notable for being the longest of the CSR 

fragments.  It required the most decoys to be generated in order to obtain a good sampling 

and modeled structure from the ROSETTA algorithm.  The CSR4 structure is divisible into 

four parts, an N-terminal disordered region, a short section of two helices, another stretch of 

random coils, and two helices.  CSR7 is comprised of five relatively short helices and is the 

smallest of the CSR fragments.  CSR8 is the second shortest fragment and features a 

prominent helix after a N-terminus disordered region.  The remaining three helices are 

arranged near the C-terminal end of the longest helix.  CSR8 contains the same total number 

of basic residues as CSR7.     

5.2.4 Protein Motifs 
 

Although the sequence and structure conservation is low, a conserved amino acid  

sequence consisting of EKxFGxS (Figure 5.S3) is apparent.  The C-terminus of the CSR’s 

are moderately conserved from this motif onward.  The function of this motif at the base of a 

conserved helix remains unknown.  The amount of basic residues as a percent of the 

fragment length varies as well.  The most basic structure is CSR6 with 23% of its 

composition being either arginine or lysine.  CSR6 is the most arginine rich.  The least basic 

is CSR8 at 10.2%.  The hydrophilic lysines and arginines are mostly solvent exposed and 

surround a core of polar and hydrophobic residues that may indicate that these regions of 

CESA are likely involved with protein-protein interactions.  A majority of cytosolic proteins 

that associate with cellular membranes are also lysine rich.   
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Figure 5.7:  Electrostatic surface potentials of the primary versus secondary wall associated 
class specific region folded fragments. CSR1 (a), CSR3 (b), CSR6 (c), CSR4 (d), CSR7 (e), 
and CSR8 (f). 

 

CSR1 shows a classic Walker A motif GxxxxGK(T/S) which has been implicated in 

nucleotide binding; when the last amino acid is serine, the motif preferentially binds  

phosphate36.  The motif is highlighted in Figure 5.7a.  In CSR1, the Walker motif fits the 

definition as it is preceded by a β-strand and followed by an alpha helix.  CSR1 is also the 

only structure known to shown to have two phosphorylation sites that results in altered 

trafficking of the rosette28.  In the modeled structure, both of the serines, S686 and S688, are 

solvent exposed at the tip of a loop.   

Within CSR3, two main helical structures are expected to be solvent exposed and are 

juxtaposed against an intrinsically disordered region of the N-terminus; the basic lysines and 

one arginine cluster into a basic patch.  This region of unusual charge density most likely is a 

binding motif since.  All of the CSR’s display regions of general disorder that seems to arise 
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from their high concentration of lysine and arginine composition.   In between the two 

parallel helices is an electronegative pocket formed by the acidic residues of aspartic and 

glutamic acid, Figure 5.7b. 

CSR6 forms a significant cluster of basic lysine residues, Figure 5.7c, and presents 

the most oblique motif of the CSRs modeled.  Additionally, CSR6 presents the most 

concentrated basic patch as evidenced by the charge distribution compared to that of the 

other CSRs.   

Although the secondary wall associated CSRs vary significantly in amino acid length, 

they present less polarized conformations than the primary cell wall CSRs.  CSR4, Figure 

5.7d, is the largest fragment and least efficiently packed likely due to under sampling even 

with the 40,000 decoys generated.  The significant length of CSR4 compared to the other 

CSRs would suggest that it evolved much later in the history of plant as evidenced by the 

lack of orthologs in the nonvascular plant Physcomitrealla patens37.  Atcesa7 and Atcesa8 

also do not have orthologs in P. patens.  Consequently, CSR7 (Figure 5.7e) and CSR8 

(Figure 5.7f) show markedly different structures than CSR3 and CSR6.  Carroll et al. 

showed that Atcesa7 and Atcesa3 were only partially interchangeable and the charge 

distribution of the CSR folds is suggestive of a similarity of charge distributions; 

interestingly, CSR3’s surface potential has the same polarity CSR7 albeit with a more 

pronounced electronegative pocket.   

In contrast to the other CSRs, CSR8 is the least basic.  It also has the highest 

concentration of polar residues that is near the N-terminus and forms a stretch of eight 

residues before encountering a triplet of lysines.  This arrangement of residues is suggestive 
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of CSR8 being a key interacting region with another as yet unidentified protein that is 

involved in cellulose synthesis.   

5.2.5 MD Analysis 
 

Due to the limitations with the conformational sampling method employed 

ROSETTA, we subjected the centroid structures to molecular dynamics simulations in order 

to ascertain their relative stability in an explicit solvent environment.  The forcefield and 

energy scoring methodology employed by ROSETTA is not directly portable to normal units 

of kca/mol.  In Table S3, the free energies of the PCR and CSR are structures are tabulated 

on a per residue and total basis.  The most energetic structure in absolute terms is PCR4 

while the least is that of CSR7.  CSR7 also has the lowest calculated solvation free energy.  

In contrast, the structure expected to be the most soluble is CSR6 possibly due to its 

abundance of lysine.  Additionally, a brief examination of the retention of their structural 

changes was explored with a conformational analysis, Table S5.  PCR8 displays the most 

conformational immutability reaching 3.03 Å RMSD relative to its initial structure after 

18ns.  The most unstable structure seems to be CSR4 due to its bulk by reaching 5.82 Å 

RMSD after a mere 12ns of simulation.   

5.3 Discussion 

5.3.1 Rosette Formation and Hierarchy of Terminal Complex Assembly 
 
 For the vast majority of cellulose producing organisms, there is only one type of 

cellulose synthase in use.  But for plants, there are six isoforms.  The evolutionary drive to 

have more than one type of cellulose synthase in plants is likely due to the development of 
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specialized tissues for organs such as roots, stems, and leaves.  Although hemicellulose, 

pectin, cellulose and lignin comprise the cell wall, it is the latter two that are the majority 

constitutents.  Cellulose comprises between 40 to 50% of xylem tissue alone.  Cellulose from 

primary and secondary cell walls differ in degrees of polymerization (DP) and microfibril 

crystallinity; the more supple primary wall cellulose varies in DP from 2,000 to 6,000 while 

that of secondary cellulose is at minimum 15,00038,39. Mutations that affect cellulose 

synthesis have been observed in 6 of the 10 CESAs of Arabidoposis38. The only fundamental 

distinction between the CESAs are their class specific regions.  Since the isoforms that 

constitute the primary and secondary cell wall associated rosettes are not fully 

interchangeable, the observations to date would signify that the molecular machinery 

involved with cellulose synthesis is made up of as yet many other protein actors.  While all 

and plants have rosette terminal complexes, only vasculature forming plants have the 

secondary wall associated CESA orthologs40; it is clear that the control of CESA assembly is 

important in generating tissue specific cellulose as seen in the slime mold D. discoideum 

whose terminal complexes may form either a close clustered packing or linear arrays41.  The 

structure of a bacterial cellulose synthase that has been recently solved confirms that the 

absence of these regions9.   

In folding the PCR and CSR fragments, we hoped that their structure would give 

insight into how each might contribute to rosette formation and terminal complex 

aggregation; from our results, we believe that the CSR is principally important in the control 

of terminal complex formation from rosettes wherein it was previously suggested that both 

the PCR and CSR are involved37.  Since the PCR regions are not particular different amongst 
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the isoforms in structure and sequence, it is unlikely that they serve to modulate TCs. It is 

possible that the PCR region accounts for rosette formation.  Given that the FRA6 mutation 

is only detrimental in homozygous genotypes, it is more likely that it serves as region that 

interacts with non-CESA proteins, perhaps CSI132.   However, CSI1 has only been shown to 

interact with primary wall associated CESA32,42.  What  

It had been postulated that perhaps thiol sensitive amino acid sequences might be 

involved in multimeric assembly of the CESAs43.  At first, it may seem that perhaps either 

the PCR or CSR regions may have a part in CESA oligomerization16.  In Arabidopsis, both 

the PCR and CSR regions are highly basic due to the presence of arginine and lysine 

residues.  In contrast, the region in Dictyostelium CESA that corresponds to the plant CSR 

has a bias toward acidic residues. Of what significance that this might influence terminal 

complex assembly remains to be investigated.  However, arginines are prevalent at dimer 

interfaces (13.3%), but lysines (6.29%) are not44,45.  Although predominant, stretches of 

polylysine have been shown to be important in the oligomerization of other proteins such as 

K-RasB, HSP90B.  Lysine rich subdomains are more often sites of interaction with other 

proteins as well as for membrane association. GPI-anchored proteins also have these lysine 

rich subdomains.  The mechanism of CESA subunit association still remains an open 

question; given the putative structures resulting from this work, it is probable that 

noncovalent interactions and disulfide bonds stabilize the CESA subunits in the rosettes as 

postulated by Atanassov et al. 200935.   

If the PCR and CSR are not responsible for CESA subunit oligomerization since non-

plant CESAs can still self-associate even if only as linear arrays or close packed clusters, 
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what are their putative roles in cellulose production of higher plants?  A possible explanation 

might be to control the polymerization and organization of cellulose by restructuring the 

nature of the terminal complex assembly.   

5.3.2 Achieving material control of cellulose 
 

The essential material properties that distinguish cellulose from primary and 

secondary cell walls is its crystallinity and the degree of polymerization.  Early freeze 

fracture images of Micrasterias denticulata primary and secondary cell wall formation show 

that the aggregation of the TC’s account for the macrofibular differences between the two 

processes46.  Recent studies have demonstrated the coupling of increased saccharification to 

lower crystallinity cellulose as well as overall lower cellulose production47.  Early freeze 

fracture images of the rosette terminal complexes likely imaged only the transmembrane 

portion of the protein complex48.  However, existing models of rosette construction have 

assumed a CESA-only phenomena and largely derived from observation of the primary wall 

system. These models of CESA interaction have largely been confined to CSC assembly and 

not specifically to the terminal complex.  The Scheible and Doblin model envisioned tertiary 

interactions among two general types of occupying specific locations within the rosette.   

Subsequent models of rosette formation remain variations on slight modifications of this 

original hypothesis.  It had been postulated that secondary cell wall CesA isoforms randomly 

assemble49; however it would imply identical functionality which is clearly not the case, so 

the random interaction model must be rejected.  A random insertion model of rosette 

assembly been considered earlier, but the specificity and co-dependency of the CesA 

isoforms for the proper formation of cellulose signified greater molecular control24.   
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Recent in vitro and in plantae data show in essence that primary and secondary 

CESAs may interact via heterodimerization25.  In a mixed expression, CesA7 could partially 

rescue CesA3 in a primary wall CSC.  CesA1 could partially rescue a CesA8 knock out, but 

not the reverse.  This experiment had been proposed earlier by Taylor et al REF but only 

completed just recently.  Wang et al had previously shown that the CSR region encoded the 

positional arrangement of CesA’s into the rosette.  The difficulty with in interpreting 

association studies have been interpreting what reduces to a symmetry problem.   Within 

both the primary and secondary wall CSC, there is non-compensation of one isoform position 

for another.  With the fragment folding of this work, we can further break the symmetry. 

Why should the rosette structure matter and why are there six classes of CesAs? In 

order to attain a hexameric assembly, at least one out of the three CesAs must not be allowed 

to self-associate in plantae.  A hexameric fiber is stiffer than a dimer or tetramer50.  The 

polymerization rate is theoretically same for both primary and secondary cell wall CSC’s if 

one assumes that 700 glucose units per chain per minute51.  With rosette lifetimes of 

approximately 20 minutes, it is conceivable to attain a chain 14,000 units long which is the 

typical “DP” for secondary cell wall cellulose and relatively consistent.  Hence, in order to 

obtain smaller fibrils with primary cell wall CSCs, an editing mechanism to create shorter 

fibers is required.  The synthesis of cellulose for the primary cell wall needs an “interrupt” 

mechanism.  Since CesA6 is the most variated isoform, it is conceivable that position in the 

primary cell wall rosette performs this function.  Since CesA1 can partially rescue CesA8 

knockouts in a coexpressed system and CesA7 may do the same for a CesA3 knockout, this 

is conceivable25.  The DP for primary cell walls ranges between 2000 to 6000; this definitely 
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results from all the various combinations CSCs incorporating the CesA6 class of CesA’s as 

well as CesA10 which is a near identical copy of CesA1.  Interestingly there is a biphasic 

pool of primary cellulose DP into those less than 500 and those ranging between 

approximately 2500 to 4500 REF.  Wightman reports a significantly higher rate of deposition 

(17,000 units/sec) in newly forming secondary wall xylem52.  Paredez had reported 16 

units/sec51 in primary wall formation visually tracking at YFP-CESA6 construct.  Until there 

is a greater understanding of the key differences in secondary versus primary wall synthesis, 

these stark contrasts in cellulose production remains a conundrum. 

In vitro demonstrations of interactions between CESAs have shown that the zinc 

binding domains can confer the ability to homo and hetero dimerize53.  CESA oxidation was 

shown to be a perquisite prior to interaction (Peng et al. 2001, Kurek 2002)54,55. However, the 

strength of the zinc binding domains alone has been suggested as bing insufficient to confer 

specific protein-protein interactions.  By elimination, the remaining distinct regions of 

consequence are the PCR and CSR.  There may also be a role for the C-terminal sequence 

after the eight transmembrane helix in a conserved proline as evidenced by the difficulty of 

the rsw5 CesA3 mutant inserting itself into a CSC.  In spite of this, the CSR appears to be the 

best candidate to provide specific and strong interactions since the PCR is relatively 

undifferentiated amongst the CESA classes.  Since the positioning in the primary wall CSC 

seems to be unimportant, but that is more controlled in secondary wall CSC.  We conjecture 

a simple trimer of homodimers architecture based on the knockout rescues and the 

supposition of independent homodimerization prior to CSC assembly, Figure 5.8, and bears 

some resemblance to a model proposed by Robert et al. 200456. The homodimers are 
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expected to be more condensed such there is no “inside” stray CESA subunit.  This model of 

rosette structure is also consistent with was described by Anatassanov et al. 200935.  A 

preliminary dimer assembly using a predicted cytosolic model of Ghcesa1 shows that this 

may be possible where the CSR and PCR regions are facing outward. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.8: Unified Trimer of Dimers CSC model to deconflict the results of Carroll et al.25 
and Wightman et al.52

  

 

5.3.3 Resolving Paradoxes 
 

The key distinction between primary wall and secondary wall associated CSCs is that 

the secondary wall CSC’s form very large TC arrays and are very dense. However, they 

evolved from primary wall CESAs.   Through correspondence, a CESA in one CSC system 

that can partially recover the function in another system essentially “accesses” the same 

relative location of the other CSC system.  However, the fact that not all dualities were 

functional indicates that there is less symmetry in one system – namely the primary cell wall 

CSC.  CSR1 is the only CSR that has been proven to have two phosphorylation sites and 
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therefore, must be solvent accessible and turned away from the center of the CSC.  The 

homodimers of CESA3 and CESA6 then are able to interact.  If one translates this same 

model to the secondary cell wall system, then it would partially explain some of the 

experimental results seen most recently.  Then the apparent randomness of the secondary cell 

wall CESA associations would indicate that all the CESAs of that system can interact with 

each other; therefore, there is some rotational freedom in the association of the rosette 

formed by CESA4, CESA7, and CESA849.   If one looks at CSR7 and CSR3, the charge 

distribution look fairly similar although not in the clustered intensity, Figure 5.7e and 7b, 

respectively.  If the CSR region is important for CSC formation through electrostatic 

interactions, then a dimer of CESA7 could reasonably stabilize a primary wall rosette.  Why 

CESA3 could not rescue a CESA7 knockout would imply that CESA8 and CESA3 do not 

interact in vivo since CESA8 could not recover a CESA1 knockout.  Interestingly, the 

common feature of these two CSC’s is that they both contain CESA7 with CESA1.  CESA6 

and CESA4 in their assumed positions would seem the key distinguishing mechanics of 

primary versus secondary CSCs.  This observation would further support a unified CSC 

correspondence model. 

This is consistent with the assumption that CESA6 and CESA4 occupy corresponding 

positions within the CSC.  CESA4 has been shown to be important for the high DP of 

secondary cell wall cellulose and crystallinity.  Equivalently, the CESA6-like CESAs, 2, 5, 

and 9 are substituted into the CESA6 position during various stages of plant growth.  Given 

the difficulty in explaining how differences in the CSR may account for the rosette 

topologies observed in primary and secondary cell wall growth, it is likely that the CSR 
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regions themselves are binding motifs for as yet unknown proteins that interact with the 

terminal complex.  Bowling et al. imaged rather large cytosolic hexameric assemblies of a 

50nm mean diameter and approximately 30-35nm tall48.  The hexameric model of with the 

main catalytic region of Ghcesa1, Figure 5.1, only measures a mean diameter of 12.5nm; 

translating this dimension to encompass at TC would amount to at least 37 to 40 nm at best.  

Even the inclusion of the N-terminus domain preceding the first transmembrane helix would 

be insufficient to span the difference.  The greatest indication that additional proteins are 

involved in the TC formation is the height of the granules seen.  The recent discovery of 

additional proteins critical to cellulose biosynthesis such as CSI1, MUR10, PttMAP20, KOR, 

and eEF-1Bβ1 also likely indicates that CESAs are only part of a more intricate system32,57-

60.  There will likely be more proteins discovered to be involved in cellulose biosynthesis. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.9:  Walker P Loop (GXXXGK[T/S]) of CSR1 highlighted in magenta with the 
serine and arginine in line form.  The loop is a binding motif for the phosphate of 
nucleotides.   
 

 

  If we ignore the differences in the CSRs among the isoforms, there is essentially 

only one type of CESA with a conserved catalytic mechanism.  This interpretation does not 

contradict the results of Wang et al. 200661.  Hence, the CSR and PCR regions result from a 
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requirement to “fit” a functional catalytic system on top of a protein complex that likely 

regulates substrate generation and fibril length. The lower level of variance seen with the 

PCRs would further suggest that the CSCs of primary and secondary wall systems share 

common protein interactions.  However, the Walker A motif in CSR1, Figure 5.9, which 

also is also the only CSR with two phosphorylation sites can possibly bind to a nucleotide 

derivative like cyclic-di-GMP which is known to regulate post-translational cellulose 

production in bacteria62-64.  Another possibility is that the CSR regions regulate trafficking of 

the CESAs since CESA7 insertion into a primary CSC increased the velocity of observed 

complexes25.   If these small pieces of evidence might be a guide, then the CSRs of CESAs 

serve a regulatory role in cellulose synthesis and allow plants to gain fine control over the 

mechanical properties of the cell wall and, thus, cell morphology.  The reason for having a 

hexameric engine for cellulose generation might ultimately be able to control the 

directionality of the fibrils being produced.  Granted, microtubule association for alignment 

has been implicated, it may not be sufficient alone to mold the cell wall architecture.  A 

hexameric assembly allows for omni-directional control advantages over a tetramer based 

system given the need to also control microfibrilar angle in secondary wall formation. 

Ultimately, more needs to be done to uncover all the actors involved with cellulose 

biogenesis in plants. 
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5.4 Methods 
 
The ROSETTA ab initio modeling algorithm was used to generate a minimum of 20,000 

decoys for each sequence and up to 40,000 decoys for those proving difficult to fold as was 

the case for the class specific region of Atcesa4.  Ab initio modeling is used when no known 

comparative homologs exist for the protein of interest.  The aim is then to be able to take the 

top 10 percent best scoring structures such that the entropy based exact clustering with 

Durandal65 would result in a “good” cluster size of at least 10 structures within a cut off 

value of at least 8 Å.  The exact clustering algorithm of Durandal smooths the free energy 

function in ROSETTA by searching for the structure with the maximum number of neighbors 

given a cutoff value; subsequently, this cluster is removed from the remaining pool of 

structures.  This process is repeated until no set of structures remains in the pool of 

structures.  The largest cluster from this process is the one most likely to contain the nearest 

native like structure.  The centroid that represents the average inter-similarity of the cluster is 

taken as the structure of interest.  When a folding funnel is present, the model with the most 

‘native’ like features is often the lowest energy structure.  The optimal structure is then 

relaxed using the ROSETTA abinitio relax method using a weak constraint.  Our installation 

of the ROSETTA fragment library database was made using the 2010 NCBI non redundant 

protein database.  Tecplot was used to generate the folding graphs.  PyMOL was used to 

capture and render the protein structures66.   

Fully solvated MD simulations were conducted with the AMBER 11 software suite 

with the FF10 force field67.  Minimized protein structures were then neutralized with Na+  

ions and immersed in a water box with at least 10 Å deep solvation shell using the TIP3P 
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water model 68. Additional Na+ and Cl- ions were added to represent a 0.3 M effective salt 

concentration around a given NA helix. The equilibration of each NA sample was carried out 

in 11 stages starting from the solvent minimization for 10000 steps and keeping the duplex 

restrained for 200 Kcal/mol. The system was heated to 300K in 40 ps while imposing a 

200kcal/mol constraint on the duplex. A brief NPT MD run was performed for 200 ps with a 

duplex restrained maintained at 200 kcal/mol. Another constrained minimization step follows 

with the restraint of 25 kcal/mol for 10000 steps.  A second NPT MD run was performed at 

25 kcal/mol restraint for 20 ps.  Subsequently four additional 1000 cycle minimization steps 

were performed while relaxing the positional constraint from 20 kcal/mol to 5 kcal/mol in 5 

kcal/mol increments. A final unconstrained minimization stage of 1000 cycles was performed 

before reheating the system to 300K at constant volume within 40 ps.  Subsequently, NPT 

equilibrations were performed to ensure uniformity in solvent density.  Long range 

electrostatic interactions were calculated by Particle Mesh Ewald summation (PME)69 and 

the non-bonded interactions were truncated at 9 Å cutoff along with a 0.00001 tolerance of 

Ewald convergence.  A Berendsen thermostat maintained temperature at 300 K 70. The 

SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain the position of hydrogen atoms 71. The production 

simulations were performed for an NVT ensemble.  Each production simulation was 

performed for 20 ns with a 2 fs time step.  Free Energy was performed with the MMPBSA 

tool of AMBER 11 software suite.   
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5.5 Conclusion 
 
The modeling performed highly suggest that the Plant Conserved Region is a candidate for 

intermolecular interaction.  The fra6 mutant form of the PCR from AtCESA8 does not alter 

the global conformation of the folded fragment.  The localization of basic residues in the  

region of the fra6 mutation site is consistent with known patterns of recognition specific 

arginine/lysine epitopes and suggestive of unknown protein-protein interactions.  The folding 

of the distinctive class specific regions into largely unconserved conformations lends to a 

theory that they are responsible for CESA insertion and positioning over a larger protein 

complex responsible for regulating cellulose synthesis.  The presence of a Walker A motif 

within CSR1 implicates it is as a likely regulatory domain.  
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Abstract 
 
 Molecular transport of cytosolic synthesized molecules plays an important role in 

biology.  The means of accomplishing this require egress thru the plasma membrane.  For 

cells that actively produce polymerized sugars like chitin and cellulose, the mechanisms 

involved with this transport are complex. We modeled a segment of the transmembrane 

region from the primary wall associated cellulose synthases of Arabidopsis; this region was 

shown to influence the rate of saccharification and cellulose crystallinity by a mutant 

cellulose synthase of Arabidopsis, Atcesa3T942I, resulting from a single amino acid 

substitution1.  We compared the predicted conformations using the ROSETTA algorithm 

against a consensus region from a recently solved bacterial cellulose synthase structure, 

BcsA, from rhodobacter2.  The differences in this region imply fundamentally distinct 

mechanisms intended to organize the glucan strand while the essential structures for the 

catalytic polymerization of cellulose seems conserved within prokaryotes and eukaryotes.  

Our results suggest that the transmembrane region in plant cellulose synthases is highly 

dynamic and may be a fruitful target of genetic manipulation. 

6.1 Background 
 
 Cellulose is the most abundant biopolymer in the world and is a valuable economic 

resource as raw industrial material used for fuel, construction and evolving applications3,4. 

Despite four decades of research, the mechanisms by which β-1,4-cellulose is produced by  
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plants in their cell membrane has not been fully resolved. Steric hindrance with the rotation 

of the individual glucan molecules in a developing cellulose remains an intractable problem 

to provide experimentally testable theoretical mechanisms5.  Even if the holistic view of 

cellulose biosynthesis remains out of reach, specific steps of the process may be more 

accessible for study.  The two broad classification of plant cellulose synthases group those 

that are involved with primary wall synthesis versus those associated with secondary wall 

synthesis.  The primary wall is the most pliant and formed as a plant cell is in its growth 

phase.  The secondary wall is formed after the plant cell has matured.  It is in the secondary 

cell wall where the bulk of cellulose is deposited in plants. 

 Terrestial plant cellulose synthase (CesA) genes are remarkably well conserved with 

those of other phyla6.  This conservation of specific protein architectures suggest a common 

evolutionary ancestry as well as fundamental mechanisms that remain vital7.  For all plant 

cellulose synthase proteins, the conserved structures are one zinc binding domain at the N 

terminus, two hypervariable regions, one cytoplasmic catalytic domain bridging between 

transmembrane helixes (TMH) 2 and 3; between these helices is the structural motif 

D,D,D,QXXRW which is indicative of processive glycosyltransferases (Figure 6.1a).  

Recent mutational evidence suggests a role for the transmembrane region inclusive of TMH 

5 and 6 with organizing the nascent cellulose fibril of plants1,8.  The linker between TMH 5 

and 6 is one of the longest and might possibly guide the emergent fibril or perhaps be 

important in pore formation.  The hydrophobic segment is well conserved but the acidic side 

is less so where aspartic acid may be substituted for glutamic acid.  A role for the lysine 

residue conserved in between these segments has not been explored; although it would seem 
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likely that may be interact with cellulobiose given its central location in the loop.  Isoxaben 

resistance was originally used to identify mutants occurring in this transmembrane region in 

primary wall associated cellulose synthases9,10.  For the formation of plant cellulose fibrils, 

three CesA classes must form a hexameric rosette structure5.  In this work, we consider the 

primary wall associated CesAs; specifically, we examine the region in TMH 5 and 6 of 

CesA1, CesA3, and CesA6.  Often, re-entrant loops within the transmembrane region of 

plasma membrane bound proteins are associated with transport mechanisms or pore 

formation11.  It is likely that the structure formed by the linker and these two transmembrane 

helices serves either one or both of these purposes. 

 Although abundant in the genomes of organisms, membrane bound proteins represent 

a minority of solved structures in the protein databank12.  With the advances in computational 

prediction methods such as ROSETTA used in this work, investigations into the 

transmembrane region are greatly facilitated13,14.  This is largely due to the conformational 

restrictions within the membrane environment, helical arrangement and general packing 

order resulting in a lower diversity of structures.  Since the effect of a single amino acid 

change on the overall structure should be readily evaluated as in the case of Atcesa3T942I 

where there was a marked reduction in overall cellulose production and crystallinity.  

Comparing the predicted structures from wild type CesA1, CesA3, and CesA6 might give 

unique insights on what the role of TMH 5 and 6’s unusal linker.  We expand our study to a 

recently solved structure of a bacterial cellulose synthase from rhodobacter (PDB ID 4HG6) 

by taking an amino acid sequence that corresponds to the region in plants CesAs.  The 

ROSETTA fragment database used for the prediction of the BcsA fragment is prior to the 
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advent of the BcsA structure.  Therefore, it serves as a means test on the accuracy and 

suitability of computationally predicted structures to derive insights in absence of 

experimentally solved structures.   

6.2 Methods 
 

Psipred from the David Jones Lab was used to generate the secondary structure 

prediction file15.  The OCTOPUS membrane topology prediction server was used to generate 

inputs for the ROSETTA membrane prediction algorithm16.  The membrane protein folding 

algorithm of ROSETTA was used to predict that tertiary structures of the fragments13.  

ROSETTA was used to generate a minimum of 30,000 decoys for each sequence and up to 

30,000 decoys for those proving difficult to fold.  Selection of decoys was performed using 

the maximum entropy based clustering on the top 10 percent of the generated structures with 

the Durandal algorithm17.  However only 10,000 was generated for Atcesa3T942I after sizeable 

clusters were detected with Durandal and it represented a sufficient production run.  Ab initio 

modeling is often used when no known comparative homologs exist for the protein of 

interest.  The aim is then to be able to take the top 10 percent best scoring structures such that 

the entropy based exact clustering with Durandal17 would result in a “good” cluster size of at 

least 10 structures within a cut off value of at least 8 Å.  The exact clustering algorithm of 

Durandal smooths the free energy function in ROSETTA by searching for the structure with 

the maximum number of neighbors given a cutoff value; subsequently, this cluster is 

removed from the remaining pool of structures.  This process is repeated until no set of 

structures remains in the pool of structures.  The largest cluster from this process is the one 
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most likely to contain the nearest native like structure.  The centroid that represents the 

average inter-similarity of the cluster is taken as the structure of interest.  When a folding  

funnel is present, the model with the most ‘native’ like features is often the lowest energy 

structure.  The optimal structure is then relaxed using the ROSETTA abinitio relax method 

under a weak constraint.  Our installation of the ROSETTA fragment library database was 

made using the 2010 NCBI non redundant protein database.  Automated scripts generated the 

selection of the best decoys and initial analysis of the folding funnels.  Tecplot was used to 

generate the folding graphs.  PyMOL was used to capture and render the protein structures18. 

6.3 Results 
 

The bacterial cellulose synthase of rhodobacter seemingly possesses a conserved 

amino acid sequence with that of the primary wall CesAs of Arabidopsis(Figure 6.1b).  

However, it would appear to have a distinct topology based on prediction from the 

OCTOPUS server.  Since the membrane environment represents an additional constraint on 

the conformation, the resulting structures of transmembrane helices arguably present less 

conformational entropy.  The folding statistics from ROSETTA show a fair consensus of 

structures sampled with RMSD’s < 5 Å (Table 6.1).  The looser RMSD cutoff for 

Atcesa3T942I is possibly due to a lower amount of sampling but its centroid scores better than 

that of CesA6. 
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Table 6.1: Folding Statistics.  Clusters were evaluated on the top 10% best scoring 
subpopulations with the maximum entropy approach of the Durandal algorithm. 

Protein  Decoys  Best R.E.U.  Largest Cluster  RMSD cut  Centroid R.E.U

AtCesA1  30000  ‐68.661  200  3.332 Å  ‐37.688 

AtCesA3  29261  ‐59.880  183  3.125 Å  ‐38.993 

AtCesA6  30000  ‐67.640  179  4.000 Å  ‐27.642 

AtCesA3T942I  10000  ‐59.928  52  4.798 Å  ‐33.496 

BCSA  21863  ‐60.236  93  3.524 Å  ‐42.791 
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Figure 6.1: General topology of plant cellulose synthases (a) adapted from Harris et al. 
20121.  Eight membrane spanning helices are enumerated as shown.  Transmembrane 5 and 6 
are connected by a very long outer membrane loop with a unique amphiphatic structure.  
Psipred alignment and secondary structure prediction(b).  Underlined in green are the regions 
the OCTOPUS topology server predicted to reside within the plasma membrane.  Helices are 
in red with beta strands in yellow.  The length of each segment is annotated to the right.  
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6.3.1 Folding distinctions between wild-type and mutant TMH56 
 
 

 
Figure 6.2: Folding Funnels for TMH5 & 6: Atcesa1 (a); Atcesa3 (b); Atcesa6 (c); 
Atcesa3T942I (d).  Highest densities are in red.  The biphasic folding patterns of the wild type 
sequences (a-c) contrast greatly with the multiple subpopulations seen in T942I (d). 
 

The folding pathways of the wild type sequences show remarkable similarity and a 

biphasic sampling pool (Figure 6.2).  The largest clustering of decoys occurs below zero 

Rosetta Energy Units (R.E.U) which corresponds to about 0.5 kcal/mol19.  Overall, the very 

long linker loop between the two transmembrane helices displays two very stable states 

(Figure 6.3 vs Figure 6.4).  The dominant form of the wild type seems to be an extended 

helical structure that would extend from the membrane surface (Figure 6.3a-c).  The mutant 

Atcesa3T942I segment displays a conformation that would essentially rest on the surface of the 

plasma membrane.  As a transport mechanism, it would be within the realm of possibility 

that it serves to rearrange the plasma membrane .  The presence of a beta sheet in the most 
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stable conformation for all the structures is unusual for transmembrane helix linkers but has 

been observed before in membrane vesicle fusing proteins; however, these domains were 

suggested to facilitate oligomerization of proteins and was concentration dependent20.  The 

existence of a beta-sheet structure (Figure 6.3a-c) would seem implausible since the helix is 

the most stable structure within the hydrophobic interior of the lipid bilayer21.  A majority of 

reentrant loops are indeed short α-helices with some reorienting their transmembrane helices 

in order to achieve a stable topology22,23.  The effect of a single amino acid change in the 

topology of transmembrane helices had previously been seen observed to drastically 

rearrange the insertion of multispanning protieins24.  The T942I mutation is essentially 

substituting a polar residue for one that is bulkier and more hydrophobic.  The loss of 

threonine for isoleucine is also seen as a helix destabilizing influence25.   

 
 

 
Figure 6.3: Representative of best centroid decoys for the transmembrane helices 5 and 6 
from all the CESAs and the mutant T942I. Atcesa1 (a), Atcesa3 (b), Atcesa6 (c), Atcesa3T942I 
(d). 
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Figure 6.4: Best scoring decoys for the transmembrane helices 5 and 6 from the primary wall 
associated CESAs and the mutant T942I.  Atcesa1 (a), Atcesa3 (b), Atcesa6 (c), Atcesa3T942I 
(d). 

 
 

6.3.2 Predicted BcsA vs true Structure 
 

 
Figure 6.5: Prediction of a membrane associated helix pair in BCSA corresponding to 
helices 5 and 6 of CESAs in Arabidopsis.  The folding funnel plot does not indicate a 
biphasic folding path with over 21K decoys generated (a).  The difference between the 
centroid of the largest cluster (b) and the best scoring decoy (c) are very slight. 

 
 

The predicted structure of BcsA shows one alpha helix inserted into the cell 

membrane with a long N-terminus of an unstructured coil.  This topology is seen in the actual 
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crystal structure.  Folding fragments can be fraught with many sources of error; the greatest 

source of error would be the loss of local influences on structure from neighboring helices.  

The best scoring decoy and the centroid of the largest cluster from the ROSETTA algorithm 

show very little difference in global conformation (Figure 6.5).  The folding pathway does 

not display the biphasic nature (Figure 6.5a) that was evident with the Arabidposis primary 

CESA TMH fragments.  The N-terminus region of the BcsA fragment is folded as a 

periplasmic helix with a short random coil connecting it to a C-terminal transmembrane helix 

structure.  Surprisingly, the periplasmic helix shows little difference between the best decoy 

and that of the centroid.  In the Arabidopsis TMH fragments, the conformational entropy was 

distinct and may have functional implications.  Ultimately, this result further scores the 

differences between plant cellulose synthesis versus that of bacterial (prokaryotic) cellulose 

synthesis and organization.  BcsA actually is part of a dimeric superstructure with BcsB 

guiding the glucain chain across the periplasmic area2.   
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Figure 6.6: Comparing the Rosetta predicted structure with that of the actual crystal structure 
corresponding to TMH56 of plant CESA (blue).  The recently solved structure of BcsA (PDB 
ID: 4HG6) (a).  RMSD fit to the crystal structure: 9.899 Å for the best cluster centroid 
(orange) with 59 residues aligned (b); 8.734 Å for the lowest energy structure (red) with 58 
aligned residues (c).  Since the lowest energy structure also bears close resemblance to the 
centroid of the largest cluster such that the fittings are almost the same. 

 
 

Unlike the Arabidospis CESA structures, BcsA does have a recently solved crystal 

structure (PDB ID: 4HG6).  In Figure 6.6a, the blue highlighted region is the selection of 

amino acids corresponding the analogous TMH 5 and 6 section of the plant CESAs.  It 

consists of a transmembrane C-terminal helix with a periplasmic N-terminus helix structure 

with a linker consisting of a random coil.  Aligning this solved structure to the best centroid 

(Figure 6.6b), the fit is skewed by the poor fit of the C-terminal helix orientation.  Likewise, 

the same results for aligning the best scoring decoy (Figure 6.6c).  Yet, the overall 

orientation and general structure is in close agreement between the predicted and 

experimentally determined fragment.  This result bodes well for the utility of the CESA 
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fragments since the restriction of two helix domains to the the lipid bilayer drastically limits 

the conformational space.   

6.3.3 Predicted Transmembrane Assembly of a Cellulose Synthase 
 

 Homology modeling typically outperforms most methods of prediction, even for 

membrane proteins 26.  However, the existence of solved protein structures of similar 

sequences would be necessary to obtain the template models.  In the absence of these data, 

one must still revert back to ab initio methods.  Despite the limitations inherent with an 

implicit membrane model, useful insights may still be garnered with a mosaic method of 

approaching the problem of modeling more than two transmembrane helices.  Complex 

systems may easily be broken down to their constituent parts.  Unlike bacterial cellulose 

which manufacture single strands of glucan chains that are highly crystalline and pure, the 

plant must have an architecture that manufactures a product with greater control.  Bacterial 

cellulose synthases lack both the plant conserved regions and the class specific regions.  

Consequently, we should expect that the architecture of the transmembrane domain also be 

different.  There are ten transmembrane helices in the BcsA and BcsB complex which 

contrasts with the eight associated with plant cellulose synthase.   
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Figure 6.7: Membrane organization of helices 3-8 of Ghcesa1 from composite predictive 
runs of four helix bundles aligned on TMH 5 and 6.  TMH3 (magenta); TMH4 (wheat); 
TMH5(grey); TMH6(orange); TMH7 (red); TMH8 (blue).  Inner cytosolic region is down.  
The linker between TMH 5 and 6 display bistability between the best scoring decoys (a) and 
the best centroid (b) alignments.  The beta sheet from of the linker is in yellow (a) and 
assumes a conformation of random coils and small helices in cyan (b).  A semblance of a 
pore is visible in (c) where the cavity is taken up by the unusual beta sheet formation 
(yellow) of the linker between TMH 5 and 6. 
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 An attempt to fold four membrane segments at a time that essentially scans the 

conformational space of transmembrane three thru eight of Ghcesa1 resulted in the ensemble 

of structures seen in Figure 6.7a-c.  In Figure 6.7a, the alignments using TMH 5 and 6 results 

in a tight grouping of the structures evocative of BcsA’s helix packing structure (Figure 

6.6a).  Although these results represent a short production run of 15K structures, the implicit 

membrane limits the conformational search space such that useful information about helix 

packing is extractable.  Similar to the packing TMH 5 and 6 alone from the Arabidopsis 

primary CESAs, Ghcesa1’s linker loop shows a bistable conformation of an “out of pore” 

configuration (Figure 6.7b) that is more disorganized than what was shown in Figure 6.3a-c.  

Overall, the folding of four transmembrane helices versus only two resulted in similar 

dynamics of an “in pore” versus an “out of pore” configuration (Figure 6.7a-b).   

 Given the length of the linker between TMH 5 and 6, it should be able to form a 

space between the transmembrane helices sufficiently large enough for the emergence of a 

glucan chain.  When the essential helices are aligned, a semicircle of a putative channel 

becomes evident (Figure 6.7c).  The unusual feature of this packing arrangement is that TMH 

8 is pushed out with only TMH 4, 5, 6 and 7 interfacing the channel.  TMH 3 was excluded 

since it seemed to show poor stability.  It is interesting that TMH4 appears to be putatively 

involved in pore forming since Atcesa1A903V affects the middle of TMH41.  However, the 

features of that mutation will require additional exploratory work since it unclear whether 

that mutation changes helical packing or impedes pore formation by constricting the pore 

channel itself.  However, the Atcesa3T942I seems to be the more dynamic mutation that has 

perplexed the cellulose field shows a dramatic effect on the organization of the 
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transmembrane structure formed by these helices9.  While a two helix folding shows dramatic 

differences between wild type and mutant, folding four helices should reveal more. 

 

 
Figure 6.8: Membrane organization of helices 3-8 of Ghcesa1 with the Atcesa3T942I amino 
acid mutation from composite predictive runs. TMH3 (magenta); TMH4 (wheat); 
TMH5(grey); TMH6(orange); TMH7 (red); TMH8 (blue).  The alignments are rather poor 
for the best scoring decoys (a).  The centroids of the largest clusters also do not show a real 
pattern (b). 

 
 Mutating the highly conserved threonine to isoleucine in the Ghcesa1 TMH region 

results in a more chaotic folded structure (Figure 6.8a).  Alignment toward a more uniform 

vertical structure as would be desired proves difficult.  The isoleucine residue which is more 

highly branched has a propensity to contort TMH 5 and 6 outward and shows poor packing 

within the putative channel region.  The bistable conformation is retained (Figure 6.8b) but 

there appears to be more random coiling in the “out of pore” configuration as compared to 
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the presence of small helical loops as with the wild type (Figure 6.7b).  Even with this 

limited production run, the isoleucine mutation for the conserved threonine is a destabilizing 

mutation that disrupts membrane helix packing as well as the coil interactions with the 

membrane surface. 

 

6.4 Discussion 
 

Cellulose biosynthesis is thought to retain conserved catalytic mechanisms across all 

phyla stemming from a common ancestry7.  However, the distinction between the cellulose 

from plants and prokaryotes such as rhodobacter and gluconacetobacter are quite significant 

since the latter is often of a greater crystallinity and higher degree of polymerization27,28.  

Primary wall cellulose from plants typically have chains of between 500 to 3000 glucans in 

length29.  This variability in the degree of polymerization is evidence of fine control by plants 

since the cell wall ultimately dictates the shape of their cells.  Being able to control cellulose 

production and the mechanical properties of cellulose is important in organ formation.  In 

contrast, the properties of bacterial cellulose are uniform30.   

The bistable conformation of the linker between TMH 5 and 6 would suggest that it 

may serve as a regulator of pore formation.  More recently a third mutation, 

mre1/Atcesa3G916E, maps to this region of the transmembrane domain, specifically the base of 

TMH 5, and further indicates that this region likely forms a pore31.  The majority of re-

entrant loops studied extensively have largely been confined to ion and synaptic 

transporters32 33,34.  This is the first evidence of a membrane transport regulatory mechanism 

involving the transmembrane architecture of a protein outside of small molecules.  Reentrant 
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loops have also been hypothesized to be critical for the function of hyaluronic synthases 

since they may either participate in forming or modulating the excretory channel35,36.  The 

two stranded β-sheet structure predicted for the best scoring decoys represents a highly 

unusual topology and raises some suspicion.  However, evidence of a mixed transmembrane 

topology for pore formation has been experimentally ambiguous but not entirely 

exclusionary37-39.  Once again, cellulose biosynthesis in plants refuses to give up its secrets 

easily. 

6.5 Conclusion 
 
 The reentrant loop between the transmembrane helices of number 5 and 6 of plant 

CESA are unusually long and can span the length of the cell membrane in a predicted 

structure.  The single amino acid mutant in Atcesa3T942I results in a distinct conformational 

state from the wild type structure.  A comparison between the predicted tertiary structure of a 

corresponding sequence in BcsA and its experimentally solved structure in BcsA showed 

good agreement with the transmembrane helix despite deviation with the periplasmic 

domain.  The restrictive biophysical environment of the lipid bilayer enables greater accuracy 

in studying membrane proteins in absence of an experimentally determined structure.  It is 

likely that the linker sequence between TMH 5 and 6 of plant cellulose synthases participates 

in both pore formation and regulating protein activity.   
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Chapter 7 

Future Directions 
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7.0 Future Directions 
 
 Studying atomic interactions is fraught with issues of model integrity.  Empircally 

force field models that are derived from experiments will be the key to generate simulations 

of a realistic enough nature to drive further research or when experimental approaches break 

down.  More often, the case is that experimental results require a theoretical basis for 

understanding.  For time dependent processes such as self assembly and dynamic 

phenomena, computational simulations become a verification tool to fit theory to 

observables. 

 

7.1 Nucleic Acids as Nano-materials 
 
 Investigating the natural assembly of nucleic acids in order to generate scaffolds for 

nanoelectonics and drug delivery remains a daunting task not only due to the prohibitive 

economics of generating taili)ored sequences of significant length, but also the lack of design 

tools.  Biosensors development seems to be more advanced since the amount of required 

material is relatively small and the design tools are developed from known techniques1,2.  

Controlling the self assembly of engineered sequences of nucleic acids that direct 

nanoparticle morphology requires additional characterization although there has been some 

progresss3.  Molecular self-recognition and assembly ultimately implies that there is a 

structural code that can be programmed and designed in order to generate any desired 

material.  Simulating larger scale systems while being able to limit the types of interactions 

in order to control assembly appears to be the key toward building scaffold architectures and 

nano-patterning with nucleic acids.  This regimented approach toward investigating 
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molecular self assembly is both tedious and possible expensive with experimental resources.  

As computing power grows inversely to its economic barriers, in silico methods should make 

it feasible to bridge the gap between atomistic time scales and that of the bench researcher. 

 

7.2 Synthases and Synthetic Biology at the Membrane Interface 
 
 Computational determination of protein structures has progressed significantly since 

the manual experimental methods first used to develop a three dimensional structure of 

haemoglobin and myoglobin by Perutz and Kendrew4-6.  Modern technology greatly assists 

in purifying, crystallizing, and model building, but a structure alone remains only the first 

step in ascertaining the functionality of novel protein structures.  With computational 

simulations, we can now develop virtual experiments to develop theoretical ligands and study 

the molecular effects with in silico mutagensis7-9.  But these methods have largely focused on 

the cytosolic domains of proteins.  The most complex phenomena occur at interfacial 

surfaces such as that between the cytosol and the plasma membrane.   

 Currently, the problem of solving the full tertiary structure of membrane proteins 

remains challenging.  The cost of obtaining a crystal structure remains prohibitively high10,11.  

For plant cellulose synthases, the most significant obstacle is the inability to obtain enough 

protein in order to perform even conventional structure determination12.  Computationally 

predicting the structure of soluble proteins has become much easier with new bioinformatics 

software13,14.  However, prediction of the packing of transmembrane domain greater than two  

remains challenging due to a lack of suitable force-fields and knowledge about how proteins 

pack within the lipid bilayer15,16.  There is a general lack of understanding about the roles of 
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pores, regulatory loops, and structural dynamics of proteins at the interface of the plasma 

membrane and cytosol.  The biophysics of plasma membranes is also not fully understood17.   

 The final assembly of cellulose synthases in the plasma membrane remain 

unresolved.  It is unclear why the reentrant loop of transmembrane helices 5 and 6 are 

unusually long.  The organization of the transmembrane membrane region of cellulose 

synthase might offer a unique perspective on a common tasks in biology: how to export 

molecules in order to build structure, send messages, sense the microenvironment, and exert 

atomic control outside of the molecular machinery readily available within the cytosol.   

 

7.3 Ascertaining mechanism of Isoxaben resistance 
 
 Isoxaben resistence in Arabidopsis is highly peculiar in that all the single amino acid 

mutations known to confer it occur in various positions specific to the transmembrane 

helices.  To date, four are known: (aegeus) Atcesa1A903V, Atcesa3G998D, Atcesa3T942I, and 

Atcesa6R1064W 

18-20.  A fifth mutant in this region was discovered by screening under ethyl-

methanesulfonate, (mre1)Atcesa3G916E, but was seen to affect root cell shape and have a high 

a correlation with overall cellulose content21.  How two seeming different chemicals may 

affect the outcome of cellulose activity is perplexing (Figure 7.1).  Isoxaben resistence has 

largely been confined to transmembrane helices 4, 5, and 8.  A unifying theory would be that 

these mutations affect the pore of the cellulose synthases in question.  Although the 

preliminary results of Chapter 6 are promising, a more detailed study needs to be performed. 
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 Full scale ab-initio folding of all 8 transmembrane helices will be required to generate 

a geometry profile of how these helical structures pack and form a pore (Figure 7.2).  The 

current protocol as implemented in ROSETTA faces limitations beyond four helices despite 

the advantages of conformational restrictions.  The current force field assumes an implicit 

bilayer that stands in the place of the lipid membrane consisting of positional penalties and a 

continuum dielectric16,22.   

 

 
Figure 7.1: Isoxaben (a) targets CESA3 and CESA6, and ethyl-methanesulfonate (b) 
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Figure 7.2: Membrane organization of helices 3-8 of Ghcesa1 from composite predictive 
runs of four helix bundles aligned on TMH 5 and 6.  TMH 3 (magenta) and TMH 8 (blue).  
Inner cytosolic region is down.  The linker between TMH 5 and 6 display bistability between 
the best scoring decoys (a) and the best centroid (b) alignments.  The beta sheet from of the 
linker is in yellow (a) and assumes a conformation of random coils and small helices in cyan 
(b). 
 
 The next stage of development would be to generate refined models of four helix 

packing which has a reasonable plausibility of being close to actuality.  Thereafter, 

assembling the larger structure will require minimizing it using more advanced forcefields23.  

This region of the cellulose synthase complex offers a more viable target of affecting 

synthesis since it is putatively coupled to the polymerization process19.  Molecular dynamics 

simulations of the region in an explicit lipid membrane might offer a means to query how 

isoxaben interacts with the transmembrane region or how the helices alter the membrane and 

indicate whether membrane dynamics have any effect on cellulose crystallization and 

microfibrilar assembly. 
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7.4 Role for distal N-terminus membrane helices 
 

 

Figure 7.3: The N-terminal helices (TMH 1 and 2)with the first C-terminal transmembrane 
helix (TMH 3) from Ghcesa1: TMH1 (orange); TMH 2(red and pink); TMH 3 with artificial 
linker (cyan). 

 For cellulose synthases, the N-terminal helices (TMH 1 and 2) and TMH3 that 

emerges after the major cytosolic domain are the least studied.  Additional modeling will be 

required for to understand how these N-terminal helices may or may not contribute to 

forming the pore channel.  The lack of viable mutant with phenotype in these helices might 

indicate that they are crucial to the proper function and formation of the pore channel.  

Unfortunately, it is difficult to study these structures in isolation since spanning the distance 

between TMH2 and TMH3 is the very large catalytic domain lying in the cytosol.   
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 Materials and Methods 
 
Simulations and Modeling 
 

Approaches to computational structure prediction fall under the spectrum of 

knowledge-based algorithms spanning template-based modeling to use of physical force-

fields (or de novo modeling) when no highly similar structures are available. Knowledge 

based three dimensional structure prediction from a linear protein sequence was 

accomplished with the SAM-T08 prediction server of the Karplus Laboratory [1]  A FASTA 

file of the putative cytsolic domain amino acid sequence was submitted to the prediction 

server: http://compbio.soe.ucsc.edu/SAM_T08/T08-query.html.  This method has exhibited 

good performances across diverse proteins, and high quality structures result when there is a 

good match between the target and available templates [1, 2]. Two of the top selected 

structures were from the bacterial protein templates of SpsA and K4CP that have been 

extensively used to examine the molecular basis for catalysis and substrate recognition of 

glycosyltransferases [3-5]. SpsA is a glycosyltransferase involved in producing the B. subtilis 

spore coat that co-crystallized with Mg++- or Mn++-UDP. K4CP catalyzes alternative 

transfers of glucuronic acid and N-acetylgalactosamine to form chondroitin 

(glycosaminoglycan) in E. coli [3].  

 Since the resulting homology model, Fig. S2A, is fragmentary in form, it was 

initially manually refined with DS Visualizer from Accelerys to correct for steric clashes and 

breakages. An Amber molecular dynamics package with the force field FF99SB and TIP3P 

water model was used for relaxing this structure [6, 7]. Atom types were converted into 
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Amber acceptable format via an in-house script prior to equilibration and subsequent MD 

production run.  

All structures were subjected to conjugate gradient energy minimization for 5000 

steps. Minimized protein structures were then neutralized with Na+  ions and immersed in a 

water box with at least 10 Å deep solvation shell using the TIP3P water model [7].  

Additional Na+ and Cl- ions were added to represent a 0.3 M effective salt concentration. 

The equilibration of each system was carried out in 11 stages starting from the solvent 

minimization for 10000 steps and keeping the protein restrained for 200 Kcal/mol. The 

system was heated to 300K in 100 ps while imposing a 200kcal/mol constraint on the 

structure. A brief NPT MD run was performed for 40 ps with the protein restraint maintained 

at 200 kcal/mol. Another constrained minimization step follows with the restraint of 25 

kcal/mol for 10000 steps.  A second NPT MD run was performed at 25 kcal/mol restraint for 

20 ps.  Subsequently four additional 1000 cycle minimization steps were performed while 

relaxing the positional constraint from 20 kal/mol to 5 kcal/mol in 5 kcal/mol increments. A 

final unconstrained minimization stage of 1000 cycles was performed before reheating the 

system to 300K at constant volume within 40 ps.  Subsequently, NPT equilibrations were 

performed to ensure uniformity in solvent density.  Long range electrostatic interactions were 

calculated by Particle Mesh Ewald summation (PME)[8] and the non-bonded interactions 

were truncated at 9 Å cutoff along with a 0.00001 tolerance of Ewald convergence.  A 

Berendsen thermostat maintained temperature at 300 K [9].  The SHAKE algorithm was used 

to constrain the position of hydrogen atoms [10]. The production simulations were performed 
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for an NVT ensemble.  Each production simulation was performed for 10 ns with a 2 fs time 

step.  

Intermediate structures were evaluated for quality; gross mis-fold errors were 

unfolded using a protocol starting directed MD with a harmonic force followed by free 

Langevin self-guided dynamics. Several series of such MD simulations were performed (for 

more than 150ns simulations time) until a reasonable z-score was reached. The final structure 

from the MD simulations was energy minimized for 10,000 cycles with a convergence 

criterion less than a drms of 1.0E-4 kcal/mole Å.   

Initial evaluation of the final predicted structure of the native GhCESA1 cytosolic 

region was performed using Pro-SA (https://prosa.services.came.sbg.ac.at/prosa.php) [11]. 

Two characteristics of the structure were derived: the z-score and a graphic of the residue 

energies. The z-score measures the deviation of the total energy from an energy distribution 

of random conformations, and an acceptable z-score of the computed structure must fall 

within the distribution of those derived from experimentally determined structures. High 

energy residues contribute to poor z-scores are likely areas that need further refinement or 

may have intrinsically high conformational entropy. The stereochemical quality of the 

intermediate and final structures was analyzed by PROCHECK 

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/software/PROCHECK/) [12]. WhatCheck, another 

protein verification tool, was also used (http://swift.cmbi.ru.nl/gv/whatcheck/). The final 

structure was analyzed comprehensively using the protein structure validation software suite 

(PSVS; http://psvs-1_4-dev.nesg.org/), which integrates the analyses performed by 

PROCHECK, MolProbity, Verify3D, Prosa II, and the PDB validation software [13]. 
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Additional validation of our protein model was performed using ERRAT[14] 

(http://nihserver.mbi.ucla.edu/ERRATv2/), which is a protein structure verification algorithm 

mainly used to assess crystallographic models where a 9-residue sliding window is used to 

generate the value of the error function: ERRAT2 (Quality Factor. Earlier approaches that 

coupled a de novo prediction with further refinement under molecular dynamics simulations 

have not shown additive improvements [15].  In this work, we achieved appreciable gains in 

structure quality over time (Figure S2b).  

The symmetric docking protocol of Rosetta 3.4 was used generate homooligomeric 

assemblies[16]; the algorithm allows translation occurring on the plane connecting the center 

of mass for the monomers.  A slide degree of freedom is randomly chosen and subunits are 

translated into contact.  An optimization of the rigid body orientation proceeds with a Monte 

Carlo search under a low energy resolution function followed by a high resolution 

optimization of side-chain and rigid body conformation via Monte Carlo Minimization.  

Related to docking UDP-Glc into the catalytic site, Density Functional Theory (DFT) 

calculations were carried out on the Mn2+- and Mg2+-UDP-Glc + DxD models using the 

B3LYP [17, 18] exchange and correlation functionals and the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set [19, 20] 

using Gaussian 03 program [21]. All atoms were allowed to relax without constraint or 

symmetry. After energy minimization, frequency analyses were performed to ensure an 

energy minimum had been found. 

For the native predicted structure as well as three mutant structures, the flexibility of 

each residue was assessed using molecular dynamic simulations [22]. Each residue position 

was used as a variable in four simulations to generate four observations for each residue, 
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allowing cross correlation analysis for coupled motions to be derived from the fluctuation 

data. The total atomic fluctuation data was calculated using the PTRAJ tool of Amber 11 [23] 

and then imported into MATLAB (R2011a, MathWorks) with an in-house script to generate 

the correlation matrix.  The input 4x506 matrix was constructed such that the rows 

corresponded to each simulation with columns corresponding to individual residues.  
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Figure 4S.1: Residues from GhCESA1 that were included in the Gh506 structure are aligned 
with the same regions of Arabidopsis CESAs with missense mutations. Numbering is relative 
to residue position in full length GhCESA1. Pink and blue lines indicate the positions of the 
P-CR and CSR plant-specific regions, respectively. Red and yellow rectangles indicate α-
helices and β-sheets, respectively. By comparison to the structure of RsBcsA (see the main 
text), α-2,6,7,8,13 and β-1–6 are predicted to be in the core GT domain. Light purple vertical 
highlights show the position of selected conserved domains. Large green letters indicate sites 
of missense mutation in the AtCESA indicated. 
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Figure 4S.2: (A-C) Aligned structures used in model prediction as listed in Table 4S.1. Side 
of the β-strands (A) colored by individual structure and (B) colored by secondary structure. 
(C) View of the slice to expose the β-sheet region, with individual β-strands numbered ß1–
ß6. (D)The snapshot of the starting structure of the Gh506 cytosolic domain from the SAM-
T08 HMM structure prediction server. (E) The predicted structure after molecular dynamics 
refinement with six β-strands in yellow and DD, DCD, and ED in green.  The α-helices 
dispersed throughout the structure are red. 
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Table 4S.1: .  The PDB identification numbers, E-values, and snapshots of structures used in 
predicting the structure of the β-sheet region of the GhCESA1 cytosolic region using Hidden 
Markov chain modeling.  During the selection of the top models, the SAM-T08 generates 
pairwise alignments of the target sequence and the best-scoring templates, which are 
adjudicated by E-value representing how many sequences would score this well in the 
database. Structures with E-values of less than about 1.0E-5 are very likely to have a domain 
of the same fold as the target. Structures with E-values of larger than about 0.1 are very 
speculative.  
 
№ PDB 

ID  
Description E-value Snapshot of part 

of the structure 
used for 
prediction 

1 1xhb Crystal structure of UDP-
GalNAc:polypeptide alpha-N-
acetylgalactosaminyltransferase-T1 

1.1661e-21 

2 2z86 Crystal structure of chondroitin 
polymerase from Escherichia coli strain 
K4 (K4CP) complexed with UDP-GlcUA 
and UDP 

1.6825e-20 

 

3 2ffu Dynamic association between the catalytic
 and lectin domains of human UDP-
GalNAc:polypeptide alpha-N-
acetylgalactosaminyltransferase-2 

4.7760e-20 

 

4 3ckj Essential GT (MAP2569c) from  
Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratubercul
osis 

1.6086e-18 

5 3bcv Putative glycosyltransferase from 
Bacteroides fragilis 

4.9831e-18 

6 1qg8 SpsA from Bacillus subtilis 6.8435e-18 

7 2bo4 Mannosylglycerate Synthase 1.5988e-17 

8 1om
z 

Alpha 1,4-N-
acetylhexosaminyltransferase (EXTL2) 

2.5389e-16 
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Table 4S.1: Continued 
 
9 1fo

8 
rabbit N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I 5.2404e-14 

10 2n
vx 

RNA polymerase II (pol II) 7.9916e-14 

 
11 2z

u9 
mannosyl-3-phosphoglycerate synthase 
from Pyrococcus horikoshii 

1.5238e-12 

12 1yr
o 

bovine beta-1,4-galactosyltransferase I 3.6727e-08 

 
13 2fy

7   
beta-1,4-galactosyltransferase-I 2.7044e-06 

 
14 1i5

2 
4-diphosphocytidyl-2-C-
 methylerythritol synthetase 

2.4158e-01 

15 1fg
x 

bovine beta-4-
galactosyltransferase catalytic  
domain 

2.7667e-01 

 
16 2vs

h 
CDP-
activated ribitol for teichoic acid precurso
rs inStreptococcus pneumoniae 

4.0782e-01 

 
17 2p

x7 
2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 4-phosphate 
cytidylyltransferase from Thermus 
thermophilus HB8 

1.5287e+00 

18 3c
gx 

putative Nucleotide-diphospho-sugar 
Transferase (YP_389115.1) from 
Desulfovibrio desulfuricans G20 

1.7882e+00 

 
19 1p

zt 
beta1,4-galactosyltransferase-I 2.2884e+00 

 
20 1ez

i 
sialic acid-activating synthetase, CMP-
acylneuraminate synthetase in 
the presence and absence of CDP 

4.3372e+00 
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Figure 4S.3: A similar prediction of the secondary structure was obtained using PSIPRED 
v3.3.  Highest confidence prediction areas are given a value of 9, lowest 0.  The DCD 
putative UDP binding motif, reidues 459-461, are at the tip of a ß-strand. The ß-strands 
highlighted in red were lost with MD refinement.  In contrast, a low coil confidence area 
highlighted magenta (686-689) became a ß-strand. Greyed boxes did not appear in the final 
structure due to their low confidence levels. Yellow highlights the retained ß-strands. Green 
boxes highlight the DD, DCD, ED, and QVLRW motifs.  
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Table 4S.2: Structure quality scores 

Structure ProSA Z-
Score 

Quality Factor 
(ERRAT2) 

AA Length 

GhCESA1 -6.09 86.875% 504 
SpsA (1qg8) -7.8 92.411% 241 
K4CP (2z86) -9.16 86.067% 580 
        (3BCV) -6.98 98.082% 196 
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Figure 4S.4:  Comparison of the quality of the Gh506 structure to experimentally solved 
structures.  
(A) Pro-SA Z scores for various stages of GhCESA1 structure prediction (labeled green, 
black, and red dots) compared to scores of solved structures from the PDB databank (dense 
blue dots). The initial Z score of the predicted GhCESA1 cytosolic structure (-3.4, green dot) 
was improved to -5.56 (black dot) after about 4 ns of MD refinement and reached -6.09 (red 
dot) after a series of MD simulations followed by a short minimization.  
(B) ERRATv2 analysis of the predicted GhCESA1 cytosolic structure  (i) and the solved 
structures of three other GT-2 enzymes used as templates [ii, K4CP domains A and B (PDB: 
2Z86); iii, SpsA (PDB: 1QG8); and iv, a putative glycosyltransferase from Bacteriodes 
fragilis (PDB: 3BCV)]. The histograms show the error value of residues, and the band in the 
middle of the graph indicates the difference between the lower 95% and the upper 99% 
value. Of the three crystal structures, the 218 amino acid structure of 3BCV from Bacteriodes 
fragilis exhibited the best score with only B chain residue 40 showing significant error. Areas 
possibly in need of further refinement in the GhCESA1 predicted structure include residues 
that either have high local mobility or are deeply buried: (1) N457-V464; (2) D253-V256 that 
form a ß-strand adjacent to the putative UDP binding motif, DCD, in the catalytic core; (3) 
solvent-exposed P327-I335 that fold back into residues V347-R355 within the P-CR region; 
(4) P492-G518 that appear to form a loop beside the catalytic site that abuts the QVLRW 
motif. Even for the SpsA structure, similarly buried residues are nearly impossible to refine 
fully. For K4CP, core residues around the UDP binding motif of domain “B” shows the 
greatest error values, probably because they are more mobile and solvent accessible.  
Similarly, a small region near the UDP-binding motif of SpsA (residues 130-135) also 
exhibits error values greater than 95% as exemplified by the filled in black bars.  
(C) Resolution of main chain parameters of Gh506 compared to solved crystallographic 
structures assessed by ProCheck. In the graphs, the value for the predicted GhCESA1 
cytosolic structure is shown by the black square relative to values typical for solved 
structures (grey band): (a) Ramachandran plot quality is the percentage of the residues in the 
most favored regions of the Ramachandran plot where a high quality structure is well over 
90%, but becomes less at lower resolutions; (b) Peptide bond planarity is a measure of the 
structure’s ω-torsion angle where a tight clustering around the ideal 180° represents a planar 
peptide bond; (c) Bad non-bonded interactions is defined by the number of bad contacts less 
than or equal to 2.6 Å per 100 residues; (d) C-alpha tetrahedral distortion measures the 
standard deviation of the zeta torsion angle defined by C-α, N, C and C-ϵ atoms of a given 
residue; (e) Main-chain hydrogen bond energy is derived from the measured standard 
deviation of the hydrogen bond energies in the main chain by the method of Kabsch and 
Sanders (1983)[24]; (f) Overall G-factor measures the overall normality of the structure as an 
average of all the different G-factors for each residue.  
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Table 4S.3: Identity and locations of Gh506 structural features. Entries are in order of appearance in the GhCESA1 cytosolic 
sequence that was used to generate the Gh506 structure (Fig. 1B).  Five of these α-helices are designated “core α-helices” because 
they co-align in the superimposed GT-2 domain of BcsA and the predicted Gh506 structure. Amino acid residue numbers are 
relative to full-length GhCESA1 (NCBI Accession P93155) or BcsA (NCBI Accession Q3J125; PDB ID 4HG6). Functions 
ascribed to BcsA are from Ref. [25].  

  

Gh506   major 
secondary 
structure 
elements  

Position in 
GhCESA1, including 
additional key motifs 

Amino Acid Sequence in 
GhCESA1 of major 
secondary structure elements 
and additional key motifs 

GhCESA1 residues 
analogous to 
Arabidopsis CESA 
mutations 

Structurally co-aligned motifs in the BcsA 
and the Gh506 GT-2 domains  

α-1  I233–E241 IDRLSARYE   
core β-2 D253–S257 DFFVS  VDILVPS148 
core α-2  L267–A278 LITANTVLSIL  ADMLSVTLAAAKN165 
core β-1 S287–S291 SCYIS S291:  Atcesa3S377F 

ixr1-6 (this paper) 
LRTVVLCD179 

 D292–G294  DDG  DDG181; D179 coordinates UDP 
α-3  E301–K312 ESLVETADFARK   
α-4  P344–K370 PSFVKERRAMKRDYEEYKI

RINALVAK, in the P-CR 
R351:  Atcesa8R362K 
fra6 [26] 

 

α-5 I411–V420 IEGNELPRLV, ending the P-
CR 

  

core α-6  
 

H433–V448 HKKAGAENALVRVSAV; 
the HKKAGA motif is near 
DDG.  

A436: Atcesa3A522V 
eli1-2 [27] 
A447: Atcesa1A549V 

rsw1-1 [28] 

HAKAGN229; A225 and K226 lie on the 
other side of the pocket that may 
accommodate Glc when bound to UDP.  

core β-3 F454–D459 FILNLD; including the first D 
of DCD 

 LVVVF245 

 D459–D461 DCD D459: Atcesa7D524N 
irx3-5 [29] 

DADH249; D246 coordinates UDP  

core α-7  N466–D479 NSKAVREAMCFLMD; 
crosses several β-strands 
leading toward DCD 

 FLARTVGY262 
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Table S4.3: Continued 

 
 
  

Gh506   major 
secondary 
structure 
elements  

Position in 
GhCESA1, including 
additional key motifs 

Amino Acid Sequence in 
GhCESA1 of major 
secondary structure elements 
and additional key motifs 

GhCESA1 residues 
analogous to 
Arabidopsis CESA 
mutations 

Structurally co-aligned motifs in the BcsA 
and the Gh506 GT-2 domains  

core α-8  N508–K517 NTVFFDVNMK, within the 
P492–G518 loop. A longer 
sequence N508-I521, 
(NTVFFDVNMKGLDGI), 
shares sequence conservation 
of N..F……GLD.. with 
Rs_BcsA.  

 Interfacial Helix 1, N298-W312: 
NEMFYGKIHRGLDRW312,  

 

 

V525–G531 VYVGTG531, at the end of β-
4  

G529:  Atcesa1G631S 
rsw1-2 [31] 
G531:  Atcesa3G617E 
cev1 [32] 

FFCGS320, binds the terminal disaccharide of 
the glucan acceptor on the opposite side as 
compared to QRGRW 

core β-4  C532–N535 CVFN, just before the CSR  AVLR325 
core β-5  Y488–F491 YVQF  LVQT274 
 P492–G518  PQRFDGIDRSDRYANRNTV

FFDVNMKG (loop between  
β-4,5 and behind QVLRW), 
contains core α-8 

P492: Atcesa7P557T 
fra5 and thanatos [26, 
30] 
G518: Atcesa1G620E 
lycos (this paper) 

 

α-9 P571–R591 PSELYRDAKREELDAAIFN
LR, in the CSR 

  

core β-6 S686–C689 SIYC  SLYI360 
core α-13 S705–R725 SDRLHQVLRWALGSVEIFL

SR, containing QVLRW 
 Interfacial Helix 2, F373-R395: 

FASFIQQRGRWATGMMQMLLLK. 
Contains QRGRW383. R382 coordinates 
UDP and W383 interacts with the penultimate 
glucose at the acceptor site 
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Table S4.3: Continued 

 

Gh506   major 
secondary 
structure 
elements  

Position in 
GhCESA1, including 
additional key motifs 

Amino Acid Sequence in 
GhCESA1 of major 
secondary structure elements 
and additional key motifs 

GhCESA1 residues 
analogous to 
Arabidopsis CESA 
mutations 

Structurally co-aligned motifs in the BcsA 
and the Gh506 GT-2 domains  

α-10  Y596–K612 YDEYERSMLISQTSFEK, in 
the CSR 

  

α-11 E622–G629 ESTLMENG, in the CSR   
   S668:  Atcesa8S679L 

irx1-2 [33] 
 

 T670–D672 TED E671: Atcesa1E779K 
rsw1-45 [34] 
D672: Atcesa8D683N 
irx1-1 and 
Atcesa1D780N rsw1-20 
[33, 34] 

TED343, near the glucan terminus with D343 
likely to be the catalytic base. E342 lies on 
one side of a pocket that may accommodate 
Glc when bound to UDP 

α-12 I673–C681 ILTGFKMHC H680: Atcesa7H734Y 
mur10-2 [35] 
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Figure 4S.5:  Interaction of manganese uridine diphosphate glucose (MnUDP-G) complex 
with residues of the modeled CESA. The positions of the “D” residues were taken from the 
CESA structure generated in this study and all atomic positions were allowed to relax to 
minimum energy positions determined by our DFT methodology. Mn-O distances to 
carboxylate group of the D residues and to the diphosphate moiety of UDP are given in 
Angstroms. H=white; C=grey, O=red, N=blue, P=orange, Mn=green. This geometry was 
used to dock the UDP-Glc into the Gh506 structure in Fig. 
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Figure 4S.6: Three loops (upper left corner of the image) in the vicinity of the UDP-Glc 
binding site of the Gh506 structure that may help to control catalysis through modulation of 
local accessibility to key residues: (1) T258–L267 at the end of β-2 (green); (2) A294-F300, 
just after DDG and leading into α3 of the PCR (orange); and (3) Y421-H432, leading from 
α5 into core α6 (aqua). The conserved motifs, DD, DCD, ED, and QLVRW are highlighted 
red, the β sheet is yellow, the P-CR is pink, and the CSR is blue. 
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Figure 4S.7: Correlated residue motions via atomic fluctuations. The CSR region, residues 
Y540-W658, shows the greatest motion correlation to itself as expected.  The P-CR region, 
residues A295-V420, shows a self-correlation as well, but not as strong since it is less 
ordered. 
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Figure 4S.8: Top left view: A possible hexameric assembly of one CESA cytosolic domain 
isoform (the predicted structure from GhCESA1). One monomer is shown in the ribbon 
diagram at the top, showing the location of the barely visible ß-sheets (yellow) below motifs 
with conserved D residues (green). The catalytic regions of the other monomers are shown in 
aqua, magenta, yellow, orange, and dark blue. The light blue and pink regions are the CSR 
and the P-CR regions, respectively, for all monomers. Top right view: Possible packing of 
hexameric assemblies into an orthorhombic unit cell of space group P212121 (red box). Note 
that this theoretical possibility for crystallization of hexamers of the predicted GhCESA1 
cytosolic region does not imply any preference for hexameric subunits of the rosette CSC in 
vivo. The number of CESAs in the rosette CSC remains an open question. 
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Figure 4S.9: A comparison between Gh506 and RsBcsA sequences and structures. (A) A 
sequence alignment of a cytosolic region for GhCesA1, AtCesA1, and RsBcsA. (B,C) A top 
and bottom view of structural alignment between Gh506 (red) and RsBcsA (blue) without the 
regions that do not have a template and the region shaded blue. This reduced both structures 
to the GT-A core and the structures align with an overall RMSD of 3.9 Å.  
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Table 4S.4: Summary stability measurements measured as root mean square deviation 
(RMSD) from the initial structure on the whole structure and on key secondary structure 
elements of the CESA as a result of mutations over a window of 10 ns. 
RMSD of structure during molecular dynamics simulations referenced to the starting 
structure for each system. 
Structure  RMSD, Å 
Gh506  2.69 ± 0.55 
P557T 3.14 ± 0.53 
G620E 3.01 ± 0.70 
S377F 2.62 ± 0.41 

 
a) RMSD of α-helixes, Å 

Struct-
ure 

α-2 
helix 

α-3 
helix 

α-7 
helix 

α-9 
helix 

α-11 
helix 

α-13 
helix 

α-6 
helix 

Gh506 0.70 ± 
0.14 

1.21 ± 
0.51 

0.89 ± 
0.27 

0.57 ± 
0.23 

0.42 ± 
0.09 

0.81 ± 
0.14 

0.81 ± 
0.14 

P557T 0.88 ± 
0.15 

0.93 ± 
0.35 

0.93 ± 
0.27 

0.50 ± 
0.12 

0.44 ± 
0.10 

1.14 ± 
0.31 

0.44 ± 
0.10 

G620E 0.62 ± 
0.25 

0.63 ± 
0.33 

0.60 ± 
0.10 

0.77 ± 
0.32 

0.34 ± 
0.10 

0.53 ± 
0.12 

0.46 ± 
0.11 

S377F 0.72 ± 
0.24 

1.00 ± 
0.24 

0.79 ± 
0.21 

0.62 ± 
0.15 

0.42 ± 
0.10 

0.60 ± 
0.20 

0.60 ± 
0.20 

b) RMSD of selected loops, Å 

Structure Loop P492-G518 Loop S257-P266 Loop Y430 -N440 
Gh506 1.65±0.30 0.52±0.10 1.10±0.18 
P557T 1.15±0.14 0.50±0.10 0.65±0.17 
G620E 1.37±0.31 0.45±0.12 0.85±0.17 
S377F 1.55±0.54 0.60±.13 1.18±0.21 

c) stability of the -helical region of the CSR  

Structure Angle formed by  
residues 598, 608, and 572 with 
608 at the vertex (degrees) 

Gh506 79.26±6.59 
P557T 76.14±4.80 
G620E 80.32±12.38 
S377F 81.56±6.68 
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Figure 4S.10: Hydrogen bonding of P492T to Y688.  The distance cut off is 3.5 Å. The 
strongest interactions during this time interval for GhcesaP492T is before the 4 ns mark.  This 
interaction may serve to stabilize the P492-G518 loop. 
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Figure 5S.1: Sequence alignment of PCR’s: Ranked by descending similarity.  Consensus 
regions are underscored with black boxes.  Two regions of high variability are boxed in red. 
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Figure 5S.2: Sequence Similarity of Arabidopsis PCR’s (no. 11 corresponds to Ghcesa1) 
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Figure 5S.3: Sequence alignment of CSR’s: Ranked by descending similarity.  Consensus 
regions are underscored with black boxes.  Two regions of high variability are boxed in red. 
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Figure5S.4: Sequence Similarity of Arabidopsis CSR (no. 11 corresponds to Ghcesa1) 

 
 
Table 5S.1: Genbank sequences 

Cesa Gene SwissProt Nr. ID NCBI GI AA-L Date 
Atcesa1 At4g32410 SwissProt Nr. O48946  1081  
Atcesa2 At4g39350 SwissProt Nr. O48947  1071  
Atcesa3 At5g50170 SwissProt Nr. Q941L0  NCBI GI: 9759258 1065 2004 
Atcesa4 At5g44030 SwissProt Nr. Q84JA6 (N-

T)* 
NCBI GI: 9758562 1043 2004 

Atcesa5 At5g09870 SwissProt Nr. Q8L778  NCBI GI: 9758965 1069 2004 
Atcesa6 At5g64740 SwissProt Nr. Q94JQ6  NCBI GI: 10177205 1084 2004 
Atcesa7 At5g17420 SwissProt Nr. Q9SWW6  1026  
Atcesa8 At4g18780 SwissProt Nr. Q8LPK5  985  
Atcesa9 At2g21770 SwissProt Nr. Q9SJ22  1088  
Atcesa10 At2g25540 SwissProt Nr. Q9SKJ5  1065  
Ghcesa1 Aat64028 SwissProt Nr. P93155 NCBI GI: 49333389 974  
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Table 5S.2:  Top 1K Cut Decoy Results – Plant Conserved Region 

Cesa Cluster 
Size 

RMSD 
Cut  

REU 
Score 

REU Best Z-
score 
ProsA 

Potential Energy 
(Tinker)  

No. 
Decoys 

Atcesa1 15 8 Å -181.110 -236.119 -4.65 -803.0604 Kcal/mol 24666 
Atcesa2 15 7.5 Å -218.608 -238.259 -5.4  24385 
Atcesa3 10 8 Å -213.894 -228.969 -3.28  20000 
Atcesa4 15 8 Å -214.09 -240.606 -4.49  16596 
Atcesa5 10 8 Å -213.348 -236.244 -4.94  25942 
Atcesa6 13 8 Å -213.573 -225.775 -5.58  20000 
Atcesa7 11 8 Å -217.011 -233.377 -4.96  23415 
Atcesa8 14 8.5Å -222.851 -239.66 -5.02  30000 
Atcesa9 11 8 Å -213.204 -229.801 -4.79  20000 
Atcesa10 17 8 Å -214.833 -246.804 -4.37  18365 
Ghcesa1 15 8 Å -217.002 -239.660 -5.28  23255 
GhFra6 11 7.5 Å -216.424 -233.144 -4.8  15531 
Fra6 14 8 Å -220.331 -238.365 -5.03  20000 

 

Table 5S.3: Top 1K Cut Decoy Results – Class Specific Region 

Cesa Cluster 
Size 

RMSD 
Cut  

REU 
Score 

REU 
Best 

Z-score 
ProsA 

Potential Energy 
(Tinker) 

No. Decoys 

Atcesa1 12 7.82 Å -169.862 -182.404 -5.65  30000 
Atcesa2 19 8 Å -158.421 -163.873 -3.69  29401 
Atcesa3 18 7.5 Å -162.313 -180.871 -4.7  20000 
Atcesa4 13 8.5 Å -202.898 -225.696   40000 
Atcesa5 19 8 Å -161.394 -177.835 -4.48  20000 
Atcesa6 14 8 Å -175.835 -190.952 -5.02  20000 
Atcesa7 51 7.97 Å  -127.297 -146.102 -4.88  20000 
Atcesa8 18 7.5 Å -157.876 -173.244 -6.04  20000 
Atcesa9 13 7.5 -157.422 -177.292 -3.23  20000 
Atcesa10 16 8 Å -173.546 -181.419 -3.97  25328 
Ghcesa1 17 7 Å -160.478 -177.762 -4.9  23255 
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Figure5S.5: Folding plots of primary and secondary associated PCRs: PCR1 (a), PCR3(b), 
PCR6(c), PCR4(d), PCR7(e), PCR8(f). 
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Figure 5S.6: Folding plots of primary and secondary associated CSRs: CSR1 (a), CSR3(b), 
CSR6(c), CSR4(d), CSR7(e), CSR8(f). 

Table 5S.4: MM/GBSA Calculations: Free energy of best centroid cut from the top scoring 
models form the last 2ns of MD in explicit solvent. 

 PCR (kcal/mol) Per ns CSR (kcal/mol) Per ns 
 GBTOT Atom        GBTOT Atom  
Atcesa1 -3052.25 ± 32.22 ‐1.491813 21 -2971.81 ± 28.82 ‐1.828806 21 
Atcesa2 -3351.31 ± 33.25 ‐1.640387 23 -1914.30 ± 28.65 ‐1.146287 25 
Atcesa3 -3204.09 ± 31.89 ‐1.576816 23 -2028.89 ± 27.66 ‐1.258617 20 
Atcesa4 -3528.53 ± 33.72 ‐1.703781 18 -2673.66 ± 33.11 ‐1.294124 9 
Atcesa5 -3510.73 ± 32.18 ‐1.705066 22 -2309.49 ± 27.77 ‐1.395462 21 
Atcesa6 -3255.37 ± 32.68 ‐1.591868 22 -2645.08 ± 29.28 ‐1.540524 22 
Atcesa7 -2839.67 ± 34.03 ‐1.390632 14 -1620.83 ± 25.60 ‐1.244877 24 
Atcesa8 -3498.46 ± 30.94 ‐1.704072 15 -2163.76 ± 29.70 ‐1.437714 19 
Atcesa9  -2857.09 ± 32.43 ‐1.406741 19 -2188.70 ± 29.41 ‐1.320881 14 
Atcesa10 -3013.16 ± 32.34 ‐1.47127 12 -2934.51 ± 28.57 ‐1.777414 22 
Ghcesa1 -3458.33 ± 32.23 -1.68043 22 -2151.46 ± 26.69 -1.45369 20 
Fra6 -3321.97 ± 34.87 -1.61968 19 N/A N/A 
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Table 5S.5: TM-Align Scoring of Minimized Structures 

Similarity Scores of PCR's minimized Reference 

AtCesA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 0.40118 0.5305 0.42486 0.4044 0.45454 0.47687 0.3939 0.47882 0.4569 

2 0.40118 0.46661 0.50972 0.50503 0.51196 0.44806 0.4670 0.4959 0.4831 

3 0.5305 0.46661 0.45037 0.41976 0.43216 0.41553 0.3476 0.46951 0.4626 

4 0.42486 0.50972 0.45037 0.42573 0.47138 0.52682 0.3710 0.42213 0.4966 

5 0.4044 0.50503 0.41976 0.42573 0.47011 0.43209 0.4221 0.49637 0.4221 

6 0.45454 0.51196 0.43216 0.47138 0.47011 0.38166 0.3635 0.44002 0.4223 

7 0.47687 0.44806 0.41553 0.52682 0.43209 0.38166 0.3401 0.41983 0.4920 

8 0.39394 0.46704 0.34769 0.36466 0.42216 0.36353 0.34019 0.34441 0.3005 

9 0.47882 0.4959 0.46951 0.42213 0.49637 0.44002 0.41983 0.3444 0.4616 

10 0.4569 0.48323 0.46264 0.49663 0.42213 0.42232 0.49204 0.3005 0.46167 
 
 Similarity Scores of CSR's minimized Reference 

AtCesA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 0.32869 0.3378 0.4788 0.35942 0.3665 0.3252 0.3611 0.3176 0.36618 

2 0.32434 0.4311 0.3179 0.32934 0.3191 0.3900 0.2946 0.4004 0.36677 

3 0.33541 0.43422 0.3144 0.36876 0.3714 0.3549 0.2792 0.4350 0.36825 

4 0.39639 0.2766 0.2653 0.32076 0.3477 0.2951 0.3279 0.2321 0.30154 

5 0.35699 0.33132 0.3687 0.3790 0.3463 0.3628 0.3376 0.3649 0.33212 

6 0.35708 0.31499 0.3641 0.4028 0.33985 0.3118 0.3190 0.3159 0.33665 

7 0.36314 0.43984 0.4035 0.3869 0.41762 0.3621 0.4119 0.3857 0.4291 

8 0.37686 0.30901 0.2934 0.3959 0.35586 0.3387 0.3837 0.3346 0.32237 

9 0.31582 0.40316 0.4350 0.2803 0.36493 0.3222 0.3463 0.3171 0.40994 

10 0.36618 0.37196 0.3706 0.3678 0.33457 0.3450 0.3780 0.3079 0.4127 
 
Table 5S.6: RMSD Stability of structures in solvent 

 RMSD PCR 
(Å) 

Stdev Simulation 
Time (ps) 

RMSD CSR 
(Å) 

Stdev Simulation 
Time (ps) 

Atcesa1 5.925405  1.34464 24456 5.036512 0.926643  20915
Atcesa2 4.300594  0.687619 23654 4.744969 1.024656  25008
Atcesa3 3.960525  0.635046 22933 4.411094 0.75257  20040
Atcesa4 5.623007  1.285725 19798 5.825955 1.046008  12328
Atcesa5 3.878608  0.662219 24867 4.384192 0.567073  23873
Atcesa6 5.477667  0.866864 22624 3.664802 0.645204  22614
Atcesa7 3.411706  0.542951 16931 5.297202 1.262722  27758
Atcesa8 3.033759  0.336699 17588 4.39951 0.760534  23023
Atcesa9 6.114495  0.978301 22292 5.65756 1.213573  16691
Atcesa10 4.44205  0.708471 14057 4.935239 0.909639  24390
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Appendix C 
 

Supporting Information 
 

For  
 

Chapter 2 and Chapter3 
Ion Counting Perl Script and Energetics 

 
 
1. Perl script to obtain ion dynamics over a trajectory from generated PDB snapshots 
 
#!/usr/local/bin/perl 
 
use Math::Trig; 
#################################################### 
# 
#  Parsing stdoutput files from the overlap 
#  routine of Ptraj to get the cylindrical volumetric 
#  density of ions within a z distance and radius r 
#  of the precessing midpoint of a kissing loop 
#  channel 
# 
#  9 June 2009, added bulk ion statistics 
#               highest residency count 
#   
#  30 May 2009, added selective surface plot 
#   
#  19 May 2009, added surface plot feature 
#     x,y,z -> z,r,ion_density  
#  May 2009, t_step is a variable 
# 
#  9 Sept 2009, changed interaction residence to 4 Angstroms 
#               from 5 Angstroms 
# 
#  2 Oct 2009, sourced out ion pocket occupancy 
#              to a data file *.pkt 
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#    
#  3 Jun 2010, added cumulative table and shortened 
#              interaction distance from 4.0  
# 
#  8 May 2012, added variable interaction distance 
#              default is 5.0 Angstroms 
# 
#  Latsavongsakda Sethaphong 
#  Yingling Lab  
#  March 2009 
# 
#################################################### 
# The cylinder construction equivalent 
# to the construction of a parallelogram 
#  @P1                              @P3 
#   |              | -dz- |          | 
#  X1--------------o---|_-----------X2 
#   |               \     |          | 
#  @P2               \    |         @P4 
#                   r \   |(d_perp) 
#                      \  | 
#                       \ | 
#                        \| 
#                         X0 
# 
# 1. o, is the midpoint of the KL channel 
# 2. X1, X2 are the midpoints between two phosphates 
# 3. comprising the opening to the ion channel                         
# 4. d_perp is the perpendicular distance between point 
# 5. X0 and the line intersecting X1 and X2 
# 6. r is the ray to X0 from o. 
# 7. dz = (||r||^2-||d_perp||^2)^(1/2)   
#                     
# Defining a line  
# given two points X1 and X2  
# 
# a vector     |x1, + (x2-x1)t|  
# along the => |y1, + (y2-y1)t| 
# line is      |z1, + (z2-z1)t| 
# 
# t_min is = -(X1-X0)dot(X2-X1)/||X2-X1||^2 
# 
# (AxB)^2 = A^2.B^2 - (A dot B)^2 
# 
# d_perp_squared = |X1-X0|^2.|X2-X1|^2-[(X1-X0)dot(X2-X1)]^2 
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#                  ----------------------------------------- 
#                                  |X2-X1|^2 
#  
# 
#                = |(X2-X1)x(X1-X0)|^2 
#                  ------------------- 
#                        |X2-X1|^2 
# 
# d_perp         = |(X2-X1)x(X1-X0)|   ; one may reverse X0-X1 
to reverse signage 
#                  ----------------- 
#                       |X2-X1| 
# Weisstein, Eric W. "Point-Line Distance--3-Dimensional." 
#    From Mathworld -- a Wolfram Web Resource. 
#    http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Point-LineDistance3-
Dimensional.html 
#=================================================== 
# Defining the snaptshot PDB file format generated from 
# ptraj 
# 
# ATOM ATOM_NUM TYPE RESNAME RESNUM X Y Z OCCUPANCY B-FACTOR 
#  0    1        2   3         4    5 6 7     8         9  
# when performing a string split on spaces, one should expect 
these 
# indexation numbers 
# 
#=================================================== 
# Input parameters then the atom numbers for the items of 
intererst 
# <location of snapshots>  
# <phosphate 1 atom no> <phosphate 2 atom no> <phosphate 3> 
<phosphate 4> 
# <atom number of first ion> <atom number of last ion> 
# <output file name>  
#  
#=================================================== 
# Output format 
# give the origin x y z 
# give the R distance to origin 
# give the d_z distance along the cylinder axis 
# give the d_perp distance to the cylinder axis 
# give the sodium ID 
 
sub trim($); 
# x,y,z operations 
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sub get_d_perp; 
#sub get_r2x0; 
sub get_z_dist; 
sub get_midpt; 
sub get_r_dist; 
sub get_u_vec; 
sub dot_prod; 
sub cross_prod; 
sub move_pt; 
sub get_z_phi_idx; 
sub get_z_phi_raw; 
sub report_stats; 
 
sub trim($) 
{ 
   my $string=shift; 
   $string =~ s/^\s+//; 
   $string =~ s/\s+$//; 
   return $string; 
} 
 
sub move_pt { 
     my ($x0, $y0, $z0, $dx0, $dy0, $dz0, $mag_d) = @_; 
     my @new_pt = (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
#     print "$x0,$y0,$z0 moving to"; 
     $new_pt[0]= $x0 + $mag_d*$dx0; 
     $new_pt[1]= $y0 + $mag_d*$dy0; 
     $new_pt[2]= $z0 + $mag_d*$dz0; 
#     print" @new_pt by $mag_d \n"; 
return @new_pt 
} 
 
#===================================================== 
# Simple vector operations 
# using the X1 as the common origin for both rays  
# 
#----------------------------------------------------- 
sub dot_prod { 
    my ($x0,$y0,$z0,$x1,$y1,$z1,$x2,$y2,$z2) = @_; #take in 
the list of arguments 
    my $d_perp = 0.0; # evaluated values 
    my ($a1,$a2,$a3,$b1,$b2,$b3,$c1,$c2,$c3)= 
(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0); 
 
# construct vector {X2-X1} 
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  $a1=($x2-$x1);#a1 
  $a2=($y2-$y1);#a2 
  $a3=($z2-$z1);#a3 
#  $modulus_a =($a1**2+$a2**2+$a3**2)**0.5 ; 
# construct vector {X1-X0}        
#  $b1=($x1-$x0);#b1 
#  $b2=($y1-$y0);#b2 
#  $b3=($z1-$z0);#b3 
# take position 1 as the common origin 
  $b1=($x0-$x1);#b1 
  $b2=($y0-$y1);#b2 
  $b3=($z0-$z1);#b3 
 
#  $modulus_b =($b1**2+$b2**2+$b3**2)**0.5 ; 
# construct the dot product of {X2-X1}x{X1-X0} 
  $c1=$a1*$b1; 
  $c2=$a2*$b2; 
  $c3=$a3*$b3; 
#  $modulus_c = ($c1**2+$c2**2+$c3**2)**0.5; 
  $dot_value = $c1+$c2+$c3; 
return $dot_value 
} 
#===================================================== 
# Generate the 
# 
# 
#===================================================== 
# This function returns the perpendicular distance from 
# a point to a line defined by X1 and X2 in 3-D space 
# Call the subroutine with an & e.g. $val=&myroutine 
# The data will be read as strings from the file, and 
# must be converted into a floating point/double number 
#----------------------------------------------------- 
sub cross_prod  { 
#===================================================== 
# X0 X1 and X2 are inputs, to generate the length d_perp 
# c.f. construction shown in the beginning 
#----------------------------------------------------- 
   my ($x0,$y0,$z0,$x1,$y1,$z1,$x2,$y2,$z2) = @_; #take in the 
list of arguments 
   my $d_perp = 0.0; # evaluated values 
   my ($a1,$a2,$a3,$b1,$b2,$b3,$c1,$c2,$c3)= 
(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0); 
   my ($c1_n, $c2_n, $c3_n) = (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
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   my @xx_vec = (0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0); # cross vector 
product with normalized unit   
# construct vector {X2-X1} 
   $a1=($x2-$x1);#a1 
   $a2=($y2-$y1);#a2 
   $a3=($z2-$z1);#a3 
   $modulus_a =($a1**2+$a2**2+$a3**2)**0.5; 
# construct vector {X1-X0}        
   $b1= ($x0-$x1);#b1 
   $b2= ($y0-$y1);#b2 
   $b3= ($z0-$z1);#b3 
   $modulus_b =($b1**2+$b2**2+$b3**2)**0.5; 
# construct the cross product of {X2-X1}x{X1-X0} 
   $c1=$a2*$b3-$a3*$b2; 
   $c2=$a3*$b1-$a1*$b3; 
   $c3=$a1*$b2-$a2*$b1; 
   $modulus_c = ($c1**2+$c2**2+$c3**2)**0.5; # area of 
parallelogram formed by rays X10 and X1 
   $d_perp = $modulus_c/$modulus_a; 
#normalized unit vector 
   $c1_n=$c1/$modulus_c;  
   $c2_n=$c2/$modulus_c; 
   $c3_n=$c3/$modulus_c; 
   @xx_vec = ($c1, $c2, $c3, $d_perp, $c1_n, $c2_n, $c3_n); 
return @xx_vec; 
} 
 
#==================================================== 
# Calculates the magnitude of a ray, r, pointing 
# from position X1 to position X2 
#---------------------------------------------------- 
sub get_r_dist { 
    my ($x1, $y1, $z1, $x2, $y2, $z2) = @_; 
    my $r_dist = 0; 
    my ($a1,$a2,$a3) = (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
    my $modulus_a = 0.0; 
# construct vector {X2-X1} 
  $a1=($x2-$x1);#a1 
  $a2=($y2-$y1);#a2 
  $a3=($z2-$z1);#a3 
  $modulus_a =($a1**2 +$a2**2 + $a3**2)**0.5 ; 
 
# return the x,y,z and modulus 
  @r_dist= ($a1,$a2,$a3,$modulus_a); 
return @r_dist; 
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} 
 
#====================================================== 
# This routine returns the mid point between X1 and X2 
# position X1 points to position X2 
# the magnitude of this ray is also computed 
#------------------------------------------------------ 
sub get_midpt { 
   my ($x1,$y1,$z1,$x2,$y2,$z2) = @_; 
   my ($xm,$ym,$zm) = (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
   my ($xp,$yp,$zp) = (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
   my @mid_point = (0.0,0.0,0.0); # only  
   my $rm = 0.0; 
 
   $xm= ($x2-$x1); 
   $ym= ($y2-$y1); 
   $zm= ($z2-$z1); 
   $rm= ($xm**2 + $ym**2 + $zm**2)**0.5; # radial distance 
 
   $xp= 0.5*$xm + $x1; 
   $yp= 0.5*$ym + $y1; 
   $zp= 0.5*$zm + $z1; 
   @mid_point = ($xp,$yp,$zp);#,$rm); 
return  @mid_point; # returns the x,y,z,modulus of the 
midpoint 
} 
#==================================================== 
# This routine normalizes the ray pointing from x1 to x2 
# as a unit vector. The magnitude of the 
# actualray is given as the third component 
#----------------------------------------------------- 
sub get_u_vec { 
   my ($x1,$y1,$z1,$x2,$y2,$z2) = @_; 
   my ($xr,$yr,$zr) = (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
   my ($xp,$yp,$zp) = (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
   my @u_vec= (0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0); 
   $xr= ($x2-$x1); 
   $yr= ($y2-$y1); 
   $zr= ($z2-$z1); 
   $rr= ($xr**2 + $yr**2 + $zr**2)**0.5; # radial distance 
    
#normalize the unit vector 
   $xr=$xr/$rr; 
   $yr=$yr/$rr; 
   $zr=$zr/$rr; 
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#   $xp= 0.5*$xm + $x1; 
#   $yp= 0.5*$ym + $y1; 
#   $zp= 0.5*$zm + $z1; 
   @u_vec = ($xr,$yr,$zr,$rr); 
return @u_vec; 
} 
 
#====================================================== 
# Returns the geometric difference between two numbers  
# 
#------------------------------------------------------ 
sub get_z_dist { 
    
   my ($c_z,$b_z) = @_; 
   my $d_z = 0.0; # float 
   if ($c_z > $b_z) { 
      $d_z=($c_z**2-$b_z**2)**0.5; 
   } else { 
      $d_z=($b_z**2-$c_z**2)**0.5; 
   } 
    
return $d_z; 
} 
 
#====================================================== 
# Returns the z index of a given r,z pair value 
# r,z are incremented in 0.5 blocks 
# z is in +/- the input value 
# may make the block size arbitrary later 
#------------------------------------------------------ 
sub get_zr_index { 
   my ($z_raw, $r_raw, $c_val) = @_; 
   my $zr_idx = 0; # integer  
   my ($z_idx, $r_idx) = (0, 0); 
               
   if ($c_val > 0) {       # $z_max is defined globally 
      $z_idx = int (($z_raw + $z_max)/0.5); # x form value 
   } else { 
      $z_idx = int (($z_max - $z_raw)/0.5); # x form value 
   } 
 
   $r_idx = int ($r_raw/0.5); # y form value 
 
   $zr_idx = ($z_idx)%(($z_max/0.5)*2) + 
($r_idx*(($z_max/0.5)*2)); 
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return $zr_idx; 
} 
#====================================================== 
# Returns the raw z and r grid values in order to 
# generate the x,y,z surface map coordinates 
# row major order 
#------------------------------------------------------ 
sub get_zr_raw { 
 
    my ($zr_idx) = @_; 
    my @zr_raw = (0.0,0.0); 
    my ($z_idx,$r_idx)= (0.0,0.0); 
 
#   print "raw index is \ $zr_idx \n";     
 
   $z_idx = ($zr_idx)%(($z_max/(0.5))*2); 
   $r_idx = $zr_idx - $z_idx; 
   $r_idx = (($r_idx/(($z_max/(0.5))*2))*0.5); # converting 
back to half units 
 
   $z_idx = ((($z_idx)-(2*$z_max))*0.5); 
   @zr_raw = ($z_idx, $r_idx); 
 
     
return @zr_raw; 
} 
 
#====================================================== 
# Z and Phi tabulation routines 
#------------------------------------------------------ 
# phi is fed in radians, but will be stored as degrees 
#------------------------------------------------------ 
sub get_z_phi_idx { 
   my ($z_raw, $phi_raw,) = @_; 
   my $z_phi_idx = 0; # integer  
   my ($z_idx, $phi_idx) = (0, 0); 
   # z_raw is fed signed 
   $z_idx = int (($z_raw + $z_max)/0.5); # x form value 
   #phi_raw is fed signed  
   $pi = 3.1415926535897932384626433832795; 
   if ($phi_raw > 0) { 
     $phi_idx = int ( ((($phi_raw/$pi)*180))/5); # y form 
value 0 to 76 
   } else { 
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     $phi_idx = int ( ((360 + ($phi_raw/$pi)*180) )/5); # y 
form value 0 to 76 
   } 
   print "phi_idx $phi_idx \n"; 
   $z_phi_idx = ($z_idx)%(($z_max/0.5)*2) + 
($phi_idx*(($z_max/0.5)*2)); 
 
 
return $z_phi_idx; 
} 
 
sub get_z_phi_raw { 
 
    my ($z_phi_idx) = @_; 
    my @z_phi_raw = (0.0,0.0); 
    my ($z_idx,$phi_idx)= (0.0,0.0); 
 
#   print "raw index is \ $zr_idx \n";     
 
   $z_idx = ($z_phi_idx)%(($z_max/(0.5))*2); # module 
remainder 
   $phi_idx = $z_phi_idx - $z_idx;#0 to 71 # remainder in 
x/phi direction 
 
#   if ($phi_idx < 36) { 
#      $phi_idx = ($phi_idx*5); # converting back to half 
units 
#   } elsif ($phi_idx > 36) {  
#      $phi_idx = $phi_idx*5 - 360;  
#   } else { 
#      $phi_idx = 180; # equivalent to zero 
#   } 
      $phi_idx = ($phi_idx*5)/(($z_max/0.5)*2); 
 
   $z_idx = ((($z_idx)-(2*$z_max))*0.5); 
 
   @z_phi_raw = ($z_idx, $phi_idx); 
 
return @z_phi_raw; 
} 
 
# write statistics and data files 
sub report_stats { 
 
                 open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'out')|| die; 
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        #======================================= 
        # calculate occupancy statistics 
        #--------------------------------------- 
                 $mean_occu = 0;  
                 $std_dev_occu = 0; 
                 $mean_occu = ($ion_total/$frame_cnt); 
                 $variance_occu = ($sqr_occu_sum/$frame_cnt) - 
$mean_occu*$mean_occu; 
                 $std_dev_occu = sqrt($variance_occu); 
 
         print MYFILE "Occupancy Statistics -- var= \ 
$variance_occu \ \ mean= \ $mean_occu \ \ +/- \ \ 
$std_dev_occu  \n"; 
 
         #        close (MYFILE); 
 
         print "Occupancy Statistics -- var= \ $variance_occu 
\ \ mean= \ $mean_occu \ \ +/- \ \ $std_dev_occu  \n"; 
         print "Totals= \ \ $ion_total  \ \n"; 
         #====================================== 
         # calculate bulk statistics  
         #-------------------------------------- 
                 $mean_bulk = 0; 
                 $std_dev_bulk = 0; 
                 $mean_bulk = ($bulk_total/$frame_cnt); 
                 $variance_bulk = ($sqr_bulk_sum/$frame_cnt) - 
$mean_bulk*$mean_bulk; 
                 $std_dev_bulk = sqrt($variance_bulk); 
 
         print MYFILE "Bulk Occupancy Statistics -- var= \ 
$variance_bulk \ \ mean= \ $mean_bulk \ \ +/- \ \ 
$std_dev_bulk \n"; 
 
        #         close (MYFILE); 
         print "Bulk Occupancy Statistics -- var= \ 
$variance_bulk \ \ mean= \ $mean_bulk \ \ +/- \ \ 
$std_dev_bulk \n"; 
         print "Totals= \ \ $bulk_total \ \n"; 
                 $i = 0; 
                 $i_dum = 0; 
                 $highest_time = 0; 
                 $highest_id = 0; 
                 while ($i < $ion_high_numid) { 
                  $i_dum = $i + 1; 
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                  if ($ion_high_residency_cnt[$i_dum] > 
$highest_time) { 
                     $highest_time = 
$ion_high_residency_cnt[$i_dum]; 
                     $highest_id = $i_dum; 
                  } 
 
                 # print "Ion -- $i_dum \ \ No.   \ \ 
$ion_residency_cnt[$i_dum] \ \n"; 
                  $i = $i + 1; 
                  } 
                 $highest_time = $t_step*$highest_time; 
                 print "Highest Occupancy Ion -- \ $highest_id 
\ \ time= \ $highest_time \ \n"; 
 
         #====================================== 
         # calculate cylinder statistics 
         #-------------------------------------- 
                 $mean_cylinder = 0; 
                 $std_dev_cylinder = 0; 
                 $mean_cylinder = 
($cylinder_total/$frame_cnt); 
                 $variance_cylinder = 
($sqr_cylinder_sum/$frame_cnt) - 
$mean_cylinder*$mean_cylinder; 
                 $std_dev_cylinder = sqrt($variance_cylinder); 
 
         print MYFILE "Cylinder Occupancy Statistics -- var= \ 
$variance_cylinder \ \ mean= \ $mean_cylinder \ \ +/- \ \ 
$std_dev_cylinder \n"; 
 
                 close (MYFILE); 
 
         print "Cylinder Occupancy Statistics -- var= \ 
$variance_cylinder \ \ mean= \ $mean_cylinder \ \ +/- \ \ 
$std_dev_cylinder \n"; 
         print "Totals= \ \ $cylinder_total \ \n"; 
                 $i = 0; 
                 $i_dum = 0; 
                 $highest_time = 0; 
                 $highest_id = 0; 
                 while ($i < $ion_high_numid) { 
                  $i_dum = $i + 1; 
                  if ($ion_cylinder_high_residency_cnt[$i_dum] 
> $highest_time) { 
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                     $highest_time = 
$ion_cylinder_high_residency_cnt[$i_dum]; 
                     $highest_id = $i_dum; 
                  }  
 
                 # print "Ion -- $i_dum \ \ No.   \ \ 
$ion_cylinder_residency_cnt[$i_dum] \ \n"; 
                  $i = $i + 1;  
                  } 
                 $highest_time = $t_step*$highest_time; 
                 print "Highest Cylinder Occupancy Ion -- \ 
$highest_id \ \ time= \ $highest_time \ \n"; 
 
         #====================================== 
         # dump ion grid count 
         #-------------------------------------- 
                 open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'.'.'grid'); 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
                 open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'grid')||die; 
                 print "grid size is \ $ion_grid_sz \n"; 
 
                 $g_idx = 0; 
 
                 for ($grid_idx = 0; $grid_idx < $ion_grid_sz; 
$grid_idx++) { 
                    $g_idx = $grid_idx + 1; # taking advantage 
                    @zr_raw = get_zr_raw($g_idx); 
                 #   print "$zr_raw[0] \ $zr_raw[1] \ 
$ion_grid_cnt[$g_idx] \n"; 
                    if ($ion_grid_cnt[$g_idx] > 0) { 
                       print MYFILE "$zr_raw[0] \ $zr_raw[1] \ 
$ion_grid_cnt[$g_idx] \ \n"; 
                    } 
                 } 
 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
            #=================================== 
            # dump residue HIGHEST residence ion times into 
tabular format 
            #----------------------------------- 
                 open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'.'.'hire'); 
                 close(MYFILE); 
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                 open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'hire')||die; 
                print "writing ion high occupancies \n"; 
 
                 $g_idx = 0; 
 
                 print MYFILE "ION ByRes "; 
                 for ($ii_idx = 0; $ii_idx < $res_B; 
$ii_idx++) { 
                       $iii_idx = $ii_idx + 1; 
                       print MYFILE ", $iii_idx "; 
                       } 
                 print MYFILE "\n"; 
                  
                 for ($ion_idx = 0; $ion_idx < $bulk_ion_tot; 
$ion_idx++) { 
                       $is_ion = $ion_idx + 1; 
#                      print "doing $res_B residues for ion 
$is_ion\n"; 
                      for ($res_idx = 0; $res_idx < $res_B; 
$res_idx++)  { 
                         $is_res = $res_idx + 1; 
                          
                         $g_idx = ($ion_idx )*$res_B + 
$is_res; 
 
                         if ($res_idx == 0) { 
 #                           print "dump one  at $g_idx \n"; 
                            if ($ion_is_here_high[$g_idx] > 0) 
{ 
                              print MYFILE " $is_ion , \ 
$ion_is_here_high[$g_idx] \ "; 
                            } else { 
                              print MYFILE " $is_ion, 0 \ "; 
                            } 
                         } else { 
                            if ($ion_is_here_high[$g_idx] > 0) 
{ 
                              print MYFILE " , \ 
$ion_is_here_high[$g_idx] \ "; 
                            } else { 
                              print MYFILE " , 0 \ "; 
                            } 
                         } 
                       } 
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                      print MYFILE "\n"; # end of line 
  #                    print "finished ion $is_ion \n"; 
                 } 
 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
             #=================================== 
             # HIGHEST Ion Residence Times Dump in x,y,z 
format for tecplot 
             #----------------------------------- 
                 open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'.'.'hitc'); 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
                 open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'hitc')||die; 
                print "writing ion high occupancies for 
tecplot \n"; 
 
                 $g_idx = 0; 
 
                 for ($ion_idx = 0; $ion_idx < $bulk_ion_tot; 
$ion_idx++) { 
                       $is_ion = $ion_idx + 1; 
#                      print "doing $res_B residues for ion 
$is_ion\n"; 
                      for ($res_idx = 0; $res_idx < $res_B; 
$res_idx++)  { 
                         $is_res = $res_idx + 1; 
 
                         $g_idx = ($ion_idx )*$res_B + 
$is_res; 
 
 #                           dumping by ion as x, y as 
residue, occupancy as z 
                            if ($ion_is_here_high[$g_idx] > 0) 
{ 
                              print MYFILE " $is_ion, $is_res, 
$ion_is_here_high[$g_idx] \n"; 
                            }# else { 
                             # print MYFILE " $is_ion, 
$is_res, 0 \n"; 
                           # } 
                           
                       } 
 
                 } 
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                 close(MYFILE); 
             #----------------------------------- 
             
#=========================================================== 
             # DUMPING CUMULATIVE DATA 
             
#=========================================================== 
            #=================================== 
            # CUMULATIVE Residence ion times into tabular 
format 
            #----------------------------------- 
                 open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'.'.'tore'); 
                 close(MYFILE); 
                 open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'tore')||die; 
                 print "writing cumulative ion occupancies 
\n"; 
 
                 $g_idx = 0; 
 
                 print MYFILE "ION ByRes "; 
                 for ($ii_idx = 0; $ii_idx < $res_B; 
$ii_idx++) { 
                       $iii_idx = $ii_idx + 1; 
                       print MYFILE ", $iii_idx "; 
                       } 
                 print MYFILE "\n"; 
 
                 for ($ion_idx = 0; $ion_idx < $bulk_ion_tot; 
$ion_idx++) { 
                       $is_ion = $ion_idx + 1; 
#                      print "doing $res_B residues for ion 
$is_ion\n"; 
                      for ($res_idx = 0; $res_idx < $res_B; 
$res_idx++)  { 
                         $is_res = $res_idx + 1; 
 
                         $g_idx = ($ion_idx )*$res_B + 
$is_res; 
 
                         if ($res_idx == 0) { 
 #                           print "dump one  at $g_idx \n"; 
                            if ($ion_is_here_tot[$g_idx] > 0) 
{ 
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                              print MYFILE " $is_ion , \ 
$ion_is_here_tot[$g_idx] \ "; 
                            } else { 
                              print MYFILE " $is_ion, 0 \ "; 
                            } 
                         } else { 
                            if ($ion_is_here_high[$g_idx] > 0) 
{ 
                              print MYFILE " , \ 
$ion_is_here_tot[$g_idx] \ "; 
                            } else { 
                              print MYFILE " , 0 \ "; 
                            } 
                         } 
                       } 
 
                      print MYFILE "\n"; # end of line 
  #                    print "finished ion $is_ion \n"; 
                 } 
 
                 close(MYFILE); 
             #------------------------------------ 
 
             #=================================== 
             # HIGHEST Ion Residence Times Dump in x,y,z 
format for tecplot 
             #----------------------------------- 
                 open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'.'.'totc'); 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
                 open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'totc')||die; 
                print "writing cumulative ion occupancies for 
tecplot \n"; 
 
                 $g_idx = 0; 
 
                 for ($ion_idx = 0; $ion_idx < $bulk_ion_tot; 
$ion_idx++) { 
                       $is_ion = $ion_idx + 1; 
#                      print "doing $res_B residues for ion 
$is_ion\n"; 
                      for ($res_idx = 0; $res_idx < $res_B; 
$res_idx++)  { 
                         $is_res = $res_idx + 1; 
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                         $g_idx = ($ion_idx )*$res_B + 
$is_res; 
 
 #                           dumping by ion as x, y as 
residue, occupancy as z 
                            if ($ion_is_here_tot[$g_idx] > 0) 
{ 
                              print MYFILE " $is_ion, $is_res, 
$ion_is_here_tot[$g_idx] \n"; 
                            }# else { 
                             # print MYFILE " $is_ion, 
$is_res, 0 \n"; 
                           # } 
 
                       } 
 
                 } 
 
                 close(MYFILE); 
             #----------------------------------- 
 
             #=================================== 
             # cumulative frequency by residue 
             # dump ion tabular format 
             #=================================== 
                 open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'.'.'tab'); 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
                 open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'tab')||die; 
                 $ion_grid_sz = $z_max*4; 
                 print "grid size is \ $ion_grid_sz \n"; 
 
                 $g_idx = 0; 
                     
                    print MYFILE "z/r"; # first entry  
                   # generate header 
                   for ($grid_idx = 0; $grid_idx < $z_max*4; 
$grid_idx++) { 
 
                      @zr_raw = get_zr_raw($grid_idx); 
                      print MYFILE "\ @zr_raw[0]"; 
                    } 
                    print MYFILE " \n"; 
 
                 $g_idx = 0; 
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                 for ($grid_idx = 0; $grid_idx < $ion_grid_sz; 
$grid_idx++) { 
                    $g_idx = $grid_idx + 1; # taking advantage 
                    @zr_raw = get_zr_raw($g_idx); 
 
#                    print "$zr_raw[0] \ $zr_raw[1] \ 
$ion_grid_cnt[$g_idx]"; 
                    if ($ion_grid_cnt[$g_idx] > 0) { 
 
                      if ($zr_raw[0] < -5.5) { 
                        print MYFILE "$zr_raw[1] \ 
$ion_grid_cnt[$g_idx]"; 
                      } else { 
                        if ($zr_raw[0] < 5.5) { 
                          print MYFILE "\ 
$ion_grid_cnt[$g_idx]"; 
                        } else { 
                          print MYFILE "\ 
$ion_grid_cnt[$g_idx] \n"; 
                        } 
                      } 
 
                    } else { 
 
                      if ($zr_raw[0] < -5.5) { 
                        print MYFILE "$zr_raw[1] \ 0"; 
                      } else { 
                        if ($zr_raw[0] < 5.5) { 
                          print MYFILE "\ 0"; 
                        } else { 
                          print MYFILE "\ 0 \n"; 
                        } 
                      } 
 
                    } 
 
                 } 
 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
         #====================================== 
         # dump z phi count 
         #-------------------------------------- 
 
         # dump residue count 
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                 open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'.'.'zphi'); 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
                 open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'zphi')||die; 
                 #print "grid size is \ $ion_grid_sz \n"; 
 
                 $g_idx = 0; 
                 $z_phi_grid_sz = ($z_max/0.5)*2*(360/5); 
                 print "grid size is $z_phi_grid_sz \n"; 
                 for ($grid_idx = 0; $grid_idx < 
$z_phi_grid_sz; $grid_idx++) { 
                    $g_idx = $grid_idx + 1; # taking advantage 
                 #   $idx_z_phi = get_z_phi_idx($dzc, 
$phi_value); # increment phi by 0.0872664625997 radians or 5 
degrees 
                 #   
$z_phi_table[$idx_z_phi]=$z_phi_table[$idx_z_phi] + 1; 
                    #print "made z phi index, $idx_z_phi for 
$dzc, $phi_value\n"; 
                    @z_phi_raw = get_z_phi_raw($g_idx); 
                    if ($z_phi_table[$g_idx] > $thresh ) { # 
was 0 
                 #   print "$zr_raw[0] \ $zr_raw[1] \ 
$ion_grid_cnt[$g_idx] \n"; 
                    print MYFILE "$z_phi_raw[0] \ 
$z_phi_raw[1] \ $z_phi_table[$g_idx] \ \n"; 
                    } 
                 } 
 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
 
         # Dump stemp B z phi table 
                 open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'.'.'zphiA'); 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
                 open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'zphiA')||die; 
                 #print "grid size is \ $ion_grid_sz \n"; 
 
                 $g_idx = 0; 
                 $z_phi_grid_sz = ($z_max/0.5)*2*(360/5); 
                 print "grid sizeA is $z_phi_grid_sz \n"; 
                 for ($grid_idx = 0; $grid_idx < 
$z_phi_grid_sz; $grid_idx++) { 
                    $g_idx = $grid_idx + 1; # taking advantage 
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                 #   $idx_z_phi = get_z_phi_idx($dzc, 
$phi_value); # increment phi by 0.0872664625997 radians or 5 
degrees 
                 #   
$z_phi_table[$idx_z_phi]=$z_phi_table[$idx_z_phi] + 1; 
                    #print "made z phi index, $idx_z_phi for 
$dzc, $phi_value\n"; 
                    @z_phi_raw = get_z_phi_raw($g_idx); 
                    if ($z_phi_tableA[$g_idx] > $thresh) { # 
was zero 
                 #   print "$zr_raw[0] \ $zr_raw[1] \ 
$ion_grid_cnt[$g_idx] \n"; 
                    print MYFILE "$z_phi_raw[0] \ 
$z_phi_raw[1] \ $z_phi_tableA[$g_idx] \ \n"; 
                    } 
                 } 
 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
         # Dump stem B z phi table 
                 open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'.'.'zphiB'); 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
                 open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'zphiB')||die; 
                 #print "grid size is \ $ion_grid_sz \n"; 
 
                 $g_idx = 0; 
                 $z_phi_grid_sz = ($z_max/0.5)*2*(360/5); 
                 print "grid sizeB is $z_phi_grid_sz \n"; 
                 for ($grid_idx = 0; $grid_idx < 
$z_phi_grid_sz; $grid_idx++) { 
                    $g_idx = $grid_idx + 1; # taking advantage 
                 #   $idx_z_phi = get_z_phi_idx($dzc, 
$phi_value); # increment phi by 0.0872664625997 radians or 5 
degrees 
                 #   
$z_phi_table[$idx_z_phi]=$z_phi_table[$idx_z_phi] + 1; 
                    #print "made z phi index, $idx_z_phi for 
$dzc, $phi_value\n"; 
                    @z_phi_raw = get_z_phi_raw($g_idx); 
                    if ($z_phi_tableB[$g_idx] > $thresh ) { # 
was zero 
                 #   print "$zr_raw[0] \ $zr_raw[1] \ 
$ion_grid_cnt[$g_idx] \n"; 
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                    print MYFILE "$z_phi_raw[0] \ 
$z_phi_raw[1] \ $z_phi_tableB[$g_idx] \ \n"; 
                    } 
                 } 
 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
 
                  
                 #=================================== 
                 # Base Frequency tables and close neighbor 
statistics 
                 #----------------------------------- 
                 open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'.'.'resf'); 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
                 $g_idx = 0; 
                 $my_type = -1; 
                 $t_idx = 0; 
                 open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'resf')||die; 
                 for ($grid_idx = 0; $grid_idx < $res_max ; 
$grid_idx++)    { 
                      $g_idx = $grid_idx + 1; 
                      $t_idx = 7*$grid_idx; # 0 to 6 for seven 
cells 
                            
                      $my_type = $atom_type_stat[$t_idx + 6]; 
# get residue type 
                       
                      if ($residue_box[$g_idx] > 0) { 
                         print MYFILE "$g_idx 
$residue_box[$g_idx] ";} 
                      else { 
                         print MYFILE "$g_idx 0 ";} 
                      print "$my_type"; 
                      if    ($my_type > 0 && $my_type < 2) { 
print MYFILE " G ";} 
                      elsif ($my_type > 1 && $my_type < 3) { 
print MYFILE " A ";} 
                      elsif ($my_type > 2 && $my_type < 4) { 
print MYFILE " C ";} 
                      elsif ($my_type > 3 && $my_type < 5) { 
print MYFILE " U ";} 
                      elsif ($my_type =~ m/0/) { print MYFILE 
" T ";} else {print MYFILE " | "; print " | \n"; } 
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                      $total_type = $atom_type_stat[$t_idx + 
2]; 
                      if ($total_type > 0) { 
                         $mean_type =   $atom_type_stat[$t_idx 
+ 1]/$total_type; 
                         $sqr_type_sum = 
$atom_type_stat[$t_idx + 0]; 
                       
                         $std_dev_type = 0; 
                         
                         $variance_type = 
($sqr_type_sum/$total_type) - $mean_type*$mean_type; 
                         $std_dev_type = sqrt($variance_type); 
 
                         if ($my_type > 0 && $my_type < 2) {    
# G 
                            print MYFILE " $total_type O6 \ 
$mean_type +/- $std_dev_type "; 
                         } elsif ($my_type < 1) { # T 
                            print MYFILE " $total_type O4 \ 
$mean_type +/- $std_dev_type "; 
                         } elsif ($my_type > 2) { # C U 
                            print MYFILE " $total_type O4 \ 
$mean_type +/- $std_dev_type "; 
                         } else {  
                            print MYFILE " 0 NA \ 0  +/- 0 "; 
# not applicable for A 
                         } 
 
                       } 
 
                      $total_type = 0; 
                      $total_type = $atom_type_stat[$t_idx + 
5]; 
                      if ($total_type > 0) { 
                         $mean_type =   $atom_type_stat[$t_idx 
+ 4]/$total_type; 
                         $sqr_type_sum = 
$atom_type_stat[$t_idx + 3]; 
                       
                         $std_dev_type = 0; 
                         
                         $variance_type = 
($sqr_type_sum/$total_type) - $mean_type*$mean_type; 
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                         $std_dev_type = sqrt($variance_type); 
 
                         if($my_type > 0 && $my_type < 2) { #G 
                            print MYFILE " $total_type N7 
$mean_type +/- $std_dev_type "; 
                          } elsif($my_type > 1 && $my_type < 
3) { #A 
                            print MYFILE " $total_type N7 
$mean_type +/- $std_dev_type "; 
                          } else { #T,C,U 
                            print MYFILE " $total_type O2 
$mean_type +/- $std_dev_type "; 
                          } 
                       } 
 
 
  
                      print MYFILE "\n"; 
 
                   } 
                 close(MYFILE); 
 
                 print " @residue_type \n"; 
 
return 0; 
} 
#====================================================== 
# END OF SUBROUTINE DECLARATIONS 
#====================================================== 
#  BEGIN MAIN PROGRAM  
#====================================================== 
# if the last element is les than zero, no arguments were 
# passed 
if($#ARGV < 0){ 
   print "  Incorrect usage....\n"; 
   exit; 
} 
 
 
   $j=1; 
   $atom_cnt=0; # number of atoms per set in proximity 
   $frame_cnt=0; # frame occurrence 
   $atom_total=0; # number of all atoms in the area for all 
frames 
   $k=1; 
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   $base =     $ARGV[0]; # base name of pdb files 
   $phos1=     $ARGV[1]*1.0; # Atom number of the first 
phosphorus 
   $phos2=     $ARGV[2]*1.0; # Atom number of the second 
phosphorus 
   $phos3=     $ARGV[3]*1.0; # Atom number of the third 
phosphorus 
   $phos4=     $ARGV[4]*1.0; # Atom number of the fourth 
phosphorus 
   $ion_start= $ARGV[5]*1.0; # First Ion's Atom Number 
   $ion_stop=  $ARGV[6]*1.0; # Last Ion Atom Number 
   $r_max=     $ARGV[7]*1.0; # Max radius of cylinder 
   $z_max=     $ARGV[8]*1.0; # Max Length of cylinder from 
center 
   $t_step=    $ARGV[9]*1.0; # expected time between frames 
   $t_max =    $ARGV[10]*1.0; # optional max length of time 
   $br_min =   $ARGV[11]*1.0; # radius of RNA plus 5 Angstroms 
   $bz_min =   $ARGV[12]*1.0; # 1/2 z length of entire RNA 
   $pi_n   =   $ARGV[13]*1.0; # pi division by n used to check 
helical ion distribution 
   $t_start =  $ARGV[14]*1.0; # starting time 
   $res_A =    $ARGV[15]*1.0; # end of strand A 
   $res_B =    $ARGV[16]*1.0; # end of strand B  
   $thresh =   $ARGV[17]*1.0; # threshold occupancy for z phi 
charts 
   $ia_dist =  $ARGV[18]*1.0; # minimum interactin distance 
btw ion & nearest nuclei 
#   $res_T =    $ARGV[18]*1.0; # occupancy of specific residue 
id 
 
  print  "p1\ $phos1 \ p2\  $phos2 \ p3\  $phos3 \ p4\ 
$phos4\n"; 
  print  "Na start \ $ion_start \ Na stop \ $ion_stop \n"; 
  print  "Channel radial dist max \ $r_max \ radial axis max \ 
$z_max \n"; 
  print  "Bulk radial dist min \ $br_min \ axis min \ $bz_min 
\n"; 
  print  "Residues Number \ $res_B \ min occupancy is \ 
$thresh \n";  
  print  "start time is \ $t_start \ stop time is \ $t_max 
\n"; 
#foreach $i ( 0.. $#ARGV ) { 
   open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'.'.'out')|| die; # overwrite old 
files 
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   close(MYFILE); 
   $k = 1; 
   if ($t_start > 0) { 
   $k =$t_start; 
   } 
 
# atomic interaction distance 
  if ($ia_dist < 1.0) { 
    $ia_dist = 3.2; # default interaction distance 
   } 
 
  print "Interaction distance is \ $ia_dist \n"; 
 
   if ($pi_n > 0) { 
   $pi_n = 180/$pi_n; # in degrees  
   } 
   $frame_cnt = 0; 
   $ion_total = 0; 
   $atom_numid = 0; 
   $ion_numid = 0; 
   $attempfile = 0; 
# do for the first 20 ns 
  $bulk_ion_tot = $ion_stop - $ion_start + 1.0; # total bulk 
ions 
 
  print "total ions \ $bulk_ion_tot \ \n"; 
  print  "--------- Beginning Analysis ----------------------- 
\n"; 
 
# allow for proper counting 
   $ion_start = $ion_start - 1; 
   $ion_stop = $ion_stop + 1; 
 
# 
     
    $r_time = 400; 
  if ($t_step > 1) { 
    $r_time = $t_step + 20000/$t_step; 
    if ($t_max > 1) { 
       $r_time = $t_step + ($t_max - $k)/$t_step; 
       #print "$r_time\n"; 
    } 
  }  
#============================================================ 
# Statistical Variables  
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#============================================================ 
# Circular distribution by phi 
#------------------------------------------------------------ 
  @atom_tab=(0,0,0,0,0); #initial $d_idx 
  $d_idx = 0; 
  @residue_box=(0,0,0); # will grow to res_max 
  @residue_type=(0,0,0,0,0); # only use the last four 
#============================================================  
# channel occupancy 
#------------------------------------------------------------ 
  $sqr_occu_sum = 0; 
  $occu_cnt = 0; 
  $variance_occu =0; 
 
#============================================================ 
# bulk occupancy statistics 
#------------------------------------------------------------ 
#  $bulk_ion_tot = $ion_stop - $ion_stop + 1.0; # total bulk 
ions:w 
  $sqr_bulk_sum  = 0; 
  $bulk_cnt   = 0; # observed ions in the bulk per frame 
  $bulk_total = 0; # total ions observed in bulk 
  $variance_bulk = 0; 
 
  $ion_high_numid = 0; 
  @ion_residency_cnt = (0); 
  @ion_high_residency_cnt = (0); 
   
  $ion_num_idx = 0; # index of ion for the following arrays 
  @ion_is_here_flag = (0); # flag for ion being present 
  @ion_is_here_cnt = (0); 
  @ion_is_here_high = (0); # residency near a residue 
  @ion_is_here_tot = (0); # total cumulative residency 
  $ion_is_here_dist = 3.2; # distance an ion is considered 
being present 
#============================================================ 
# cylinder occupancy statistics 
#------------------------------------------------------------ 
  $sqr_cylinder_sum  = 0; 
  $cylinder_cnt   = 0; # observed ions in the bulk per frame 
  $cylinder_total = 0; # total ions observed in bulk 
  $variance_cylinder = 0; 
 
#  $ion_high_numid = 0; 
  @ion_cylinder_residency_cnt = (0); 
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  @ion_cylinder_high_residency_cnt = (0); 
 
 
#============================================================ 
# surface topology array counter 
#------------------------------------------------------------ 
   $zr_index = 0; 
   @ion_grid_cnt = (0.0); 
   $ion_grid_sz = 0; # initialize the grid size values 
   $ion_grid_sz = int (($z_max*4)*($r_max/0.5)); 
   $ion_grid_cnt[$ion_grid_sz] = 0.0; # size it up to  
 
#============================================================= 
# Residue by Atom Array Bins 
#------------------------------------------------------------- 
  @atom_type_name=(0); # G:1,2-> O6,N7; A:3->N7 
  @atom_type_stat=(0.0,0.0,0.0, 0.0,0.0,0.0);  
  #purines ->#O6 sum_sqr, sum, n; #N7 sum_sqr, sum, n 
  #pyrmimdines ->#O4 sum_sqr, sum, n; #O2 sum_sqr, sum, n 
   
#============================================================= 
#============================================================= 
#  BEGIN MAIN PROGRAM 
#------------------------------------------------------------- 
    
while ($j < $r_time) { # operations 
#while ($j < 10) { # testing 
#   $frame_cnt = $frame_cnt + 1; 
#============================================================= 
# General File Operations 
#------------------------------------------------------------- 
#   $checkfile = $filein; 
#   $filepdb = $base.$k; 
#   $k=1; 
   $filepdb=$base.'.'.$k; # open the file  
 
# see if the file exists  
   if (-e $filepdb) { 
     $frame_cnt = $frame_cnt + 1; 
     $attemptfile = 0; 
     open(DATFILE, $filepdb) || die "Cannot open file $filepdb 
-- $!\n"; 
#  open(DATFILE, $filepdb) || attemptfile; 
# case where the file skips a frame or two    
# attempt opening successive k files 
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   print "Processing output file ($filepdb)... \n"; 
   @lines = <DATFILE>; 
 
   # basic statistics on occupancy 
   $ions_inside = 0; 
   $occu_cnt = 0; # reset ion count 
    
    
   $atom_cnt = 0; # integer 
   $set_cnt = 0; # reset the frame count for each file 
   $atom_total=0; # resent total atoms 
 
#============================================================= 
# Phosphorous Atomic X,Y,Z & Holder variables for the ions 
# ION X,Y,Z 
#------------------------------------------------------------- 
   $p1x=0.0; 
   $p1y=0.0; 
   $p1x=0.0; 
  
   $p2x=0.0; 
   $p2y=0.0; 
   $p2x=0.0; 
 
   $p3x=0.0; 
   $p3y=0.0; 
   $p3x=0.0; 
 
   $p4x=0.0; 
   $p4y=0.0; 
   $p4x=0.0; 
    
#check variables 
   $p1c=0.0; 
   $p2c=0.0; 
   $p3c=0.0; 
   $p4c=0.0; 
 
   $m0x=0.0; # midpoint of cylinder 
   $m0y=0.0; # 
   $m0z=0.0; # 
 
   $t0x=0.0; # end zero of the cylinder 
   $t0y=0.0;  
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   $t0z=0.0;  
 
   $t1x=0.0; # the other end of the cylinder 
   $t1y=0.0;  
   $t1z=0.0; 
#starts from zero indexing 
#   open(MYFILE, '>'.$base.'out')|| die; # overwrite old files 
#   close(MYFLIE); 
############################################################## 
# BEGIN LINE PROCESSING OF A FILE                            # 
# Assumes that the main atoms (phosphorous etc) occur before # 
# the atom identifications of the ions                       # 
############################################################## 
   @mid_cylinder = (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
   @midp12 = (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
   @midp34 = (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
   $mid_made = 0.0; # assigned 1 after the final phosphorous 
is found 
   foreach $line(@lines) { 
 
 
   $n1x=0.0; # ion x 
   $n1y=0.0; # ion y 
   $n1z=0.0; # ion z 
   @n1= (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
   $d1c=0.0; # vertical to point X0 from the ray X21 
   @r1c=(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0); # radial distance from Xm to X0 
 
# Search for the Phosphorus first 
# Calculate the Cylinder Parameters 
# Search for the Ions Next 
# Calculate the line to the mid section of the cylider and 
# distance from the mid section of the channel 
 
       # throw out the first data after the "Processing Amber 
trajectory" 
 
       @parsed_values = split(/\s+/, $line); 
#       $atom_numid = trim($parsed_values[1])*1.0; 
       # was set to $parsed_values[3]=~ /atoms/ 
        if ($parsed_values[0] =~ /TER/) {  
          #print "skip on TER \n";  
        } 
        elsif ($parsed_values[0] =~ m/ATOM/) {   # ensure that 
we are checking an atomic position 
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          $atom_numid = ($parsed_values[1])*1.0; 
 
          if ($phos1 < 0 ) { # entering arbitrary cylinder 
mode when phos1 is negative 
#              print "Arbitrary Cyilnder Mode \ \n"; # define 
a midpoint with the remaing three phosphorous id's 
                                                    #x, y, z, 
the axis is along the z direction 
#              print "Cylinder Center at x,y,z ->\ \ $phos2 \ 
\ , \ \ $phos3 \ \ , \ \  $phos4 \ \n"; 
              $p1x=$phos2 - $r_max; 
              $p1y=$phos3 - $r_max; 
              $p1z=$phos4 - $z_max; 
              @p1=($p1x,$p1y,$p1z); # array 
              $p1c=1.0; 
              $p2x=$phos2 + $r_max; 
              $p2y=$phos3 + $r_max; 
              $p2z=$phos4 - $z_max; 
              @p2=($p2x,$p2y,$p2z); # array 
              $p2c=1.0; 
              $p3x=$phos2 - $r_max; 
              $p3y=$phos3 - $r_max; 
              $p3z=$phos4 + $z_max; 
              @p3=($p3x,$p3y,$p3z); # array 
              $p3c=1.0; 
              $p4x=$phos2 + $r_max; 
              $p4y=$phos3 + $r_max; 
              $p4z=$phos4 + $z_max; 
              @p4=($p4x,$p4y,$p4z); # array 
              $p4c=1.0; 
              $mid_made = 1.0; 
#              $atom_numid = ($parsed_values[1])*1.0; 
          } else { 
          
#=============================================================
= 
          # NORMAL OPERATIONS 
          #---------------------------------------------------
----------- 
#          $atom_numid = ($parsed_values[1])*1.0;  
#          print "read \ $parsed_values[1] \ \ $atom_numid \ \ 
$phos1 \n"; 
           if ($parsed_values[2]=~ m/P/ ) { 
              if ($atom_numid eq $phos1) { 
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                 $p1x=($parsed_values[5])*1.0; 
                 $p1y=($parsed_values[6])*1.0; 
                 $p1z=($parsed_values[7])*1.0; 
                 @p1=($p1x,$p1y,$p1z); # array  
                 $p1c = 1.0; 
                 print "got 1 @p1 \n"; 
              } elsif ($atom_numid eq $phos2) { 
                 $p2x=($parsed_values[5])*1.0; 
                 $p2y=($parsed_values[6])*1.0; 
                 $p2z=($parsed_values[7])*1.0; 
                 @p2=($p2x,$p2y,$p2z); # array  
                 $p2c = 1.0; 
                 print "got 2 @p2 \n"; 
              } elsif ($atom_numid eq $phos3){ 
                 $p3x=($parsed_values[5])*1.0; 
                 $p3y=($parsed_values[6])*1.0; 
                 $p3z=($parsed_values[7])*1.0; 
                 @p3=($p3x,$p3y,$p3z); # array  
                 $p3c = 1.0; 
                 print "got 3 @p3 \n"; 
              } elsif ($atom_numid eq $phos4){ 
                 $p4x=($parsed_values[5])*1.0; 
                 $p4y=($parsed_values[6])*1.0; 
                 $p4z=($parsed_values[7])*1.0;  
                 @p4=($p4x,$p4y,$p4z); # array  
                 $p4c = 1.0; 
                 $mid_made = 1.0; 
                 print "got 4 @p4 \n";  
               }  # end phos search           
            #dump last count to the tally and append the 
datafile 
          } # end of search for phosphorous 
           
         } # end encapsulation of arbitrary cylinder mode 
 
          # check if we have all the phosphorous coordinates 
          # to begin calculating the cylinder dimensions 
 
      
          #====================================== 
          # Create Midpoint and extrapolate 
          # axis 
          #-------------------------------------- 
          if ($p1c*$p2c*$p3c*$p4c*$mid_made gt 0.0) { 
          # call up  
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             @midp12=&get_midpt(@p1,@p2); # get middle of 1 2 
             @midp34=&get_midpt(@p3,@p4); # get middle of 3 4 
          # calculate the mid point of the channel 
             @mid_cylinder=&get_midpt(@midp12,@midp34); # get 
middle of middle 
             print "p12 \ @midp12 \ ,p34 \ @midp34 \ ,center-> 
\ @mid_cylinder \n"; 
             @axis_u_vec = get_u_vec(@midp12,@midp34); # get 
unit vector pointing parallel to the axis 
             $mid_made = -1.0; # switch off once the mid point 
has been calculated 
#             print "made midpoint \ @u_vec \n"; 
          } 
 
          #===================================== 
          # Populate full atom position, ID array 
          # for distance and association matrices 
          #-------------------------------------   
          if ($parsed_values[0] =~ m/TER/) {  
             print "skip on TER data cull \n"; } # null 
operation          
          elsif ($atom_numid < $ion_start) { 
                 # array indices being at zero for perl 
                 # record atom positions for distance 
measurements 
                 $d_idx = $parsed_values[1]*1.0; #data index 
                 $d_idx_nn1 = ($d_idx - 1)*5; 
 
                 $atom_tab[$d_idx_nn1 + 0] 
=($parsed_values[5])*1.0; # x 
                 $atom_tab[$d_idx_nn1 + 1] 
=($parsed_values[6])*1.0; # y 
                 $atom_tab[$d_idx_nn1 + 2] 
=($parsed_values[7])*1.0; # z 
                 # record residue type, unassigned is T which 
is in box zero 
                 if    ($parsed_values[3]=~ m/G/) { 
$atom_tab[$d_idx_nn1 + 3] = 1; } 
                 elsif ($parsed_values[3]=~ m/A/) { 
$atom_tab[$d_idx_nn1 + 3] = 2; } 
                 elsif ($parsed_values[3]=~ m/C/) { 
$atom_tab[$d_idx_nn1 + 3] = 3; } 
                 elsif ($parsed_values[3]=~ m/U/) { 
$atom_tab[$d_idx_nn1 + 3] = 4; } 
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                 $atom_tab[$d_idx_nn1 + 4] = 
$parsed_values[4]*1.0; # RESID Number 
 
                 $res_max= $parsed_values[4]*1.0;    
 
                 # atom type array for statistics # was 
$d_idx_nn1 
                 
$atom_type_name[$d_idx]=trim($parsed_values[2]); # store the 
atom type 
 
             #      if ($atom_type_name[$d_idx_nn1]=~ m/O1P/){ 
             #        print " got $atom_type_name[$d_idx_nn1] 
$d_idx_nn1 \n"; 
             #        exit; 
             #      } 
                   
               #   @atom_type_name=(0); # G:1,2-> O6,N7; A:3-
>N7 
               #   @atom_type_stat=(0.0,0.0,0.0, 0.0,0.0,0.0); 
               #   #purines ->#O6 sum_sqr, sum, n; #N7 
sum_sqr, sum, n 
               #   #pyrmimdines ->#O4 sum_sqr, sum, n; #O2 
sum_sqr, sum, n 
     
          } 
 
          #===================================== 
          # Perform Analysis 
          #------------------------------------- 
          # check if atom id is the ion id 
          if ($mid_made lt 0.0) { 
             if ($atom_numid > $ion_start) { 
                if ($atom_numid < $ion_stop) { 
          #=============================================== 
          # ions are sequential in their residue order 
          #                   print "ion \ $atom_numid \n"; 
          # Determine ION Sequence ID 
                   $ion_numid = $ion_numid + 1;  
          #=============================================== 
          # Channel Statistics/Quantitative localizations 
          #----------------------------------------------- 
                   $n1x=$parsed_values[5]*1.0; # assign 
positional coordinates 
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                   $n1y=$parsed_values[6]*1.0; #  
                   $n1z=$parsed_values[7]*1.0; # 
                   @n1=($n1x,$n1y,$n1z); # assign  
                   @x_vec 
=cross_prod(@n1,@mid_cylinder,@midp34); 
                   # get the projection of the ion ray onto 
the ray from midpoint cylinder axis to P34 anchor 
                   $d1c = dot_prod(@n1,@mid_cylinder,@midp34); 
# projection along the ray midpt->34 
  
                   @r1c = get_r_dist(@n1,@mid_cylinder); # ray 
to the midpoint, magnitude is in index 3 
                   $dzc = get_z_dist($r1c[3],$x_vec[3]); 
#                   print "@x_vec \ ->  \ $dzc  \n"; 
                   if($x_vec[3] < $r_max) { 
                      if ($dzc < $z_max) { 
                       
 
                     #  print "ion $atom_numid \ @x_vec[3] \ 
$r_max ->  \ $dzc \ $z_max -> \ $d1c \n"; 
 
                      $ion_total = $ion_total + 1; # increment 
total ion count 
                      $occu_cnt = $occu_cnt + 1; # increment 
ion count for this frame 
 
                      # tabulate the grid count 
                      $zr_index = 
get_zr_index($dzc,@x_vec[3],$d1c); # get the zr grid index 
                      $ion_grid_cnt[$zr_index] = 
$ion_grid_cnt[$zr_index] + 1; # increment grid index 
                 #     $ion_frame = $ion_frame + 1; # number 
of ions within this frame 
 
                     @zr_raw = get_zr_raw($zr_index); 
                 #    print "$zr_index -> x, y \ $zr_raw[0] \ 
$zr_raw[1] \ $ion_grid_cnt[$zr_index] \n";  
                 #  
                     open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'.'.'out')|| die; 
                     print MYFILE "$frame_cnt\ $atom_numid \ 
$x_vec[3]\ $dzc\ $d1c\ $ion_total\n"; 
                     close (MYFILE); 
 
                     #================================= 
                     # Calculate the phi angle relative to the  
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                     # Xprod of midCylinder->P1 and 
midCylinder->mid(P3,P4) 
                     # counter clockwise direction 
                     # looking into the p34 direction / end 
view 
                     #                    
                     #                   |  p34  
                     #                   |  / 
                     #                   | / 
                     #            p2<----x---->p1 
                     #                  /|_| 
                     #                 / | 
                     #(end view)     p21 | 
                     # 
                     # direction _|_ axis going to the right 
p1 is zer0 degrees/ 0 radians 
                     # direction _|_ axis toward p2 is 
180degrees/pi radians 
                     #--------------------------------- 
                     # get the unit vector perp to the axis 
and anchor point 1 
                     @phi_vec = cross_prod(@p1, @mid_cylinder, 
@midp34); #  
                     # get the new point on the axis for the 
ion perp  
 
                        if ( $d1c < 0){ # make z negative 
                            $dzc = $dzc*(-1.0); 
                         } 
 
                     @new_z_point = 
move_pt(@mid_cylinder,$axis_u_vec[0],$axis_u_vec[1],$axis_u_ve
c[2],$dzc); 
 
                     @new_perp_point = 
move_pt(@new_z_point,$phi_vec[4],$phi_vec[5],$phi_vec[6],1.0); 
 
                     # magnitude should be equal to x_vec[3]; 
                     @r_perp_ion = get_r_dist(@n1, 
@new_z_point); # ray perp to the axis 
 
                      #make distant point in space 
                      @up_one_pt = 
move_pt(@new_z_point,$axis_u_vec[0],$axis_u_vec[1],$axis_u_vec
[2],1.0); 
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                      # determin angle sign 
                      @p1_uperp_vec = cross_prod(@up_one_pt, 
@new_z_point, @new_perp_point); #points in direction of p1 
anchor 
 
                      @p1_phi_point = 
move_pt(@new_z_point,$p1_uperp_vec[4],$p1_uperp_vec[5],$p1_upe
rp_vec[6],1.0);  
 
                      $d_phi_plus_minus_val = dot_prod(@n1, 
@new_z_point, @new_perp_point); 
                      #   print "p1 phi point @p1_phi_point   
\n"; # points toward p1 _|_ to axis 
                      #   print "anchor phi point @new_z_point 
\n"; # on the cylinder axis 
                      #   print "perp point @new_perp_point 
\n"; # points _|_ to axis toward negative phi 
                      #   print "phi vec @phi_vec \n"; 
 
                      # determine angle from vector pointing 
along the cross of phos1 x midp34                    
                      $d_new_perp = dot_prod(@n1, 
@new_z_point, @p1_phi_point); 
                       
 
                      $raw_ratio = $d_new_perp/$r_perp_ion[3]; 
                      $phi_value = 
acos($d_new_perp/$r_perp_ion[3]); # is an even function 
                                             
      
                      if ($d_phi_plus_minus_val > 0) { 
                         # print "is negative 
$d_phi_plus_minus_val  \n"; 
                         $phi_value = $phi_value*(-1.0); 
                         # print "pi dot val $d_new_perp , 
radius val $r_perp_ion[3] \n"; 
                      } 
 
                      #$m_verify_perp = 
dot_prod(@midp34,@new_z_point,@new_perp_point); 
                    #  $m_verify_perp = 
dot_prod(@midp34,@new_z_point,@p1_phi_point);                       
 
                   #   print "phi is $phi_value for $raw_ratio 
check perp $m_verify_perp \n\n"; 
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                      #print " $midp34[0], $midp34[1], 
$midp34[2] \n"; 
  
                    # if ($atom_numid > 726) {exit;} 
  
                     # }                 
 
 
                     #================================ 
                     # find highest occupancy to a chosen 
residue 
                     #-------------------------------- 
                     #   $ion_num_idx = $atom_numid - 
$ion_start; # has already been adjusted by minus 1 
                         
                        for ($e_idx = 0; $e_idx < $res_B; 
$e_idx++) { #clear the loop 
                           $ion_is_here_flag[($ion_numid - 
1)*$res_B + $e_idx + 1] = 0; 
                        } 
                     #================================= 
                     # find the closest atom & residue type 
                     #--------------------------------- 
                         $go_find_nearest = 1.0; 
                         @this_atom = (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
                         $last_type = 0; 
                         $special_type = 0; 
                         $special_dist = $ia_dist; #3.2; # max 
bonding distance, was 5 
                         $special_residue_bin = 0; 
                         $residue_box_bin = 0;  
                         $last_res_dist = $ia_dist; #3.2; 
#$r_max; #nominal value is 5 angstroms for any meaningful 
electrostatic interactions 
                
 
                         #print "entering search for nearest -
> last residue $res_max at $r_max \n"; 
                         for ($d_idx= 0; $d_idx < $ion_start; 
$d_idx++) {  #atom loop 
                                $this_atom[0] = $atom_tab[0 + 
5*$d_idx]; #x 
                                $this_atom[1] = $atom_tab[1 + 
5*$d_idx]; #y 
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                                $this_atom[2] = $atom_tab[2 + 
5*$d_idx]; #z 
                                @nearest_residue = 
get_r_dist(@n1,@this_atom);  # get the smallest value greater 
than zero 
                                 
                                #$dummy_check  = $atom_tab[3 + 
5*$d_idx]; 
                                $dummy_check2 = 1*$atom_tab[4 
+ 5*$d_idx]; # actual residue id 
 
                                # =================== 
                                # occupancy near residue at 
least below 4 Angstroms, was hard-coded, now in the 
ion_is_here_dist variable 
                                # -------------------                    
                                if ($nearest_residue[3] > 0 && 
$nearest_residue[3] < $ion_is_here_dist && $dummy_check2 > 0) 
{ 
                                   $k_idx = ($ion_numid - 
1)*$res_B + $dummy_check2; 
 
                                     
                                   $ion_is_here_flag[$k_idx]  
= 1; # doesn't matter how often 
 
                                   #if ($ion_numid < 2 && 
$dummy_check2 < 2 ) { 
                                   #print "idx $k_idx got it 
for $ion_numid $res_B $dummy_check2 \n"; # okay for one loop 
in a set 
                                   #exit;  
                                   #} 
 
                                  # if ($ion_numid < 2) { 
                                  # print "idx $k_idx for 
$ion_numid didn't get it $dummy_check2 \n"; 
                                  # exit; 
                                  # } 
 
                                } 
 
                                # =================== 
                                # cylinder occupancy data 
                                # ------------------- 
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                                #print "$d_idx, nearest is 
$nearest_residue[3], $dummy_check, $dummy_check2, @this_atom 
\n"; 
                                if ($nearest_residue[3] > 0 && 
$nearest_residue[3] < $last_res_dist && $dummy_check2 > 0) { 
                                    $last_res_dist = 
1.0*$nearest_residue[3] ; # take the lowest value 
                                    $residue_type_bin = 
1*$atom_tab[3 + 5*$d_idx]; # record the type TGACU-> 0,1,2,3,4 
into the type box 
                                    $residue_box_bin =  
1*$atom_tab[4 + 5*$d_idx]; # record residue id number 
                                    $go_find_nearest = 0.0; # 
found the nearest atom within the magic distance 
                                     if ($residue_box_bin < 1) 
{ 
                                          print "read 
fault\n";  
                                         exit;} 
 
 
                                    #collect atom statistics 
on the special atoms O6, N7, O4, O2 
                                    #print 
"$atom_type_name[$d_idx] , $residue_box_bin, $d_idx \n"; 
                                     if ($last_res_dist < 
$special_dist) { 
                                       # print "$special_dist 
\n"; 
                                        $atom_nomen = 
$atom_type_name[$d_idx]; 
                                    if 
($atom_type_name[$d_idx]=~ m/O6/)     { 
                                       $special_type = 
$residue_type_bin; 
                                       $last_type = 1;  
                                       $special_dist = 
$last_res_dist; 
                                       
$special_residue_bin=$residue_box_bin; 
                                       print "O6 dist 
$special_dist \n"; 
                                    }elsif 
($atom_type_name[$d_idx]=~ m/N7/)  { 
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                                       $special_type = 
$residue_type_bin; 
                                       $last_type = 2; 
                                       $special_dist = 
$last_res_dist; 
                                       
$special_residue_bin=$residue_box_bin; 
                                       print " N7 dist 
$special_dist \n"; 
                                    } elsif 
($atom_type_name[$d_idx]=~ m/'/)   { 
                                        print "before 
$atom_type_name[$d_idx] at $last_res_dist \n";  
                                        $residue_box_bin = -1 
; # don't count back bone interactions 
                                         
$ion_is_here_flag[$k_idx]  = -1; # take back the flag 
                                    } else { 
                                       if 
($atom_type_name[$d_idx]=~ m/O4/)    { 
                                        $special_type = 
$residue_type_bin; 
                                        $last_type = 3; 
                                        $special_dist = 
$last_res_dist; 
                                        
$special_residue_bin=$residue_box_bin; 
                                        print "O4 dist 
$special_dist\n"; 
                                       } 
                                       elsif 
($atom_type_name[$d_idx]=~ m/O2/) { 
                                        $special_type = 
$residue_type_bin; 
                                        $last_type = 4; 
                                        $special_dist = 
$last_res_dist; 
                                        
$special_residue_bin=$residue_box_bin; 
                                        print "O2 dist 
$special_dist\n"; 
                                       } 
                                       elsif 
($atom_type_name[$d_idx]=~ m/P/) { # is a phosphate backbone 
screening 
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                                          print "phosphate 
$atom_type_name[$d_idx] \n"; 
                                          $residue_box_bin = -
1 ; # don't count phosphate screening ions 
                                           
$ion_is_here_flag[$k_idx]  = -1; # take back the flag 
                                       } 
                                       else  {#$last_type = 0; 
                                         print "atomic $d_idx 
$atom_type_name[$d_idx] at $last_res_dist \n";  
                                       #  if 
($atom_type_name[$d_idx]=~ m/ /) { 
                                       #  exit; } 
                                       } #don't count toward 
being special  
                                    }  
                                    } 
 
                                }      
                             #  } 
                         } # end of atom loop 
                             
                            
#============================================= 
                            # Tabulate occupancy cumulative, 
highest, etc. 
                            #---------------------------------
------------ 
                            for ($e_idx = 0; $e_idx < $res_B; 
$e_idx++) { #residue loop 
 
                               $f_idx = ($ion_numid - 
1)*$res_B + $e_idx + 1; # mapping function 
     
                               if ($ion_is_here_flag[$f_idx] > 
0 ) { 
                                  $ion_is_here_cnt[$f_idx] = 
$ion_is_here_cnt[$f_idx] + 1; 
 
                               #   print " got it \n"; 
                               #   exit; 
 
                               } else { 
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                                  if ($ion_is_here_cnt[$f_idx] 
> $ion_is_here_high[$f_idx]) { 
                                     $ion_is_here_high[$f_idx] 
= $ion_is_here_cnt[$f_idx]; 
                                    #print "$ion_num_idx lost 
it $ion_is_here_high[$ion_num_idx] \n"; 
                                    #exit; 
                                  } 
     
                                  $ion_is_here_tot[$f_idx] = 
$ion_is_here_tot[$f_idx] + $ion_is_here_cnt[$f_idx]; # 
accumulate 
 
                                  $ion_is_here_cnt[$f_idx] = 
0; # clears the current count 
                                } 
 
                            } # end residue loop 
 
                            #===================== 
                            # atom type statistics 
                            #---------------------- 
 
                            if ($go_find_nearest < 1.0 & 
$residue_box_bin > 0.0) { 
                            $ions_inside = $ions_inside + 1; 
                            $residue_box[$residue_box_bin] = 
$residue_box[$residue_box_bin] + 1; #increment frequency count 
                            $residue_type[$residue_type_bin] = 
$residue_type[$residue_type_bin] + 1; # only five types 
frequency 
                                                                         
#T is zero box 
         print "ion $ion_numid at $last_res_dist Ang 
$atom_nomen -> res $residue_box_bin type $residue_type_bin | 
$k ps \n"; 
         $atom_nomen = ""; 
                                if ($special_residue_bin > 0) 
{ 
                                   $idx_type = 0; 
                                   $idx_type = 
($special_residue_bin - 1)*7; # index by residue ID 
                                   print "$last_type is atom 
type at $special_dist of $special_residue_bin of $special_type 
\n"; 
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                                   if ($special_residue_bin != 
$residue_box_bin) {print "non special O6,N7,O4,O2 binding!\n"; 
} 
 
                                if ($last_type < 2.0 && 
$last_type > 0.0) {   # O6 G only 
                                   
#$atom_type_stat=(0.0,0.0,0.0, 0.0,0.0,0.0); } 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
0] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 0] + 
$special_dist*$special_dist; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
1] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 1] + $special_dist; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
2] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 2] + 1; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
6] = $special_type; 
                                                
                                } elsif ($last_type < 3.0) { # 
N7 A,G 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
3] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 3] + 
$special_dist*$special_dist; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
4] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 4] + $special_dist; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
5] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 5] + 1; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
6] = $special_type; 
                                   print "put into N7 \n"; 
                                } elsif ($last_type < 4.0){ # 
O4 type U,T 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
0] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 0] + 
$special_dist*$special_dist; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
1] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 1] + $special_dist; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
2] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 2] + 1; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
6] = $special_type; 
 
                                } elsif ($last_type < 5.0) { # 
O2 type C,U,T 
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                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
3] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 3] + 
$special_dist*$special_dist; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
4] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 4] + $special_dist; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
5] = $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 5] + 1; 
                                   $atom_type_stat[$idx_type + 
6] = $special_type; 
 
                                } else {  
                                  print "not interested in 
this atom type\n"; 
                                } 
                               #purines ->#O6 sum_sqr, sum, n; 
#N7 sum_sqr, sum, n 
                               #pyrmimdines ->#O4 sum_sqr, 
sum, n; #O2 sum_sqr, sum, n 
                               } 
 
                             } 
 
 
                            
#====================================                  
                            # z - phi tables 
                            #---------------------------------
--- 
                            # $dzc is signed by now 
                            $idx_z_phi = get_z_phi_idx($dzc, 
$phi_value); # increment phi by 0.0872664625997 radians or 5 
degrees 
 
                            # composite table 
                            
$z_phi_table[$idx_z_phi]=$z_phi_table[$idx_z_phi] + 1; 
 
                            # stem 1 table z_phi_table of 
those near the helices 
                            if ($residue_box_bin > 0 && 
$residue_box_bin < ($res_A + 1) ) { 
                              
$z_phi_tableA[$idx_z_phi]=$z_phi_tableA[$idx_z_phi] + 1; 
                            } elsif ($residue_box_bin > $res_A 
&& $residue_box_bin < ($res_B + 1) ) { 
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                            # stem 2 table z_phi_table 
                              
$z_phi_tableB[$idx_z_phi]=$z_phi_tableB[$idx_z_phi] + 1; 
                            } else { print "not in the box\n";  
} 
                            #print "made z phi index, 
$idx_z_phi for $dzc, $phi_value\n"; 
                            #@dummy_z_phi = 
get_z_phi_raw($idx_z_phi); 
                             
                            #print "raw return z-
>,$dummy_z_phi[0] ,phi-> $dummy_z_phi[1], cnt-> 
$z_phi_table[$idx_z_phi]  \n"; 
                            #exit; 
                            #---------------------------------
--- 
                            # end of z-phi tabulations 
                            #---------------------------------
--- 
                            #------------------------------- 
                  
                       } # greater than z_max 
                    } # greater than r_max 
                  
                 #==================================== 
                 # bulk statistics 
                 #------------------------------------ 
                 # remains in the annular region 
                   if ($x_vec[3] > $br_min && $x_vec[3] < 40) 
{ # was greater than 
                     $bulk_cnt = $bulk_cnt + 1; 
                     $bulk_total = $bulk_total + 1; 
                     $ion_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] = 
$ion_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] + 1; 
 
                   } elsif ($dzc > $bz_min && $dzc < 47) { 
                     $bulk_cnt = $bulk_cnt + 1; 
                     $bulk_total = $bulk_total + 1; 
                     $ion_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] = 
$ion_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] + 1; 
                            
                   }  
                  #================================== 
                  # case that is in the RNA zone 
                  # both radial distance and axial line are  
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                  # less than the boxed min 
                  # the bulk ion count is updated entering the 
cylinder 
                  #---------------------------------- 
                   if ($x_vec[3] < $br_min || $x_vec[3] > 40) 
{ # was less than 
                      if ($dzc < $bz_min || $dzc > 47 ) { 
 
                        if ($ion_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] > 
$ion_high_residency_cnt[$ion_numid]) { 
                        $ion_high_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] = 
$ion_residency_cnt[$ion_numid]; 
                        } 
                      $ion_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] = 0; # 
clear the residency count 
                      } 
 
                   }# elsif ($x_vec[3] > $br_min || $dzc > 
$bz_min) {#travels farther out from the annular region 
 
                     #  if ($ion_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] > 
$ion_high_residency_cnt[$ion_numid]) { 
                     #   $ion_high_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] = 
$ion_residency_cnt[$ion_numid]; 
                     #   } 
                     # $ion_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] = 0; # 
clear the residency count 
                     # } 
 
                 # }  
                 #====================================               
                 #------------------------------------ 
                 # end bulk statistics 
                 #------------------------------------ 
 
                 #==================================== 
                 # cylinder statistics 
                 #------------------------------------ 
                 # when leaving the cylinder, the occupancy 
                 # count is moved to the the high counter 
array 
 
                 if ($x_vec[3] > $br_min ) { # was greater 
than 
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                        if 
($ion_cylinder_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] > 
$ion_cylinder_high_residency_cnt[$ion_numid]) { 
                        
$ion_cylinder_high_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] = 
$ion_cylinder_residency_cnt[$ion_numid]; 
                        } 
 
                        
$ion_cylinder_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] = 0; # clear the 
residency count 
 
                   } elsif ($dzc > $bz_min ) { # a larger 
cylinder of +/- 47 Angstroms 
 
                        if 
($ion_cylinder_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] > 
$ion_cylinder_high_residency_cnt[$ion_numid]) { 
                        
$ion_cylinder_high_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] = 
$ion_cylinder_residency_cnt[$ion_numid]; 
                        } 
 
                        
$ion_cylinder_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] = 0; # clear the 
residency count 
 
                   } 
                  #================================== 
                  # case that it is in the RNA zone 
                  # both radial distance and axial line are  
                  # less than the boxed min, occupancy is 
updated 
                  #---------------------------------- 
                   if ($x_vec[3] < $br_min) { # both cases 
must be satisfied for the ion to be in the cylinder 
 
                      if ($dzc < $bz_min) { 
                      $cylinder_cnt = $cylinder_cnt + 1; 
                      $cylinder_total = $cylinder_total + 1; 
                      $ion_cylinder_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] 
= $ion_cylinder_residency_cnt[$ion_numid] + 1; 
                      } 
 
                   } 
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                 #==================================== 
                 #------------------------------------ 
                 # end cylinder statistics 
                 #------------------------------------ 
                   if ($cylinder_cnt != $occu_cnt) { 
                       print "$x_vec[3] \ \ $dzc \ \ $z_max \ 
\ $bz_min  \n"; 
                       print "count inequality \n"; 
                       print "bulk cnt \ \ $bulk_cnt \n"; 
                       print "occu cnt \ \ $occu_cnt \n"; 
                       print "cylinder_cnt \ \ $cylinder_cnt 
\n"; 
                       exit; 
                   }  
 
                } # atom ion inner functions 
              } # atom ion functions 
            } # middle made 
  
      } # end of search for atoms  in a file 
   } # end of the foreach lines in a file 
      $k=$k + $t_step; # increment time is 50ps, may change 
this to a command line variable 
      $j=$j + 1; 
 
 
      #clear ion sequence identifier 
      $ion_high_numid = $ion_numid; 
      $ion_numid = 0; 
 
      #appending the output file with the results 
#      open(MYFILE, '>>'.$base.'out')|| die; 
#      print MYFILE "$frame_cnt\ $atom_cnt\ $atom_total\ 
$set_cnt\n"; 
#      close (MYFILE);  
        
       print "ions in channel  \ $occu_cnt \n"; 
       
       # add key statistical data 
       $sqr_occu_sum = $sqr_occu_sum + $occu_cnt*$occu_cnt; # 
running sum of squares 
       $occu_cnt = 0; # clear ion count 
 
# bulk statistics 
       print "ions in bulk \ $bulk_cnt \n"; 
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       $sqr_bulk_sum = $sqr_bulk_sum + $bulk_cnt*$bulk_cnt; # 
running sum of squares 
       $bulk_cnt = 0; # clear bulk ion count 
 
# cylinder statistics 
       print "ions in cylinder \ $cylinder_cnt \n"; 
       $sqr_cylinder_sum = $sqr_cylinder_sum + 
$cylinder_cnt*$cylinder_cnt; 
       $cylinder_cnt = 0;    
 
# non screening ions 
       print "ions inside \ $ions_inside \n"; 
       $ions_inside = 0; 
 
      close(DATFILE); 
 
  } else { 
 
      if ($attemptfile < 99) { 
#       $attemptfile = $attemptfile + 1; 
          print "attempting \ $filepdb  \  $attemptfile \n"; 
# 
# Attempts are made until the terminal loop is reached 
# 
          if ($attemptfile < 1) { 
             $k=$k - $t_step; # increment by one to see if it 
is going up 
             $k=$k + 1; 
           } else { 
             $k=$k + 1; 
           } 
         $attemptfile = $attemptfile + 1; 
 
       } else {  
          report_stats; 
          exit; 
          } 
   } 
}  # end of file series processing and 
# if it hasn't exited will exit now 
report_stats; 
 
2. ANAL script to calculation ion interaction energies over a 
trajectory from generated PDB snapshots. 
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#! /bin/csh -f 
 
#BSUB -R em64t 
#BSUB -o log.%J 
#BSUB -e error.%J 
#BSUB -n 2 
#BSUB -J i17r3 
#BSUB -W 109:00 
#BSUB -q yingling 
 
source /usr/local/apps/env/intel.csh 
source /home/lsethap/.alias 
source /home/lsethap/.cshrc 
 
#rmdir -rf i17r3/ 
#mkdir i17r3/ 
 
# user values 
set myion = "i17r3" 
set start_time = 7327 
set stop_time = 8512 
set step_val = 5 
set ion_number = 17 
set ion_res_number = 39 
set res_number = 3 
set mydata = "$myion" # folder with all the inpcrd and prmtop files 
set ion_res = "$mydata/$myion" 
#===================== prmtop coord generator ===================== 
set script_file = "leap_.$myion.scr" 
set time_start = $start_time 
set time_stop = $stop_time 
set qtidx = $time_start 
set file_src = "snap_5ps/polyA_snapshot" 
set file_dest = $mydata 
 
#output file name 
set mydatfile = "$ion_res.out" 
 
rmdir -rf $myion/ 
mkdir $myion/ 
 
#===================== run snapshots ============================== 
# optional if snapshots have not been run 
#cat <<eof> i2r8_snapshot.in 
#trajin /gpfs_yingling/ygyingli/abhishek/poly/polyA/polyA_md1.x 12990 
14080 10 
# 
#center :1-22 
#image 
 
##strip :WAT 
##strip :Cl- 
#solvent byres :WAT 
#closestwater 400 :6  
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##grid polyA.xplor 100 0.25 100 0.25 100 0.25 :Na+ max 0.9 
 
#trajout $file_src pdb 
#go 
# 
#eof 
 
#ptraj  /gpfs_yingling/ygyingli/abhishek/poly/polyA/polyA.prmtop  < 
i2r8_snapshot.in > i2r8_snapshot.out  
 
#sleep 30 
 
#===================== run leap =================================== 
echo "" > $script_file 
while ($qtidx <= $time_stop) 
 
echo "a = loadpdb $file_src.$qtidx" >> $script_file 
echo "saveamberparm a $file_dest/$qtidx.prmtop $file_dest/$qtidx.inpcrd" 
>> $script_file 
 
echo "$qtidx" 
@ qtidx += $step_val 
 
end 
 
echo "quit" >> $script_file 
 
tleap -f leaprc.ff99SB -f $script_file 
 
sleep 30 
 
#================================================================ 
# begin program 
set tidx = $start_time 
#================================================================ 
# input is as format is as follows: 
# c.f. Amber8 manual for description 
# line (1) Title                                   |FORMAT(20A4) 
# line (2) NTX , NTXO , NRC , NGRPX , KFORM,       |FORMAT(6I) 
# line (3) NTB, BOX(1) , BOX(2) , BOX(3) , BETA    |FORMAT(I,4F) 
# line (4) NTF , NTID , NTN , NTNB , NSNB , IDIEL, |FORMAT(6I) 
# line (5) CUT , SCNB , SCEE , DIELC,              |FORMAT(4F) 
# line (6) IMAX , EMAX(I), I = 1..9                |FORMAT(I,9F) 
# line (7) IOPT ,                                  |FORMAT(A)  
#   .... groups 
# line (penultimate) END 
# line (last) STOP 
#======================================================= 
cat > $ion_res.analin <<EOF 
 test of anal energies, compare to those from sander 
    1    0    0    0    51   1 
    0  0.0  0.0  0.0   0.0 
    1    0    0    0    80   1 
  99.0      2.0       1.2       1.0 
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    1  2.0  2.0  2.0  2.0  2.0  2.0  2.0  2.0  2.0 
ENERGY 
ion $ion_number 
RES $ion_res_number 
END 
base $res_number 
RES $res_number 
END 
END 
STOP 
EOF 
 
 
#set mydatfile = "$ion_res.out" 
 
echo "ion $ion_number at residue $res_number Edecomp $start_time to 
$stop_time" > $mydatfile 
 
while ($tidx <= $stop_time) 
# command of execution 
#     usage: anal [-O] -i analin -o analout -p prmtop -c inpcrd -ref refc 
#                 -r rmscrd -s compac -p1 pdb1 -p2 pdb2 -z zmat 
 
set mytopology = "$mydata/$tidx.prmtop" 
set mycoord = "$mydata/$tidx.inpcrd" 
set myoutfile = "$ion_res.$tidx.out" 
 
                  
anal -O -i $ion_res.analin -p $mytopology -c $mycoord -ref $mycoord -o 
$myoutfile || goto error 
 
sleep 30 
echo "finished $tidx" 
echo "---------------------- $tidx ----------------" >> $mydatfile 
echo "  type   groups     description            dist          vdwnb          
eelnb" >> $mydatfile 
grep "NBOND   2-  1" $myoutfile >> $mydatfile 
# grep -B 1 -A 9... one before 9 after match 
grep -A 8 "MATRIX" $myoutfile  >> $mydatfile 
echo "---------------------- $tidx ----------------" >> $mydatfile 
echo "---------------------------------------------" >> $mydatfile 
# remove outfile for this time  
rm -f $myoutfile 
 
# snapshots are spaced ten "frames" from each other in this instance 
 
    @ tidx += $step_val 
    
 
end 
 
#remove input file 
rm -f $ion_res.analin 
rm -f $file_dest/*.prmtop 
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rm -f $file_dest/*.inpcrd 
 
# if snapshots were generated from the trajectories, remove them from the 
data folder 
rm -f $file_dest/*snapshot.* 
 
grep -A 7 "TOTAL INTERACTION ENERGY" $mydatfile | awk '{print $2}' | grep 
"-" > $ion_res.Total_E.dat 
grep -A 7 "ELECTROSTATIC (N-B + 1-4) INTERACTION ENERGY MATRIX" $mydatfile 
| awk '{print $2}' | grep "-" | egrep -v 'B' > $ion_res.EEL.dat 
grep -A 7 "VDW (N-B + 1-4) INTERACTION ENERGY MATRIX" $mydatfile | awk 
'{print $2}' | egrep -v "B" | grep ".." | egrep -v "0.000" > 
$ion_res.vdw.dat 
 
echo "total E stats"            >  $ion_res.stats 
calc_stats $ion_res.Total_E.dat >> $ion_res.stats 
echo "Electrostati stats"       >> $ion_res.stats 
calc_stats $ion_res.EEL.dat     >> $ion_res.stats 
echo "VDW stats"                >> $ion_res.stats 
calc_stats $ion_res.vdw.dat     >> $ion_res.stats 
 
exit(0) 
 
error: 
echo "  ${0}:  Program error" 
rm -f analin 
exit(1) 
#=================================================================== 
 


